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Seeing Midd Kids through the eyes of a child.

The three-year-old in the Jennings household has a bedtime ritual. After taking a bath and reading books with Mommy or Daddy, he settles into a large, comfortable chair in his room with one of his parents for story time. The lights go down, and the young boy gets to request two to three stories (depending on "how tired" Mommy or Daddy’s voice is). He has a handful in his archive, but since last spring, there has been a pattern, depending on the season. It started one night in early May.

"Will you please tell me a story about lacrosse?"

I quickly learned that he wanted a specific story, as in—he wanted a retelling of his attendance at that day’s game. It goes something like this (I’ll give you the extremely abridged version): Once upon a time, John, Daddy, and Mommy went to a lacrosse game. When they got to the stadium, John and Daddy went down on the field with their lacrosse sticks, and while Mommy cheered from the stands, John scored a goal (!) and the assistant coach on the field gave him a high five (!). Then the goalies came on the field, and John ran over and gave them high fives (!) and they all said, "Hey John!" Then John and Daddy went back up in the stands to have a snack, but then John heard bagpipes (!). "The team is coming!" John said. (At this point, the three-year-old usually interrupts the story to make sure that the storyteller knows that the team doesn’t step onto the field until the drums start.) And on it goes. Since the birth of the lacrosse story, stories about basketball and football have all been added to the rotation, as have stories about the radio station and the picnic and the trip to the "humongous" science building.

What is critical to each story—aside from John’s participation in each, of course—is the presence of Middlebury students in the narrative. They are everywhere, often willing (I think) and enthusiastic participants. There’s Basketball Ben, Basketball Aaron, and Basketball Matt; Ruby and Adrienne; Bisi; Jamie from the pool. They give him swimming lessons. They come over to his house and shoot baskets and then take him for ice cream. They volunteer at his preschool. They teach him how to say hello in Japanese. They offer those spirited high fives at games. They teach him how to say hello in Japanese. They offer those spirited high fives at games. They even teach him about tarantulas.

The thing is, as much as John’s mother and I think that our son is the greatest, the most irresistible, wise beyond his years, etc., we also recognize that Middlebury students are devoted to hundreds of Johns and Elizabeths and Lukes in Addison County; our kid benefits from this generosity, but he’s far from alone.

We hear so much about the exploits of Middlebury students—eye-popping success in the classroom, unwavering dedication in the laboratory and on the stage and athletic fields, and stunning achievements in realms previously undiscovered. (We also hear them tromping up and down some of our residential streets at 2 a.m. on the weekends, but in light of all that I’m writing about here, I’m more than willing to let that slide.) In a small town, though, where a community and an institution are intertwined, it’s the oft unpublicized acts—perhaps small and fleeting to the student, yet magnificent and life-changing to the child (and his parents)—that have the greatest impact of all. —Mf
Degrees of Separation
Matt Jennings’s summer 2009 magazine story “The Most Improbable Story Ever Told” about Simon Thomas-Train’s near-tragic 2005 Norway experience conjured up for me a rush of thoughts and reflections during a quiet moment’s reading in an otherwise hectic day.

Regarding Feb first-years, such as Mr. Thomas-Train ’09: I’ve always been impressed at this collection of charismatic and outgoing students. Does the admissions process somehow select for their qualities, or do their qualities compel them to seize the opportunity of delayed matriculation in an outstanding institution while squeezing in the chance for exploration and personal growth? Regarding Simon’s original survival and his subsequent chance meeting with his Midd alum surgeon halfway around the world: It’s always rewarding to offer thanks at the time a good deed or effort is completed. When this isn’t possible, how often in life do we get a second chance? Honest praise and heartfelt thank-yous are some of the most precious gifts that can be bestowed. Sometimes the opportunity immediately opens wide for it, but sometimes an effort must be made. Unfortunately, sometimes we miss these chances entirely, despite our efforts, and we may bear that albatross for life. But never should the opportunity be missed twice, as I’m sure Simon learned.

What a wonderful ending to the tale, and I hope great thanks were extended, albeit years later. From this story of only two pages, I was not only moved by a harrowing tale of serendipitous luck and reward pulled from everyday unexpected danger, I was also reminded and reassured that talented Midd people are everywhere and may even affect us when we least expect it. As we all know, Middlebury is more than a place. It’s an experience, transient with individuals’ tenures on campus, yet everlasting in rich memories, and enlightening in new concepts, challenges, and triumphs through those we’ve known or those who share the foundation of our common extended family.

Thanks to Middlebury Magazine for providing the ability to experience through a narrow degree of separation the many enriching accomplishments and creative endeavors from quite a collection of real-life, storybook people.

Bruce Silverman ’02
Chicago, Illinois

Blown Away
I am a Bread Loaf graduate, and certainly a great benefit of that is receiving Middlebury Magazine. I love each issue, but I have to say I was blown away by the story of Simon Thomas-Train ’09 (“The Most Improbably Story Ever Told”). Matt Jennings did a great job of relaying this one-of-a-kind, truly amazing story in a way that kept you on the edge of your seat until the shockingly wonderful ending. I have sent it to several people, including a gastroenterologist, as I’m sure other gastro docs, and probably most surgeons, also recall their extreme surgeries and scars. I can only imagine how happy Simon was that he mentioned his accident and surgery to the alum.

Just wanted to pass on how much I enjoyed reading this—I’d love to know more about what they continued to talk about!

Deborah Smith, MA English ’05
Southborough, Massachusetts

My Treasured Gift
While reading about Simon Thomas-Train ’09, a lump rose in my throat. I had a similar experience 25 years ago after a miraculous recovery from a climbing accident. During my senior year, I broke my back in a serious fall, losing bladder and bowel function in addition to movement below the waist. Within a year, I regained full use of my legs and organs and live a very active life.

My accident was self-inflicted: I made a mistake. In addition to 24/7 awareness of my physical limitations, I live with the knowledge that I am capable of missing the obvious. But like Simon, I was given a tremendous gift.

While I was in the hospital, my father asked a colleague to pay me a visit. Both men were active mountaineers at the time, as well as publishing members of the Wilderness Medical Society. I was honored that this man, whom I had never met, would take the time to stop by. Well, he let me have it, scolding me for my costly mistake.

One year later, I was working at an environmental education center in the Rockies when I ran into Dr. M. I don’t think he remembered me—I am not sure—but I was so proud to walk down the road toward him, shake his hand, and say hello!

While recovery from this trauma has been primarily a private experience for me, inspiration ought to be shared.
Help support the Middlebury baseball team by purchasing a classic Vermont wreath for the holidays. To order, e-mail Bob Smith at rsmith@middlebury.edu. Cost for the wreath, including shipping and handling, is $50.
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Thank you—Simon, gentleman surgeon, and Matt Jennings—for the reminder.

Carrie Bowman ’84
Seattle, Washington

Acts of Fate
We just read “The Most Improbable Story Ever Told,” and we can only say WOW! The timing of the incredible events makes one realize how most of life is a lot like this story—that it’s filled with twists and turns that are, or are not, meant to be, and that someone truly must be watching over from above.

Simon Thomas-Train’s will to live and fortune of being in that particular doctor’s hands at the time of his tragedy coupled with whatever it was that directed him to pick up the same man’s bag five years later gave us all goose bumps! So well written. Thanks very much.

Susan and Bill Hatfield
Barrington, Rhode Island

The Rest of the Story
There is more good luck and serendipity to Simon’s tale: When the car crashed, the first bystander, an EMT, immediately called an ambulance, which arrived within five minutes. Also at the time, my wife and I were in Oslo, en route to visiting Simon the next day. Before he blacked out, he somehow remembered the name of our hotel. It was a 10-minute cab ride to his bedside, not a 24-hour, passport-grasping, ticket-grabbing ordeal.

Then during the 2009 reunion, Simon called: “The most amazing thing has just happened. . . . Do you want to meet the surgeon?” Did we ever! We live an hour from campus, so over we went. At the final reunion brunch, we hugged, laughed, and prodded Simon’s scar with a delightful spark of a gentleman—the surgeon, and member of the class of 1959—who had only been doing his job, and saved our son’s life.

David Thomas-Train
Keene Valley, New York

At What Cost?
The summer edition of Middlebury Magazine contained a name I recognized, Mike Heaney ’64, and a story—“The Road to Vinh Thanh”—that I can relate to. Mike and I were among the very few Middlebury cadets in our class who ended up in Vietnam during the early days of the war. (It is my understanding that a much larger percentage of cadets in the Class of ’65 and forward ended up in country.) I was fortunate not to experience the level of violence Mike writes about. As a 1st Lt. Infantry, of the Big Red 1, however, I can talk about a very uncomfortable, frightening year of misery. War is not fun. It is something I would not wish on anyone.

I grew up in the small ski town of Killington, Vermont. All my life and during my years at Middlebury, I was always taught to respect my elders and authority figures. As an ROTC cadet, and a naive officer at best, I never questioned my orders. One saluted, said, “Yes, Sir,” and shipped off to Vietnam. During
my time in country, I never had time to question the mission. My sole concentration was focused upon keeping the men under my command alive. I lived in the now; we would survive; the unthinkable would never happen to me. In fact my sense of sight, sound, and smell developed far beyond anything I could have foreseen. We were ready.

One year later, I returned home and just like everyone else, I, too, watched Walter Cronkite on the evening news. Things in Vietnam got worse and worse. Would I have questioned my mission if my tour had started three years later? I do not know. I do know that to this day I still feel guilty about the soldiers under my command who did not make it back.

Time moved on. Forty years later, my senses were once again kicked into high gear. My wife and I had started a business importing and selling boots. Things were going so well we were looking to expand. Poppy designed a new line of footwear, and we needed an affordable place to manufacture our products. We looked toward Vietnam.

We arrived in Saigon at the same airport I departed from all those years ago. The plane landed, the door opened, and we headed across the tarmac to immigration. The heat was just as stifling as I remembered. The smells were the same, and the language had the same singsong sound I had almost forgotten. As we reached the air-conditioned immigration building, the first person I met was a young man wearing a military uniform. I was nervous. My stomach started a slow roll. I was sweating despite the cool room.

"Passport, please." I passed the checkpoint. Everything looked like Saigon except the signposts. And where were the older people my age? The city's name had changed, of course, and the motorcycle population had multiplied 100-fold. I was assured there are older people, but they are all home taking care of the grandchildren; both mom and dad work. We found modern factories and a five-star hotel with the TV tuned to CNN and a Christmas tree that reached to the top of the gothic ceiling. Everyone was very warm and welcoming. Things
had really changed for the better. We did find a factory and we did start importing and selling shoes made in Vietnam.

Returning from our trip, I started to think about the bigger picture. The workers and overall population seemed happy, and living standards had definitely improved. That said, was my year in country helpful? Was the man on the street better off because of the USA? Was the war worth the cost? I say, “No” to all these questions.

Are we making the same mistake again today? War is final. Nobody is entitled to anything. Everyone is equal. There are no extended deadlines or do-overs. Why can’t we learn from the past? Shouldn’t our leaders be thinking of these things before our troops are sent into battle? Will recent Middlebury grads say 40 years from now: “I wasted a year of my life”? I hope not, but I think they, too, will come to feel the way I do today.

Terry Fletcher ’64
New London, New Hampshire

Find Peace
I was deeply moved by Mike Heaney’s essay “The Road to Vinh Thanh” (summer 2009). His journey was told with beauty and simplicity, yet with great emotional depth. As he lay pinned on that hill of death so far away in 1966, I and others were graduating high school, heading to Middlebury healthy and happy. The Vietnam War, at its peak in 1968, claimed 250 American lives in a single week. Meanwhile, we skied, studied, participated in or protested ROTC and the war. It struck me as I reread his piece, “There but for the grace of God go I.” I hope he and his surviving comrades—on both sides—have found some measure of healing, reconciliation, and peace. My VA colleagues and I are here for Mike and the warriors of another generation streaming home today, with scars both visible and invisible.

Al Perry ’70
Fresno, California

The writer served in the U.S. Army from 1971–73. He is the director of the VA Central California Health Care System.
Plain Wrongheaded

It was disappointing to read that the College has decided to discontinue its support of the *New England Review* (“The Future of the New England Review,” summer 2009). The walls of circumstance have certainly closed in on some of the College’s best endeavors. But Professor Jason Mittel’s claim that NER does not impact “classrooms and the student experience” is perilously literal-minded. He might as well claim pretentiously wrongheaded to believe that because water doesn’t appear on the food pyramid it should be eradicated from the human diet. Few undergraduates subscribe to the human diet. Few undergraduates subscribe to the human diet. Few undergraduates subscribe to the human diet. Few undergraduates subscribe to the human diet.

Spars is simply wrong to claim that journals like the NER “do not play a significant role in tenure cases.” In fact, the field of creative writing has graduate schools across the country and in the UK. Tenure-track creative writing professors, like all other academic faculty, submit dossiers including publications to tenure review and faculty evaluation committees. Those committees certainly do count NER in the upper ranks of publications that reflect the equivalent of “advanced research” in the fields of fiction, poetry, and nonfiction. In Britain, creative writing faculty publications qualify as research towards official government evaluations of academic standards. NER and the Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference give Middlebury College a very rare reputation amongst creative writing faculty in every state. NER regularly receives submissions from all over the world. How regrettable to hear that this far-flung esteem is not shared by some of Middlebury’s own faculty!

The appearance of unfairness in the College’s recent decision-making regarding NER can be suggested by a comparison with the College’s approach, in these admittedly tough times, to the so-called auxiliary enterprises, operations such as the Juice Bar, the golf course, and the Snow Bowl, all of which the College subsidizes to the tune of $8 million a year. This sum utterly dwarfs the funds required to uphold the promise of support to NER that Middlebury made when it decided to acquire the magazine. To my knowledge, none of the auxiliary enterprises has been threatened with immediate closure so far. In fact, readers of these pages might recall Middlebury CFO Patrick Norton’s comment, in the winter 2009 issue of *Middlebury Magazine*: “We are working with a task force of Middlebury trustees to bring these operations closer to break-even.” In other words, operations far less valuable to the core mission of the College than NER and far more expensive than NER are not being threatened with closure or total elimination if they fail to “meet their

Support NER

My former classmate Sarah Tuff is right on about the intellectual excitement of Middlebury’s acclaimed and nationally recognized literary journal, *New England Review* (“The Future of the New England Review,” summer 2009). Her article begins and ends on just the right note—NER forms an essential contribution to the field of creative writing, and it must stay afloat. As one of the people mentioned in her article, I must write in to offer one correction and to state my point of view. I should add here that I don’t speak for NER in any way, although my long-standing connections to the journal (mentioned in the article), beginning with my undergraduate days as a student intern under both David Huddle and Stephen Donadio, obviously make me a partisan.

American Studies Professor, BOC member, and Acting Provost Timothy Aaron Strunnicker ’06

Merrin Island, Washington
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costs.” Nor are they even being asked to break even. They are only being asked to come “closer to break even.”

Why doesn’t the College consider offering NER a somewhat similar path? What catastrophic harm would come to a college with an operating budget of around $250 million per year if it chose to continue supporting NER on a partial basis after the two-year grace period, gradually shifting the funding of the journal over the next five years, say, to a sustainable mixture of grants, subscriptions, donations, and, over time, a reduced level of College money, as needed? Has this possible solution ever been explored in detail, and if not, why not? One final thought. If the College is truly serious about helping NER sustain itself beyond the next two years, above all it must establish a fund-raising avenue, whether formally or informally, for potential donors to give larger sums on a tax-exempt basis with the assurance that the money will go directly to the magazine. Perhaps the College could offer matching funds up to a given amount as an extra incentive for potential donors and as a gesture of goodwill.

J. M. Tyree ’95
San Francisco, California
Further Support

In "The Future of the New England Review" in the summer 2009 issue, President Ron Liebowitz told the reporter that not one of the letters he had received in support of New England Review had come from anyone who currently teaches, works, or studies at Middlebury; neither had any of the wide range of literary prizes, including the Pulitzers, National Book Awards, and National Book Critics Awards.

In addition to its national profile, the Review has also provided an outlet for some of the most original work by Middlebury faculty over the years (several on the list have had more than one item published in the journal). The distinguished and devoted editor of the Review has played a unique role among his peers in commissioning articles, reviews, reevaluations, and translations that might never have been undertaken, were it not for his suggestions and gentle urging. Furthermore, his editing skills are extraordinary: no piece of writing ever sees the light of day unless it has been subjected to the most scrupulous and constructive shaping, rewriting, and editing. Not one of us can say that his or her writing hasn’t been significantly improved by the process of its being selected to appear in the NER. One colleague confessed recently that the NER had published “the best piece of writing he had ever done in his life.” The Review publishes only about two percent of the total submissions it receives in a year. That is extremely selective. We consider ourselves very fortunate to have appeared in its pages. In addition, several of our most talented students have benefited enormously from internships with the Review, as well as in the popular J-term courses on magazine publishing offered by its managing editor.

We understand that this is a time of severe financial crisis and soul-searching. We all support that effort and have participated in it in our own departments and programs. But unlike skiing or golfing or socializing, NER is engaged in the enterprise of soul-searching: for that reason alone it should not merely be tolerated, it should be celebrated. Long live the New England Review!

Michael Katz
Middlebury, Vermont

Signatories of this letter include:
Julia Alvarez, David Bain, Jennifer Bates, Stanley Bates, Raymond Benson, John Bertolini, Mary Ellen Bertolini, Bob Buckeye, Noreen Cargill, Francois Clemmons, Nicholas Clifford, Rob Cohen, Michael Collier, Walker Connor, Claudia Cooper, Amelie Crouzieres-Ingenthorn, Wayne Darling, Carolann Davis, Ann Dolber, Murray Dry, Karen Evans-Romaine, Diana Fanning,

The BOC Explains
As members of the Budget Oversight Committee (BOC) that recommended that the College discontinue its relation with the New England Review, we read Michael Katz’s letter, which was e-mailed to all faculty and staff, with great interest. We offer the following observations:

- The quality of the work published in the NER was never an issue for us in making our recommendation to President Liebowitz. Rather, given the College’s core mission and the economic limitations we now confront, we concluded that the opportunity costs of the institution’s significant fiscal support are simply too high.

- Professor Katz’s letter suggests that the deficits generated by the Snow Bowl, the golf course, and 51 Main escaped the attention of the BOC. That is not so. The committee recommended that these auxiliary operations find ways to reduce costs; in the case of 51 Main, if the operation does not eliminate its budget deficit by the end of the calendar year, it will be shut down. The president accepted our recommendations. We do not think it is unreasonable for the New England Review to find ways to reduce their costs as well.

- The magazine article concludes with an invitation to readers to send donations to the College to secure the Review’s future. We would like to extend our own invitation, to all of the NER’s readers and champions, to become subscribers too.

From the NER Editor
Readers of the article “The Future of the New England Review” will be heartened to learn that in an extremely challenging economic environment the College administration has recently made a commitment to helping NER generate the funding it will need to continue publication, and we are currently working with the Office of College Advancement in a concerted effort to achieve that objective. The New England Review already has a sizable endowment fund that was established in the 1980s expressly to support its operations, and the College draws on the income from that endowment to defray the magazine’s expenses each year. That income, combined with revenue from subscriptions, sales of individual copies, electronic licensing, etc., covers a significant portion of our annual budget.

But as in the case of any magazine whose mission is to provide readers with substantial intellectual content—including the New Yorker, Harper’s, and the Atlantic—our overall income cannot cover all the costs, and in the potential absence of a continuing College subsidy the amount of money we’re looking for is between 90 and 100 thousand dollars annually. This figure is not insurmountable, and it does not seem an unreasonable price to pay for the intellectual opportunities that—as the record clearly shows—NER offers Middlebury faculty, students, and alumni, as well as the many participants at the Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference and the School of English, in addition to the larger cultural community that the publication reaches.

Indeed, when the College established its relationship with NER and agreed to
Vermont.
A quality of life that works for you, and your business.

When the nature of your business allows you to be anywhere, Vermont was the first choice for Ted Adler, Middlebury College '99.5. Adler located Union Street Media — a web development company that had origins in a Forest dorm room — within walking distance of Lake Champlain and the talent pool he needed to grow and be successful.

Choose Vermont.
The qualities of Vermont that attracted Adler to Middlebury College are many of the same qualities that led to locating his business in Vermont — access to resources. As an avid skier, being close to the mountains was important. Adler also values the ability to talk directly with government leaders and draw new talent from an educated workforce.

“Vermont helps Union Street Media stay competitive because of the access to hard-working talent and an educated workforce. There are cool, dynamic companies here and a collaborative environment that benefits our business. That's why we see our business prepared to grow right here in Vermont.”

Ted Adler, Founder & President, Union Street Media
ted@unionstreetmedia.com

Vermont supports growing businesses with a cash incentive program based on job creation; assistance with low interest loans for capital investment; and a customized workforce training program that companies like Union Street Media can take advantage of.

Learn more about doing business in Vermont at www.thinkvermont.com/relocate or contact Brennan Duffy, Director of Recruitment at (802) 828-1680 or brennan@thinkvermont.com.
LETTERS

Appreciation

Congratulations to Liza Donnelly and the editorial staff for creating and publishing the delightful cover art for the summer 2009 issue. I like it so much that I have framed it for my wall. Having spent eight summers “on the mountain,” I am tickled by the imaginative rendition of the Bread Loaf experience. It is now 20 years since I was graduated the second time from Bread Loaf. I continue to appreciate the excellence of teaching and good times even as I have moved on.

John Lintner,
MA English ’80, MLitt ’89
Kent, Connecticut

Seeing the Real Brazil

I appreciate Angela Evancie’s sweet description of a moment in Brazil (“Street Sense,” spring 2009), but I am very upset that we always seem to find ourselves painting pictures of Brazil as seen through a lens of Rio and street crime, with a touch of drugs. It even says in the title she is trying to dig under the “exported image,” but instead she seems to fall back into the common trap.

I will admit that while I was a tourist at first and may have even suffered the same preconceptions prior, but after living there for five years (in the ‘90s) I became closer to a native. I was lucky to live in the south and have a sales job that took me all over the country (though there is still much I have yet to see). And this, combined with becoming fluent in Portuguese, allowed me to go behind the scenes and get to know what Brazil represents in reality.

Brazil is huge and diverse, like America, with that same entrepreneurial zeal and only a slightly more dysfunctional government. It is not a single city dominated by favelas. It would be like always visualizing America as Los Angeles, one damn tough Los Angeles.

Beyond Rio, past the favelas and historic streets of this coastal city, is a country that does more than just get drunk and celebrate Carnaval. There are many unique individuals, all striving to make life better in a country that offers incredible opportunity, from the rainforests in

Outpouring for Hugh

I write this letter for two reasons. First, to compliment and congratulate the staff of Middlebury Magazine on the summer 2009 edition—it is superb, full of rich content, with an appealing layout. Second, I’d like to echo Matt Jennings’s editorial comments about Hugh Marlow (“Middlebury Unplugged”).

Like the editor and the legions of alums that Hugh has touched through the years, we all know how extraordinary has been his reach and how noticeable has been the cumulative impact of his efforts for the benefit of the College. So many of us call Hugh a personal friend and recognize how special has been every lunch, dinner, or meeting with him.

Each of us, as well as Middlebury, is immeasurably richer for having known him, worked with him, and experienced his contributions.

Samuel Gordon ’64
New York, New York

The writer is editor of the New England Review, the Fulton Professor of Humanities, and director of the Program in Literary Studies.
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the north, across the arid plains and jutting hills in the coastal serra, out beyond the fertile plains of the Midwest to the marshes and the edges of the Andes in the west and back down to the serranía of the south, with its river valleys cascading down to the beaches below.

Mark Gross '91
Newton, Massachusetts

Accomplishments Beyond Measure
THE THEME OF THE LETTER FROM EMILY DONNAN '05 ("ADVICE FOR GRADS") AND THE PERHAPS UNCONSCIOUS THEME OF PRESIDENT LIEBOWITZ'S BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS ("THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME"), BOTH IN THE SUMMER 2009 ISSUE, CONCERN ME GREATLY. BOTH SEEM TO SAY THAT COLLEGE, AND BY EXTENSION LIFE, ARE ABOUT ACHIEVEMENT, SUCCESS, AND ACCOMPLISHMENT. I HAVE ONLY RARELY COMMUNICATED WITH THE COLLEGE AND RETURNED FOR ONLY ONE REUNION. I THINK THAT IS DUE IN PART TO MY RESPONSE TO THIS HALF-SPOKEN ATTITUDE, WHICH I DISAGREE WITH. MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, AND LIFE, ARE MUCH MORE.

In his address, President Liebowitz gives nearly the first third of his remarks over to the awards, achievements, and scholarships won by members of the graduating class. In her letter, Ms. Donnan writes of the sense of unfulfillment, emptiness, and disappointment in life after Middlebury, in that it is not filled with achievements and successes.

Successes along the lines of what President Liebowitz lists and Ms. Donnan laments are praiseworthy and, not so incidentally, highly measurable. Colleges take pride in the highly competitive awards their best graduates receive, and individuals can track their progress through grades, projects completed, and changes they have created in the larger world. However, life is much more than that. So is a Middlebury education. It's likely my achievements wouldn't be listed in anyone's address:

- Marrying for the first time, and hopefully only time, eight days before my 40th birthday.
- Dealing with infertility, as a couple, and adopting two daughters.
- Working through the special education system on behalf of one of these daughters and getting her placed in an appropriate therapeutic residential school paid for by the school system.
- Moving my mother from an assisted living center in Vermont to a nursing home a mile from our house so she could get the care she needed.
- Successfully changing careers, after 22 years, from middle school education to environmental conservation.
- Building an organization and increasing its budget eightfold.
- Doing a job hunt, at present, in the middle of the recession, since I was recently let go from that organization.
- Navigating life with a lifelong stutter.

Most of these accomplishments are not measurable. Results are but landmarks, indicators of something far more important. An emphasis on achievement reminds me of a boy I worked with while middle school director. If this boy did not excel he often would lash out in anger. It took a lot of work for us to show him and his parents how this attitude was so destructive—of his sense of self, his friendships, and his growth.

I would hope that Middlebury can pride itself on some of the things I gained there as a student: expressive writing skills, a broadened sense of the world, along with the interest and ability to continue broadening it, a love of the life of the mind, seeds of confidence that I know always need nurturing, and much more. For me, my Middlebury education is an important part of my life of growth and learning. I hope it is for others as well.

Christopher Duncan '73
Poughkeepsie, New York
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Stefanie Augustine ("Home Coming," p. 80) is an illustrator in New York City.

Jon Brand ’05 ("Is Ted King the Next Big American Cyclist?" p. 38) is a writer in Washington, DC.

David Gaynes ("Remembering Peter," p. 26) is a documentary filmmaker and the creator of Keeper of the Kohii.

Nigel Holmes ("By the Numbers," p. 19) is principal of Explanation Graphics, a graphics-design firm located outside New York City.

Casey Kelbaugh ’96 ("A Case of Identity," p. 28) is a photographer based in New York City.

Tad Merrick ("The History Course," p. 46) is a photographer in Middlebury.

Pep Montserrat ("Proscription," p. 22) is an illustrator in Barcelona.

Mark Ostow ("Being Katy Smith Abbott," p. 32) is photographer based in Boston.


Brett Simison ("A Meadow Runs Through It," p. 18) is a photographer in Middlebury.

Elizabeth A. Toder ’90 ("Home Coming," p. 80) lives in New York City.

John Valls ("Into the Wild," p. 44) is a photographer in Portland, Oregon.


York Wilson ("Is Ted King the Next Big American Cyclist?" p. 38) is a photographer in Durham, North Carolina.
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The postgame handshake. A staple of DIII athletics. Photograph by Trent Campbell
A Meadow Runs Through It

To the Keen Observer, Middlebury's campus landscape looks a bit different this fall. In a move driven by both ecology and economies, the College is mowing about 20 fewer acres of its 75 acres of lawn, a move that will save an estimated 1,000 hours of labor and nearly 700 gallons of fuel annually. Yet while the prospect of dollars saved and carbon emissions cut are popular line items during this time of budget and carbon reductions, Middlebury horticulturist Tim Parsons says that the initiative has as much to do with ecological soundness as anything else.

On his blog, The Middlebury Landscape (http://blogs.middlebury.edu/middland), Parsons writes: "While at Middlebury we pride ourselves in having beautiful grounds, ecologically [the campus] is a desert. Large shade trees and lawn give next to no habitat for pollinators, migrating songbirds, insects, amphibians, even what I call the 'rotters,' the worms, fungi, and other organisms responsible for breaking down dead plant matter. Having areas of campus grow up in meadow, albeit non native plants, increases diversity, and provides refuge and habitat above and beyond a green expanse of lawn."

Parsons describes the following scene: "Picture stepping out of Bicentennial Hall, turning south and heading towards Pearsons. Immediately in front of Bi Hall is lawn, with some Adirondack chairs, a pollinator garden around a large pear tree, and [the] Smog [sculpture]. As you walk south, though, the lawn stops, and on either side of the sidewalk are large grass and wildflowers, with a break on your right, a mown area around a pair of yellowwood trees, creating a little park, and another break at the top of the ridge, creating an overlook park with a magnificent view over Battell Beach looking east towards the Green Mountains. So now, we are highlighting one of the most spectacular trees on campus, and emphasizing a view that may have been so ubiquitous in the past that it was ignored."

Parsons acknowledges that these "no-mow" meadows are populated with non-native species that were previously existing in the lawn and that the College's master plan calls for many of these meadows to be populated with native meadow plants. Because of the expense—which would require removing what is there and planting plugs of native meadow plants—such an extensive undertaking probably won't take place for a while. Still, with the current meadow initiative already underway, native plants can be emphasized in these areas, and nature, well, can take its course.

Middlebury senior Emily May spent the summer compiling a plant census of the College's meadows. Although her work is still in progress, she was able to share with us what she discovered in the Bi Hall meadow, which was described by Parsons (above).

White sweet clover, alsike clover, birdsfoot trefoil, black medick, catchfly, chicory, common plantain, common St. John's wort, curled dock, hairy vetch, lesser stitchwort, oxeye daisy, Queen Anne's lace, red clover, rough bedstraw, self-heal, white clover, white yarrow, wild parsnip.
## By the Numbers

All about the Class of 2013, entering during the 2009-10 academic year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Admitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September '09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>February '10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From Waiting List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Applicants Enrolled

- **34** Countries Represented
- **42** States Represented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGENTINA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANGLADESH</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTAN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROATIA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZECH REPUBLIC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUADOR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHIOPIA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINLAND</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENYA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURITIUS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPAL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLAND</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAZILAND</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAILAND</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Admitted

- **605** Admitted Students
- **90** First-Year Students admitted
- **39** First Generation to Attend College

### School or Class Presidents

- **50** School or Class Presidents
- **285** Team Captains
- **52** Publications Editors

### Observed

- An unseasonably wet summer gave way to exquisite autumn weather during the first weeks of the 2009-10 academic year. And while summer would not officially end until the autumnal equinox on September 22, nobody was complaining about the early shift to crisp temperatures and cloudless skies. The College's Convocation occurred on just such a day, as sharp blue skies accompanied robed faculty and administrators in welcoming more than 600 first-year students to Middlebury. In his Convocation address, President Liebowitz advised ambitious students to study deeply and broadly, while resisting the myth that more is better. “Not trying to do it all is sometimes a good thing,” he said. **The provocatively titled talk** “Conservation Cowboys in Africa and Latin America: Can the Private Sector Be Trusted to Protect Nature?” kicked off the yearlong Middlebury/Monterey lecture series. Delivering the inaugural address was Jeffrey Langholz, a leading conservation expert and an associate professor of international environmental policy at the Monterey Institute for International Studies.

### Speaking of MIIS, the Institute was home to a congressional town hall discussion about the national healthcare system during
A WEEK INTO MIDDLEBURY’S FIRST SEMESTER, Doctor Mark Peluso, the director of the Parton Health Center at the College, appeared as a guest on Vermont Public Radio’s noon-hour news program Vermont Edition.

The topic was swine flu, and at the outset of the interview, Vermont Edition host Jane Lindholm asked Peluso how Middlebury had been planning for a possible pandemic.

“We’ve been planning for a pandemic event for several years,” said Peluso. “We started by planning for a lethal pandemic event, something much more severe and something we’re not facing right now. And over the past year, we’ve been working on a nonlethal pandemic event. We’ve been working with the Department of Health and following the CDC guidelines to adapt our unique situation—with respect to housing our students—to those guidelines.”

Since it broke onto the global scene last spring, swine flu, or the H1N1 virus, receded from the front pages of North American newspapers and the lead spot of nightly newscasts this summer, but the story never really went away. Reports from the Southern Hemisphere, where it was winter and thus the traditional flu season, showed that H1N1 could, indeed, reach pandemic status. And with early reports of H1N1 outbreaks on campuses that opened their doors in August (more than 2,000 reported cases at Washington State University, 500+ at Cornell), H1N1 has become the hot topic this fall—on college campuses and beyond.

**So, how has Middlebury planned for potential infections on campus?**

As long as the virus remains a relatively nonlethal event, the College has instituted a self-isolation policy. If a student presents symptoms of an influenza-like illness, he is asked to contact both the Health Center and his Commons office. Students can also contact the Health Center if they are very ill or have questions about how best to care for themselves. In most cases, healthy roommates will be moved to separate living quarters, while the sick student is isolated in his dorm room, usually for about three to five days. The Health Center believes that social isolation will help limit the illness’s spread and reduce the number of infected people in the community. Limiting the spread of the virus takes on critical importance when thinking about protecting those who are considered at risk for complications of H1N1 infection.

**Who is considered at risk for complications of H1N1 infection?**

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention define at-risk, college-age students who present symptoms of influenza-like illness, he is asked to contact both the Health Center and his Commons office. Students can also contact the Health Center if they are very ill or have questions about how best to care for themselves. In most cases, healthy roommates will be moved to separate living quarters, while the sick student is isolated in his dorm room, usually for about three to five days. The Health Center believes that as being those who have chronic pulmonary, cardiovascular, hepatic, hematological, neurologic, neuromuscular, or metabolic disorders; students who have immunosuppression; pregnant women; and students younger than 18 who are receiving long-term aspirin therapy.

**Will students be able to get vaccinated?**

It’s expected that the vaccine will be available in late October, early November. Students designated as being in a high-risk group will be given priority.

**What happens if the virus mutates and/or turns lethal?**

In the event of widespread fatalities across the country as a consequence of H1N1 infection, the College would shut down. All students have been required to have an evacuation plan, detailing where they will go and how they will get there, if Middlebury closes, and the College has plans to use its vehicle pool and area transit outlets to transport students, if needed. Peluso said that the campus could be shut down in 48 hours, but stressed that such a scenario is unlikely based on how the virus has behaved thus far.

At the conclusion of the VPR interview, Peluso was asked if thoughts of H1N1 were keeping him up at night. His response was reassuring: “Not at all. It used to. But not anymore. We have well-thought-out plans in place for the disaster that we don’t think will happen, but we’re ready for if it does. That would be the more lethal pandemic event. And we have a good plan in place for the nonlethal event. Being prepared is a nice place to be in.”
On College Finances

Early this fall, the ratings agency Moody’s Investors Service updated its outlook for higher education, revealing that cost cutting at colleges and universities—along with stable enrollment numbers, improved access to credit, and an uptick in endowment performance—has helped many institutions in dealing with one of the harshest and most challenging economic climates seen in nearly a century.

On the heels of the Moody report, Middlebury President Ronald D. Liebowitz wrote to the College community and echoed that sentiment, while cautioning that work still remained as the institution attempts to reach “a balance between what we do and what we can afford to do beyond this coming year.”

Liebowitz announced that for the 2009 fiscal year, the endowment lost 15.9 percent of its value, a decline of $190 million (and a drop of nearly $250 million from its all-time high of $986 million in 2008). And while the 15.9 percent loss would place the College within the top quintile among colleges and universities (Harvard reported a 27 percent loss, Brown 21, and Williams 18), the impact has been sobering.

“The impact of the endowment’s $190 million decline in value this past year deepens when you consider that until very recently we had planned our future spending and program enhancements (e.g., salary increases, improvements in our financial aid program, new positions, enhancing existing programs) with the expectation that the endowment would grow by 9 percent each year rather than shrink as it did the past two years,” Liebowitz wrote. (Middlebury’s endowment shrank by one percent in FY’08.) “Because we depend on the endowment for much of our operating budget (23 percent), the gap between what we have at our disposal on the one hand, and what we expected to have based on our planning model, on the other, solely as the result of the decline in the value of the endowment, is approximately $12 million per year, which has great consequences for what we can and cannot do in the coming years.”

Dollars raised through fund-raising also dropped off—nearly 20 percent—the president noted, even though a national record of Middlebury alumni (62 percent) contributed to the Annual Fund this year. “This decline is no surprise,” the president wrote, considering that “the turmoil in the markets has clearly affected our donors’ ability to make large gifts.”

Still, as reflected in the Moody’s report, Middlebury has made progress in meeting targeted budget reductions. Because of measures outlined in earlier issues of the magazine (these include reductions of program budgets by 5 to 10 percent, reduction of 90 staff positions through attrition, a salary freeze for those earning more than $50,000, and a reduction in salary for members of the president’s staff), Middlebury began this current fiscal year with a balanced budget, and, Liebowitz wrote, “If our assumptions about projected revenues and expenses for next year hold, next year’s budget will also be balanced.”

However, the endowment losses during the past two fiscal years will still be felt in FY’12 and beyond; the amount of money the College’s draws on the endowment to support the operating budget is based on a three-year average value of the endowment. “Although this formula is designed to smooth out the market’s volatility,” Liebowitz explained last year, “the impact of a steep endowment decline is significant.” Which is why Middlebury continues to seek out cost-cutting measures. This summer, the Staff Resources Committee conducted an institution-wide staffing analysis, with the objective of further reducing staff positions to sustainable levels without resorting to layoffs. Liebowitz wrote that he had confidence that, through normal attrition and by offering staff optional programs, such as early retirement or voluntary separation, the College would hit its target staffing goals. That, along with continued fiscal prudence, he wrote, would keep Middlebury on solid ground. Thinking back to a year ago, when anxiety and uncertainty were just beginning to grip both the nation and the community, that is a welcome thought, indeed.

Congress’s August recess. The host was Congressman Sam Farr, a MILS alumnus. Unlike other town hall meetings across the country, this one was a cordial and civil affair. ■ The Classical Theater of Harlem brought its production of Waiting for Godot to Middlebury for two nights of soul-searching and thought-provoking theater. In this production, Samuel Beckett’s seminal work was transported to New Orleans in the days after Hurricane Katrina devastated the city. ■ Charles Darwin was the focus of the 2009 Nicholas R. Clifford Symposium. “Celebrating Darwin’s Legacy,” featured lectures, panel discussions, artistic performances, workshops, and a series of addresses that were designed to coincide with the 200th anniversary of Darwin’s birth and the 150th anniversary of the publication of On the Origin of Species. ■ The Emerson String Quartet returned to Middlebury and conducted a free performance before a capacity crowd in Mead Chapel. The visit was the quartet’s 31st to the College, and they did not disappoint the welcoming audience, performing works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and New England’s Charles Ives. ■ Nature magazine was the latest national publication to give Middlebury kudos for its “green”-ness, citing the College’s new biomass gasification plant as a notable environmental initiative.
[SYLLABUS]

Both the Boston Globe and the Tina Brown-led digital publication The Daily Beast recently touted a Middlebury course as one of the country’s juiciest (Globe) and hottest (Daily Beast).

So, what’s the course and why the hubbub?

Course Title The Economics of “Sin”: Sex, Crime, and Drugs

Department Economics

Instructor Associate Professor of Economics Jessica Holmes

Course Description In this course, we apply traditional microeconomic principles to nontraditional topics such as adultery, prostitution, teen pregnancy, crime and punishment, drugs and drug legalization, and gambling. We ask the following questions throughout the course: To what extent is “sinful” behavior rational and utility maximizing? What role does the government play in regulating “sinful” behavior and what are the consequences of these government interventions? The primary focus will be on the United States, but brief comparisons will be made to “sinful” behavior and policy interventions in other countries.

What Holmes Says “In what other economics class will they have the opportunity to explore pornography, prostitution, crime and punishment, drugs and drug legalization, the sale of human organs, and gambling? As you can imagine, it is a lot easier to get students to debate the economic arguments for and against the legalization of prostitution than to discuss the latest employment estimates.” (Globe)

What the Daily Beast Says “A former blackjack dealer and casino pit boss, Holmes is young and vibrant with the background to match. In this elective course, she takes basic microeconomic principles and applies them to less staid pursuits, such as adultery, teen pregnancy, illegal drugs, and online gambling.”

And About That Title Bob Cluss, a chemistry/biochemistry professor and Middlebury’s dean of the curriculum, told the Globe: “The titles are much more playful than before, no doubt about it. I think it has to do with a younger generation of faculty who understand it’s an opportunity to catch students’ eyes.”

Proscription

In the July/August 2009 issue of the Atlantic, Middlebury President Emeritus John McCardell Jr. contributed to the magazine’s “Ideas Issue: How to Fix the World,” writing a short essay on underage drinking.

In the piece, McCardell outlined what is at stake: “Underage drinkers now consume more than 90 percent of their alcohol during [underground] binges. . . . each year, underage drinking kills some 5,000 young people and contributes to roughly 600,000 injuries and 100,000 cases of sexual assault among college students.” And he outlined what stands in the way of reform: “Any state that sets its drinking age lower than 21 forfeits 10 percent of its federal highway funds.”

What might states do if freed from this federal penalty? McCardell offered a few ideas. States might

- License 18-year-olds to drink, provided they have a high school degree, have attended an alcohol-education course, and have a clean record.
- Mandate alcohol education at a young age, with programs modeled after driver’s education.
- Enact zero-tolerance laws and severe penalties for drunk drivers, regardless of age.

Concluded McCardell: “Binge drinking is as serious a crisis today as drunk driving was two decades ago. It’s time we tackled the problem like adults.”
On the Air

“So many people said, ‘Oh, I was visiting some friend of mine and I crawled into bed and picked up *Living the Good Life* and my life completely changed! There are so many testaments of that kind. I have one in my book that starts, ‘I used to be a dancer in New York City and now I raise leeks.’”


Excerpt

“Knock on the door of the federal government in 2008, and chances are that you will find nobody home. The U.S. government’s impulse to exploit the comparative advantage of the private sector, and the private sector’s responsiveness to demand for its services, have combined to replace Big Government with a staggeringly large shadow government. In this new world, the private sector increasingly handles the everyday business of governing.”

—From *One Nation Under Contract: The Outsourcing of American Power and the Future of Foreign Policy* by Allison Stanger, the Russell Leng ’60 Professor of International Politics and Economics and the director of the Rohatyn Center for International Affairs, at Middlebury.

Competitive Research

Vermont EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research), a foundation dedicated to stimulating competitive research in higher education, recently awarded grants to several Middlebury faculty members for research this year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>What They’ll Be Doing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sallie Sheldon, with GIS specialist Bill Hegman</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Developing multilayered GIS maps for databases that will enhance teaching related to water-quality and land-use issues in Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Graham</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Using computation to determine whether oscillons are formed in particle-physics models of the early universe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Huang</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Improving a computer program’s ability to identify promising lines of play in Go, a strategy game, by using neural networks to influence the Monte Carlo simulation of many random games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Matter of Space

If students are to get the most out of Middlebury, they need to be given room to be creative.

BY PRESIDENT RONALD D. LIEBOWITZ

As I write this column, the first month of the new academic year is drawing to an end. Despite the well-publicized financial challenges so many colleges and universities will face this coming year, there is remarkable energy on campus and so many good things happening.

During the month, I enjoyed 10 lunches with students: 5 in Proctor, 3 in Ross, and 2 at the president’s house. The lunches at Proctor and Ross are unplanned in that I simply show up, get my food, and roam the dining hall until I make eye contact with a group that looks at least mildly interested in having me join their conversation... or at least doesn’t look away and hope I move to the next table.

The lunches at 3 South Street are something my wife Jessica and I enjoy immensely. We invite a group of students who share a common experience at Middlebury and then engage them over lunch, trying to learn more about what they do, what have been the best things about their education, and what the College should try to change or improve. We have learned much from these lunches, and appreciated the students' candor and deep appreciation for their Middlebury education.

I want to focus on one of the South Street lunches we hosted early this semester, as it represents an important, but often overlooked, aspect of a liberal arts education: the importance for students to explore their interests and passions on their own terms and their own clock, outside the formalities of the academic program. The lunch was with those who make up the student board of the Old Stone Mill (OSM), the home base for the College’s donor-supported project on creativity and innovation (the PCI).

The PCI was started because, over the past five years, students have voiced concerns about their inability to find space to pursue creative endeavors outside their course work. I have heard this from a number of students during my office hours and at several lunches in the dining halls, where students have sought me out to engage this particular issue. As part of their commentary, they also reported feeling stifled in their attempt to break through the College’s formidable bureaucracy when seeking to secure space that goes often unused, but somehow is unavailable to them. They have come to believe that, intended or not, the College is unsupportive of their desire to learn outside the academic program.

I am sure you are asking yourself: how can space be an issue when the College added almost one million square feet to its infrastructure since 1990 (an increase of 68 percent in overall square footage)? Much of that space—the center for the arts, the new science center, the new library, and the renovated Starr Library, which now houses the Axinn Center—was added to meet the needs of an academic program whose physical facilities lagged behind many peer institutions, and had aspirations to become the best among liberal arts colleges. The results have been striking: our academic program has flourished as a result of the new facilities.

But while the remainder of the increase in the campus footprint was to meet the demands of the new Commons residential system and our excellent athletics program, none of the new space, students point out today, was created “just to let individual students, or groups of students, pursue creative endeavors spontaneously.” And the impact is now being felt. Academic departments and other College offices tend to oversee spaces in ways that make it either very difficult to schedule their use, or the bureaucracy involved in reserving space has become so time-consuming for students that many simply give up and forego carrying out their hoped-for activities, since many of those activities come as impulses and can’t easily be planned months, weeks, or even days in advance.
Until this year, there was no space on campus in which students could do ceramics work, painting, or photography, or secure space with any regularity for the purposes of writing and performing a play, choreographing a dance performance, or practicing and performing music, unless the student was a studio art major, a theater major, a dance major, or music major. Official student organizations have an easier time of securing space, but it is still a bureaucratic process, and many students take issue with being forced to become “institutionalized,” given all that is required by the Student Government Association and College policies, which many students see as unnecessary “red tape.” They ask why they can’t gain access to space in a more spontaneous way.

Part of the reason that some facilities have become harder for students to use is due to the success of the very programs we were trying to improve. Several of our academic programs in the arts have become so vibrant that, even with the increase in spaces and renovation of others, the number of students who are majoring in those programs requires the full use of those spaces. Another reason is that the new and often sophisticated facilities require a kind of monitoring that the older, less specialized spaces did not.

When I first arrived at Middlebury in 1984, buildings were rarely locked. It was routine to come into Warner Science (where my first office was located) to find that students had been there during the night and into the early morning, leaving behind props from rehearsal sessions, videos they had just finished editing in the basement of Sunderland, or even mats that helped classrooms serve as temporary rehearsal space for dance groups. Today, many of our academic buildings are locked, and a formidable bureaucracy has grown up around the management of those spaces. As a result of the changes, we are failing to deliver on a major tenet of a liberal arts education.

In discussing this issue in town, it was obvious the College now had the place students had been looking for. It provided different-sized work areas in which a wide array of activities and projects could go on simultaneously. It was the place students might finally be able to do ceramics...or photography...or any other creative endeavor that happened to be of interest to students outside their academic program.

The reactions to the OSM...
Rememering Peter

The College loses one of its all-time greats.

By David Gaynes and Matt Jennings

I befriended Peter Kohn late in his career and life. The Middlebury College Alumni Lacrosse team contracted with me to document Peter’s contributions to their program in the summer of 2002, and I was assigned to rendezvous with him at the Vail Lacrosse Shootout.

I was told he was a special person and that I’d recognize him immediately. I arrived at the field, and I remember seeing an elderly man trudging across the sideline—a bottle of water in one hand, a towel in the other.

I never imagined how close a friendship I’d share with this gentleman, how I’d come to believe so strongly in the meaning of his life and work. Patiently, carefully, I observed Peter with my camera, gathering footage for the documentary feature Keeper of the Kohn, released in 2005.

Peter is a true sports legend. On statistics alone, he was one of the game’s most accomplished figures, having worked the sidelines for six U.S. teams and roughly 25 college all-star games. Working with a host of Middlebury teams over the last 25 years, he possessed a championship ring for every finger. Another legend, former Hopkins coach Bob Scott, called Peter the most impressive person he’s seen in his 60-plus years in lacrosse.

But he never scored a goal. He rarely even set foot on the lacrosse field, except to shag balls in warm-ups or pose for photos after games. That he was a team manager might, for some, suggest that we include an asterisk by his name when we refer to him as an icon. But anyone who knew him and witnessed his contributions will disagree.

Born in Baltimore in 1931, Myron Gutman “Peter” Kohn was the grandson of businessman Bernard Kohn, the founder of the Hochschild-Kohn department store. Peter and his brother had what we now, more humanely, refer to as “developmental disabilities.”

Bom in Baltimore in 1931, Myron Gutman “Peter” Kohn was the grandson of businessman Bernard Kohn, the founder of the Hochschild-Kohn department store. Peter and his brother had what we now, more humanely, refer to as “developmental disabilities.”

There was no consensus then or now about what might have constituted his specific challenges. Some say autism; other suggestions range from Asperger’s syndrome to hereditary disease. An early diagnosis was schizophrenia, but this was years before doctors distinguished among the spectrum of cognitive and neurological disorders.

The recommendation for families at that time was often to place their children in institutions, a fate that Peter narrowly avoided. Attempts to define him or rationalize his idiosyncrasies were not only insufficient, but also irrelevant.

They minimized his abilities—those gifts that many recognized in him, from which so many people benefited. What mattered to Peter was only that he have the opportunity to overcome his challenges.

Kohn Accessories
Chewing gum, disposable camera, and, of course, a feather in a Middlebury cap.

Illustration by Tinou Le Joly Senoville
are made uncomfortable by
people with quirks and special
needs—the truth is that he was
often misunderstood.

When I consider the
impact he had on those who
loved him most, I’m reminded
of an interview I conducted
with my friend Jim Grube,
who was responsible for bring-
ing Peter to Middlebury in
1980.

“You could be cynical
and say Middlebury created
a slot for someone like Pete,
that we’re just a group of kind
people who made a space
for Pete,” Jim said. “Maybe
there’s some truth to that, but
the reality is that because Pete
cares so much, there’s a real
value in what he does.”

There are no statistics to
describe what someone like
Peter helped us find in our
hearts—something hard to de-
scribe, but all at once beauti-
ful, essential, and eternal.
—DG

Peter’s lifework wasn’t
easy to categorize: he was at
once a water boy and a wise
man. What makes his story
so remarkable is that he never
felt a tension between those
two roles. He pursued his life’s
work, the mundane and the
mystical, with enthusiasm and
glory until his final day,
August 5, 2009, when he passed
away after suffering a heart
attack on a fishing trip near his
Cape May, New Jersey, home.

Now that he has departed
the physical world, we are
entrusted with the responsibil-
ity of preserving his legacy,
contextualizing his life through
our storytelling.

The choice, as always, is
the same. Some may view
his role within the lacrosse
world with a skeptic’s eye.
But I think most agree that we
are better for having known
Peter, whether we met him in
waking life or in the world of
moving images.

The last time I saw
Peter was on the Middlebury
sideline, just before the men’s
lacrosse team faced St.
Lawrence in an NCAA
matchup. It was a stunningly
beautiful afternoon, the first
day after weeks of cold,
rainy weather. I walked up
to Peter, put my hand on his
shoulder and jokingly asked if
he had brought this weather
up from New Jersey.

Again, without missing
a beat, the deeply religious
Kohn replied, “Oh I don’t
know about that. Only God
or Jesus could take credit for
the weather.” It was classic
Peter—humble, genuine, of
the moment. As he had done
so many times for so many
people, he had put a smile on
someone’s face.

—MJ

David Gaynes’s essay originally
appeared in the October 2009 issue
of Inside Lacrosse magazine and
is reprinted with permission. For
more, check out InsideLacrosse.
com. Keeper of the Kohn can
be seen at keeperofthekohn.com

He pursued his life’s
work, the mundane
and the mystical, with
enthusiasm and vigor
until his final day.

For so many, the arrival
of spring in the shire town
of Addison County was the
site of Myron “Peter” Kohn
trudging down Main Street,
walking in the direction of
Baltimore’s Senator Theater
back in ’05 at the premiere
of Keeper of the Kohn. At the
film’s conclusion, Peter took
the stage and after a round of
applause, someone shouted
out from the audience, “Peter,
what time is it?” Now, this
was a constant question for
Kohn before each game, and
it was always followed by his
declaration, “Time to beat
Williams” or whichever team
the Panthers were facing. Out
of context, such a moment
would trip up just about
anyone, but Peter didn’t miss
a beat. In his unmistakable
gravelly voice, he said, “It’s
for me to thank everyone
who made such an occasion
possible.”

The last time I saw
Peter was on the Middlebury
sideline, just before the men’s
lacrosse team faced St.
Lawrence in an NCAA
matchup. It was a stunningly
beautiful afternoon, the first
day after weeks of cold,
rainy weather. I walked up
to Peter, put my hand on his
shoulder and jokingly asked if
he had brought this weather
up from New Jersey.

Again, without missing
a beat, the deeply religious
Kohn replied, “Oh I don’t
know about that. Only God
or Jesus could take credit for
the weather.” It was classic
Peter—humble, genuine, of
the moment. As he had done
so many times for so many
people, he had put a smile on
someone’s face.

—MJ
As an ethnic minority clings to its heritage, a scholar worries for its future.
The violence erupted in Urumqi on a Sunday evening in July.

For several days, tensions had simmered in this capital city, home to more than 2.3 million people in China's remote Xinjiang region. The area's ethnic majority Uighurs—a Turkic-speaking, predominantly Muslim people—had taken to the streets to protest the killing of two Uighur men in a brawl with Han Chinese in a government toy factory. That the incident, in which 120 other Uighurs were injured, took place nearly 2,000 miles away in Guangdong Province did not lessen the anger or frustration in Urumqi. Long resentful of Han rule, many Uighurs saw the other Uighurs were injured, took place nearly 2,000 miles away in a government toy factory. That the incident, in which 120 other Uighurs were injured, took place nearly 2,000 miles away in Guangdong Province did not lessen the anger or frustration in Urumqi. Long resentful of Han rule, many Uighurs saw the reports of Han instigation and what appeared to be a lackluster investigation by the Chinese government as the latest examples of persistent subjugation dating back to the 18th century. So by the hundreds, some say thousands, Uighurs took to the streets. The New York Times described the initial protests as peaceful, but as darkness fell on Sunday evening, events took a deadly turn when protesters clashed with police.

What happened next is a matter of dispute. According to the Chinese government, at least 200 people were killed and more than 1,700 injured, the majority of the victims Han. Uighur sources tell a different story, claiming that the government vastly undercounted Uighur casualties, especially in the wake of Han reprisals and a government-ordered lockdown of the region. Regardless, it was the deadliest outbreak of violence in China in years.

Setting in a Middlebury coffee shop less than a week later, Timi Mayer snaps shut her cell phone.

"It says 'network error,'" she says, her voice dripping with equal parts disgust and anguish.

Mayer had been trying to reach a friend in Xinjiang. Her friend is a Uighur, and the Middlebury geography professor has not been able to reach him since before the violence.

The Xinjiang Autonomous Region is a vast and arid region about the size of Western Europe. Bordering nine countries and covering nearly one sixth of China’s landmass, Xinjiang sits along the Silk Roads, is rich in natural resources, and, because it is situated at the doorstep of Central Asia, it has long played a critical role on the continent. About 9 million Uighurs live in Xinjiang, making up about half of the region’s population, and for centuries, they have called this area home.

Scholars believe that the Uighurs settled in what is now called Xinjiang before the 8th century, and for nearly 500 years Uighur kingdoms rose and fell, in largely what is now eastern Xinjiang. During this era, the Silk Roads brought Islam to the region, and over time mosques rose in Qumul in the east, Kashgar in the west, and points in between. When Genghis Khan advanced westward from Mongolia in the early 13th century, Uighur factions offered allegiance to the Mongols; the result was the creation of East Turkestan, where Uighurs lived a largely independent existence in the oasis towns of the province. By the dawn of the 18th century, however, China’s Qing government had begun casting an eye toward the province, making forays into East Turkestan, and establishing military headquarters both north and south of the Tian Shan Mountains, which bisect the region. During the next half-century, Manchu troops skirmished with both ethnic Uighurs and soldiers from tsarist Russia, conquering the region in 1750. The next 100 years brought more battles, with Uighur troops fighting under the command and subsequent leadership of Yakub Beg. But Uighur rule was short-lived, and by the late 19th century, the Qing dynasty had established complete control of the region and had renamed it Xinjiang. In Mandarin, Xinjiang means “New Territory.”

During ensuing decades, Uighur efforts to establish an independent state were quashed by the Chinese government, first in 1933 and again in 1949. The Uighur defeat in 1949 at the hands of the People’s Liberation Army firmly established the far northwestern border of the People’s Republic of China, and, in 1955, Xinjiang was renamed Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. Yet, like Tibet to its south, Xinjiang is autonomous in name only. Governor by the PRC’s Communist Party, the region has seen a massive influx of Han Chinese in the past half-century (from about 500,000 in 1953 to nearly 8.3 million today). And as the Uighurs have shrunk from a large majority to a plurality, they cite systematic discrimination in the workplace, in schools, in places of worship, and in society at large. The Han control the largest industries, and thus, jobs; the practice of Islam is largely proscribed; and Mandarin Chinese is mandated in schools and in workplaces—speaking the Uighur language is proscribed.

Say scholars and observers, it is as if the Uighur identity is in danger of being erased.

By Matt Jennings
Photography by Casey Kelbaugh '96
She is a tall, imposing woman, who does not suffer fools. When Mayer speaks, she does so sharply, commanding attention, and she’s capable of producing a withering glare that can stop the most confident person cold. But Mayer is also capable of exuding effusive warmth; when she encounters someone she is fond of, she often envelops that person in a giant bear hug.

In 2005, Mayer and a colleague from Vassar were awarded a Mellon inter-institutional grant to research ethnic identity in western China, a regional departure for her, but an area she was eager to discover. Long interested in the Silk Roads, she was excited to explore a route that had played such a critical role in shaping regional culture and identity; yet despite her anticipation, she wasn’t entirely prepared for what she’d discover.

“I was surprised,” she says of the moment she crossed the border into Xinjiang. “I was surprised at how familiar it felt.”

A people’s ethno-national identity is predicated on many factors, she says. It’s how they recount the myths of their creation, how they read their national or religious texts, how they celebrate and remember their Golden Age, how they celebrate the life and death of their heroes, and how deep their connection is to the land they call home. She points to numerous examples throughout the world—Kurds, Palestinians, Jews. She speaks of the Dalai Lama and Tibet. She says that she has long been interested in the identity of minority groups, fascinated by when and where they can express their identity and when and where they cannot. And she says that she saw this, felt this, when she crossed over into Xinjiang and began to meet the Uighur people.

But when it comes to China, she will not talk about nationalism, not for attribution, anyway; only cultural identity. Mayer has to be careful, extremely careful. It’s difficult to talk about anything relating to minorities in China, she says, especially the Uighurs. Nation or nationalism? No. You don’t say that. Not when you require a visa to go back and continue your research. Not when you have friends, people you hold dear, who live there.

To illustrate her story, she brought her laptop to a photo shoot for this magazine piece. After connecting the computer to an overhead projector in a Bicentennial Hall classroom, she brought down the lights and opened a PowerPoint presentation. On the screen flashed scenes of the desert pilgrimage, of towering mountains, of a congested Urumqi street.

Click.

An elderly sheik, sitting barefoot in a doorway, his face beaten by weather and age.

Click.

A smiling Mayer, her wavy auburn hair covered by a hijab, posing with two friends.
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A colorful mazar.
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The Chinese government insists that it’s a multiethnic state, where all minorities are treated equally. Many scholars, however, argue that by introducing more tolerant religious policies—while still maintaining control—the government is keeping religion in plain sight, where it can be monitored and controlled, instead of having it go underground.

Mayer sees the assault on the landscape as a further dilution of the Uighur identity. The Chinese government, she says, understands that there is a close connection between a people and its landscape; by co-opting or rewriting the Uighur narrative, the greater the likelihood of Uighur assimilation into the PRC.

How one defines identity through landscape is ultimately what brought Mayer back to Xinjiang in 2008, following her initial visit in 2005. For five months, she kept an apartment in Urumqi, where she learned the Uighur language as a visiting scholar (the first American to be invited for an extended period) at Xinjiang University. When not in Urumqi, she canvassed the 600,000-square-mile region, conducting research. She made desert pilgrimages to remote mazars; she decamped for the oasis city of Kashgar, which is situated along the western border with Kyrgyzstan; she visited small villages in the mountains of Tian Shan. Though she attracted quite a bit of attention on her travels (“there are very few foreigners in Xinjiang”), she says that the Uighur people routinely treated her with warmth.

In addition to Muslim mosques, a defining, human-made characteristic of the Xinjiang landscape has been the mazar, Mayer argues in her work. Literally meaning, “a place for visit,” mazars are burial sites of local Uighurs, and they can be elaborate, colorful structures, featuring shrines for scholars, warriors, religious figures, and leaders (not only Muslim saints, but Buddhist rulers, as well; some mazars predate Islam). Often mazars mark a place of cultural significance, and it’s not uncommon for Uighur ribbons (similar to Tibetan prayer flags) to festoon tree branches and wooden pilings, offerings in the hope of blessings for healing and good fortune.

Uighurs will travel long distances across harsh terrain, often in brutal elements (Xinjiang winters are frigid, its summers oppressive). They do it, scholars say, because the traditions of shrine worship and pilgrimage are an important aspect of Islamic practices. Yet, since 1949, says Mayer, tens of thousands of mosques and mazars have been drastically reduced. Many were razed during the Cultural Revolution; those that have remained have been “nationalized” by the Chinese. (After the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese government actually poured money into building and renovating mosques. Why they did so is open to interpretation.)

Click.

A colorful mazar.

Click.
Another mazar, this one different, more generic, institutional, like a mazar brought to you by Disney.

Mayer explains: This mazar was once revered among the Uighur for its ancient majestic trees and for a well that they believed contained water with special healing properties. There's an old legend that during Muhammad's time a Sultan came to the area seeking to spread Islam. The Sultan claimed that he had been given a walking stick by the Prophet, who told him that if he struck his cane into the ground, water would come forth. According to legend, the Sultan speared his cane into the ground and water spilled from the earth. The Sultan is buried at the site, and for a millennium, the Uighur planted and maintained trees, prayed and performed religious rites, and, perhaps in search of healing properties, drank water from the well.

In 2002, the site was contracted out to a Han tourist company. It erected gates and replaced Uighur markings and narrative with Chinese characters and symbols. It began to charge steep admission prices. Visitors, almost exclusively Han Chinese, replaced Uighur ribbons—which were marked with prayers for healing and good fortune and had been tied to a tree that shades the well—with Chinese ribbons sold at a nearby kiosk. And the water, the holy water spoken of in Uighur lore? It is used as a Chinese holy water site. Because it's the only water source on the site, it's also piped down the hill several hundred yards from the well, where it serves the restroom facilities situated at the mazar's gate.

It's late August now, and Timi Mayer has a chance to chat before departing for a quick trip to Berlin. (Work or fun, she's asked. "Work," she smiles. "It's always work. But work is fun.") Tales of unrest in Xinjiang have largely disappeared from the front pages of American newspapers, but the silence does not ease Mayer's concern. It only means that the stories aren't getting out, she believes. "What keeps me up at night," she says, "is that I don't know who is alive." She still hasn't been able to get through to her friend; she hasn't been able to reach anyone in Xinjiang since July.

Talk turns to her most recent visit to Urumqi, which took place just before the riots erupted. She says that she noticed a marked change between last year and this year—Uighur unemployment was higher, people seemed to be much more religious, and paranoia, paranoia was everywhere. "The Uighurs believe there are spies everywhere," she says. "They are terrified of their own shadows."

Last February, Mayer addressed Uighur aspirations in a speech at Colgate University. Ninety percent of Uighurs are not separatists, she said. They just want real autonomy, autonomy to be Uighur. And this hope, she believed, was very much alive. When this goal lives in the mind of its people, Mayer said, it's possible.

After her last trip, though, Mayer is more pessimistic—and crestfallen.

"I'm afraid," she says, "that in 30 years, there will be no more Uighur."
“Animated” doesn’t begin to describe Katy Smith Abbott when she’s talking about her work. If there’s suspense to be had discussing paintings from the 15th century, she’s able to mine it. When she’s deep into a project, she’ll tell you, hunting down obscure paintings and sorting through unexamined curatorial files, an unexpected discovery is cause enough to scream—quite literally so. She screamed upon finding two paintings, hidden behind a door, on the top floor of the Bargello, in Siena, and she screamed on a Friday in September, upon stepping into Johnson Hall in the Middlebury College Museum of Art, where The Art of Devotion: Panel Painting in Early Renaissance Italy was set to go up.

As Smith Abbott walked around the exhibition space, she gestured to blank expanses of wall and discussed the paintings as if the works already hung there; in fact, they were just beginning to arrive, in sarcophagus-like crates. An empty gallery is enough to set her spinning rapidly in circles, like a theatre director walking through a partially constructed set before opening night. Indeed, Smith Abbott seemed barely able to contain her anticipation.

Smith Abbott has a doctorate in art history from Indiana University and a perfect isosceles triangle for a nose. Youth is still very much on her side. Despite her 17 years of teaching experience, she still exudes the buoyant energy and unbridled curiosity of a first-year professor. Consider the focus and excitement displayed by a three-year-old when telling you about a favorite dinosaur. Now add an eight-cup pot of coffee.

Smith Abbott’s preferred form of discourse is the soliloquy. She often has to write down what she wants to say, for fear of getting lost in a narrative tangent. To hear her describe the Herculean effort involved in the four-year process of developing an art exhibition is like embarking on a trip through a rather erudite fun house—equally disorienting and thrilling.

By Kevin Charles Redmon ’09
Photographs by Mark Ostow
This particular journey begins with a painting in London, in 2005. Around Thanksgiving of that year, Smith Abbott's phone rang. On the line was Richard Saunders, director of the Middlebury Museum of Art. Saunders told her that the College was considering bidding on an early Renaissance painting that was up for auction. Middlebury had been looking to acquire a painting from the period for some time—"Until that point, the College owned nothing from the early Renaissance," says Smith Abbott, who specializes in the Renaissance—and the offering at Sotheby's was a perfect fit.

Saunders sketched Smith Abbott a biography of the artist: Lippo d'Andrea, a Florentine, working from the late-1300s into the mid-1400s. Smith Abbott didn't recognize the name—"Because there are [so many] Renaissance artists, unless they're the really big ones, you're not going to have heard of them," she explains—but both the artist and the work, Virgin and Child Enthroned with Saints John the Baptist and Nicholas of Bari, captured her attention. Conservation work would be minimal, and, most striking of all, the wood-panel painting still hung in its original frame. For an object that's approaching its 600th birthday—well, consider the condition of your kitchen cutting board in 2009.

Saunders told Smith Abbott that a small, liberal arts college museum was unlikely to win a bidding war against international collectors. Still, Saunders received permission from the College to proceed, using the Christian A. Johnson Memorial Fund and the Walter Cert Art Fund, and on December 9 the Museum placed the winning bid; everyone involved was a little surprised, except perhaps Smith Abbott.

It was then that she heard a bit of disconcerting information. A distinguished scholar attached to both the Yale University Art Gallery and the Metropolitan Museum of Art had studied Virgin and Child Enthroned, and he disagreed with its attribution to Lippo d'Andrea. Laurence Kanter, the curator of early European art at Yale and of the Robert Lehman Collection at the Met, thought the piece was by a different painter entirely. "Waiting for it to be delivered," says Smith Abbott, "I realized that we had acquired a series of puzzles. Chief among them was that of authorship." That's a delicate way of saying that, as far as she or anyone knew, her Lippo might not be a Lippo at all.

**Attribution can sound like an academic parlor game, but art history scholars devote their lives to it. Six centuries after an artist produces hundreds of works, very few remain intact. "Because they're made of wood, and because of fire and the vagaries of time, things are lost," says Smith Abbott. Even less survives in the way of written documentation. A passing mention here, a faint signature there—the contemporary information most useful to scholars comes from what are essentially tax records.**

With so-called minor artists, the result is major confusion and ambiguity. To impose order on the chaos, "we try to assemble pieces of art that look like each other into small groups—nuclei of works that, in our estimation, are homogenous," explains Laurence Kanter. "And then, if we're really lucky, one of the works will have a document or signature or tradition associated with it, and we can affix a name to the group." 

Lippo d'Andrea might best be understood as the Artist Formerly Known as Pseudo Ambrogio di Baldese. In the early 20th century, scholars decided that one of the works in the group could be firmly attributed to the Florentine Ambrogio. "Everyone thought this was a fact for the next 40 or 50 years," says Kanter. "Then, another scholar cleverly pointed out that, because of an issue of dates, this couldn't be right. Rather than get rid of the name, we called him 'Pseudo Ambrogio.' It's a way of saying, 'We had this great idea, we were wrong, but we don't have a better idea yet.'"

In the 1970s, explains Smith Abbott, "When Italian scholars uncovered documents in the archives and realized this was Lippo d'Andrea, they got all excited. 'Oh my gosh, we have a new artist to attribute paintings to!' Occasionally, they go a little bananas, and all of a sudden there are hundreds of works attributed to this artist who could never have been so prolific."

Kanter is skeptical that all the works in Lippo's group were painted by one workshop. "It's my certain belief that it's not homogenous, that it's two or three artists at work." As such, he disagreed that Lippo d'Andrea had painted Virgin and Child Enthroned, but he didn't submit a formal opinion to be included in the auction catalog.

It was this complex history of misattribution that Katy Smith Abbott acquired with her new painting. When she got word of Kanter's unwritten dissent, she was intrigued. For an art history scholar, it was a bit like being handed a Sunday Times crossword, half completed. So she booked a flight to New York City.

**Whirlwind is the pace at which Smith Abbott prefers to operate. Her 2006 trip to New York proceeded accordingly. After a long conversation with Kanter at the Met ("I got an earful about how this painting probably wasn't by Lippo d'Andrea but by another artist with whom he's often confused, an artist named Ventura di Moro"), she told him that she wanted to organize an exhibition around Virgin and Child Enthroned. Kanter replied that there were a number of paintings in the Yale collection that fit the themes of her project, works he would consider loaning out. "Then he says, 'I have a friend in SoHo, a dealer and conservator named Marco Grassi. He has a painting by Ventura di Moro. You've got to see it. How long are you in New York?' And I told him, 'Less than 24 hours.' So he says, 'Let me call him right now.'"

In an hour or two, Smith Abbott was supposed to be meeting a former student—Kate Fitzpatrick '03, who was working upstairs in the Met's legal department—for dinner. Smith Abbott tore up to her office. "I said, 'Kate, I'm really sorry, we're not going to dinner. We're going on an adventure to SoHo. We have to get in a cab right now.'" It was as high-speed a trip as traffic allowed.

"We get dropped off where I think we're supposed to be, but we don't even have an address. Just an intersection. I imagined that it would be a gallery, but instead it's an enormous brick building. We get in this dark, paneled elevator and it dumps us out on this long, dimly lit hall. There's nothing but unmarked doors and, lining the hall, prints of ancient Florence. Meanwhile, this beautiful Italian aria is spilling out of somewhere and wafting down the hall."
Smith Abbott and Fitzpatrick tried every door on the hall to no avail. Just as they were ready to abandon the idea, one of the vast doors swung open and standing on the threshold was Marco Grassi. “The first thing he asks is, ‘Would you rather have wine or espresso?’” For Smith Abbott, it was like stumbling through the looking glass: A beautiful room full of books, active conservation projects, and the enormous, 15th-century Ventura altarpiece that she’d been sent to see. Smith Abbott understood what Kant-er meant when he suggested that the Museum’s Lippo painting might actually be a Ventura. There was continuity of style between the works. But seeing the Ventura answered few questions. Instead, it presented more ambiguous evidence and complicated her uncertainty.

Delicately, Smith Abbott and Grassi began discussing the exhibition that was taking shape in Smith Abbott’s mind—early Renaissance works, all pertaining to the act of religious devotion. Grassi embraced the idea, and he offered to loan the Ventura triptych to Abbott, an inexperienced curator he’d been unacquainted with less than an hour before. Smith Abbott left New York City with an idea for an ambitious show, several generous loan offers, but nothing to suggest that her Lippo was really a Lippo.

Mounting an exhibition is a formidable challenge. Smith Abbott, an art historian, has done it precisely zero times before. The panel paintings Abbott was seeking to borrow—planed poplar, segmented together with butterfly clips and covered with linen and gesso—are far less durable than canvas; many museums simply won’t loan them out. The cost in developing and curating a show is in the shipping and insurance; for every piece of art on loan, special crates must be built, drivers and couriers paid. Abbott knew she would have to draw up her wish list of works carefully. In the spring of 2006, she began to write planning grants to defray the cost of what would be nearly three years of preparatory work.

At the same time, Laurence Kanter paid a visit to Middlebury. “We met informally, with a small group of students,” Smith Abbott remembers. “We had this wonderful conversation about exhibition of the painting, what secrets it revealed as we looked at it, construction and execution, what it tells us about a time and place, and what big research questions it opened up.”

The conversation left an impact on Kanter, too. “In that colloquium, I think Katy crystallized her ideas for the show.” He continues, “Scholars in our field write books all the time. Most of those books get read by the three or four people who care and the rest molder in used bookstores for generations. Exhibitions are different animals—they’re designed to be seen by a broader public. Katy’s show is groundbreaking both in what she’s chosen to borrow and how she’s telling the story of a very familiar period. It’s the kind of thing that a university or college art museum can afford to do that a major public institution cannot.”

For Smith Abbott, the show now revolved around three issues: how devotional paintings served as both objects of piety and symbols of status; the culture and craft of how wood-panel paintings were created; and the mystery of the College’s own painting—how to discern authorship and why attribution matters. “Exhibitions can be very erudite, elitist things,” she observes.
“How do you keep this relevant and meaningful, and how do we understand the research process and the discoveries that emerge? In a world plagued by very significant problems, why is this one worth solving? That’s part of the mystery I try to crack.”

In the fall of 2006, as Smith Abbott prepared to teach an upper-level art history seminar centered on Virgin and Child Enthroned, the issue of attribution continued to weigh on her. To press the question, she planned a research trip to Florence. Hoping to find someone “madcap enough to follow me around Europe,” she called her former student Georgia Goodhue Reath ’01.

“I got a call from Katy saying, ‘I know this is totally crazy, but I’m flying to Florence in September. Why don’t you come?’” Reath was supposed to start a master’s program that week. “Instead, I said, ‘I’ll meet you there.’” Reath took Art History II with Smith Abbott as a freshman, and soon began babysitting Smith Abbott’s newborn son, Elliott. (When daughter Josie was born two years later, Reath babysat for her, too.) After she graduated, Reath says, “I stopped introducing Katy as my thesis adviser and started introducing her as one of my best friends.” (When Reath got married a few years ago, she asked Josie to be her flower girl)

The trip to Florence was a Smith Abbott-style tour de force. “It was like going on a treasure hunt,” recalls Reath. “She wasn’t quite sure what she was looking for, but she wanted to see if one piece would lead her somewhere else.” At the top of Smith Abbott’s list was the Accademia, an art museum in the center of the city. “There’s a painting there that’s accepted as being by Lippo,” Smith Abbott explains. “It’s from that work that others are securely attributed.” In essence, it’s a touchstone work with strong documentation.

Because Lippo d’Andrea is not a major name from the period, his work is hale to turn up anywhere. “I went everywhere in Italy I thought his paintings might dwell,” says Smith Abbott. “You’re in a museum looking at something else and you round the corner, and suddenly you’d hear me yelling, ‘Aha! He’s in here!’”

On Reath’s final day in Italy, they went to the Bargello, a sculpture museum in Florence. “We didn’t think we’d find anything, we just thought it would be interesting.” Then, from the top floor, came a burst of shouts. “They had discovered two Lippo paintings, one of which was literally hidden behind a door. (Both claim the other saw it first.) Reath remembered the moment: ‘Katy being Katy, she had this notebook that she would fill with all her scribbles, sketching paintings throughout the trip, trying to piece together an attribution for the Middlebury work. Sketches of patterns in the rugs, or the way angels’ faces were painted. She took it out and said, ‘Wow, this looks so similar.’”

Smith Abbott has no need for Divine Providence, which sometimes seems to guide her. “You have to be tough about research,” she says. “You go downstairs to find some information—nothing published. Nothing in the bookshop. You go to talk to a guard, and they tell you to talk to three other people, and finally you weasel your way back to the offices of the curatorial staff. They, of course, look at you beleaguered because it’s Italy and they’re all overworked, and they say, ‘Maybe in that publication from 1945 there might be a mention,’” and somebody gives a heavy sigh and goes to make a Xerox for you. It’s a big process. You have to decide how much you’re willing to humble yourself with imperfect Italian and explain your case.” (“Katy speaks beautiful, fluent Italian,” Reath confides.)

Slowly, Smith Abbott was putting together a case for confirming the attribution of Virgin and Child Enthroned to Lippo. Often, she would find herself studying the hands of the figures. They’re one of the most difficult aspects of the human form to capture, and artists approach the problem with consistent styles. The more Lippo paintings she tracked down and was able to study at close range, the more concordances she saw between the Virgin and Child Enthroned and the Lippo canon.

When she returned to Middlebury, Smith Abbott faced a daunting workload. At the suggestion of museum curator Emmie Donadio, Smith Abbott paid a visit to Wendy Watson, at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum. “They have a small but really lovely collection of Renaissance objects and painting, and I immediately fell in love with several that I thought would be terrific in the show."

Watson threw open her museum’s curatorial files to Smith Abbott and graduate intern Stuart Hurt ’07, and the three spent an afternoon poring over scholarly documents, old photographs, and handwritten notes in long, 19th-century script. (During this visit, Smith Abbott and Watson hit on the idea of a traveling show, one that would start at Middlebury and finish at Mount Holyoke. The Art of Devotion will open at the Mount Holyoke Art Museum in May 2010.)

Abbott then began 10 months of exhausting travel. Before sending out loan letters to museums around the country, she needed to see every painting she was proposing. Birmingham, Memphis, Tulsa, Kansas City, Lewisberg, New York, Minneapolis, Greenville and Columbia, Chapel Hill. “As soon as I would come back, if we decided we wanted to borrow it, we’d send a letter.” In a loan letter, a curator explains why the exhibition she’s
proposing would be incomplete without the work in question. “I’d send it off with my heart in my throat, terribly giddy. And every time a letter came back and they’d agreed to loan it to me—well, it was all Christmas to me.”

For the first-time curator, the exhibit became, well, one of devotion. “The process was so rewarding, definitely hard, definitely overwhelming, terrifying, discouraging at times. It became so important to me, especially our painting, that there were those at the museum who joked that it was ‘Katy’s altarpiece.’ I was just so curious about it, and it opened up all these questions I couldn’t have seen coming.”

**Workaholics are common enough.** When Smith Abbott describes the frenetic pace at which she operates, it’s tempting to ask, At what cost? The most remarkable feat of skill in all this is her work-life balancing act. “There are not enough hours in the day, there’s not enough of me. I have young children, and I begin to wonder, is my family going to abandon me?” Suspended between both worlds, though, she seems not to run the risk of abandonment but rather to approach the point of self-actualization.

Like his wife, Steve Abbott, professor of mathematics, is a long-limbed beanpole. Unlike his wife, he speaks very slowly, as if selecting each word from a long list of choices. Both are keenly aware of the difficulty of having a two-academic household. “When our kids were very young,” remembers Abbott, “I moved my office next to hers. There are stories of me walking into class with a kid on my back as she was walking out, and I’d hand it off to her.”

“He’s what we refer to in our family as the Pit Crew,” Smith Abbott says. “I roar in, he gives me a new set of tires, and I roar back out again.” I asked if preparation for The Art of Devotion had taxed her relationship with her children—Josie, 9, and Elliott, 12. “Kids measure that sort of stuff. They’re barometers of when you’re doing too much.” She pauses. “This is a conversation Steve and I had a long time ago. We wanted our kids to see us engaged in meaningful work.”

Smith Abbott will tell you that she’s “dragged our kids through countless museums,” but Steve Abbott recalls it differently. “We went as a family to Italy one summer—and I was dubious that this was going to work. My children like Disney World, that’s obvious and easy. But we were going to Rome, to look at art and think about very abstract concepts. And Katy had this great idea. She gave them projects to research. Josie researched the Sistine ceiling. She was five or six years old at the time. Elliott did the Pantheon. Each of them interviewed different scholars on campus, and then when we went it was spectacular. Josie’s eyes when she saw that ceiling had lightning bolts in them. She couldn’t believe it.”

Abbott pads around the house, picking up framed photographs from the trip. “The other thing Katy did was give them sketchbooks. We would go to different museums and look at these giant statues, and she’d get them to draw. They’d sit down and pull these books out. It made them look really intently at these things, in really thoughtful ways. That’s hard for [that age].”

In the fall of 2008, three years after Lippo d’Andrea turned Smith Abbott’s research into a transatlantic treasure hunt, she returned to Florence once more. “I’m not going to put a painting in the middle of an exhibition and say, ‘Well, we’re not really sure who it’s by.’ You could do that, but I was really eager to have a solid sense for myself.” By this point, she’d studied Lippo paintings all over the world, trying to sate her pangs of irresolution. Though attribution is something that’s continually refined rather than definitively known, Smith Abbott was relentless in her scholarship.

In Florence, she heard about a Lippo in the tiny hill town of San Miniato al Tedesco. Smith Abbott took a train and got off in the sleepy, unfamiliar town. She went from church to church, looking for the work that had been described to her. “The bus drivers have no idea what I’m talking about. I’m basically describing a church that doesn’t exist anymore. Finally there are these two wonderful but very aged people. And they say, ‘Oh, I love that church!’ They coerce me into getting on the bus with them, and we go up into the old part of town.” Finally, she happened upon a museum of religious art—and inside, found not one but two Lippo paintings. The church had been converted into the local pharmacist’s house, years ago.

Very little pictorial or scholarly evidence now remained that she hadn’t already pored over, sometimes two or three times. And so, using the touchstone Lippo work in the Accademia, she began to draw a series of strong linkages between all the works she’d seen on two sides of the Atlantic to *Virgin and Child Enthroned*.
By Jon Brand ’05
Photographs by York Wilson

When Lance Armstrong asks you to do an interview, even when you’re about to ride 100 miles on a bike, you don’t say no. Which is why Ted King ’05 is sitting with the seven-time Tour de France champion in the back of Armstrong’s team bus this morning in Avellino, a southern Italian town about 40 miles due east of Naples.

It’s the third-to-last stage of May’s Giro d’Italia, one of the three Grand Tours on the professional cycling calendar. The other two are the Vuelta a España and the Tour de France. Like the major championships in golf or tennis grand slams, these three-week stage races are the year’s most important events.

Each day of the Giro, Armstrong has had a teammate or friend from another team join him in recording a video blog, where he has asked questions, critiqued the race organizers, and generally goofed around. It’s part of a new, more relaxed persona the Texan is cultivating in his first season back on the bike after a three-and-a-half-year retirement.

Today, he’s talking with King, who signed his first pro contract in the fall of 2005, his last semester at Middlebury. After three years riding on the U.S. pro circuit, the 26-year-old Brentwood, New Hampshire, native made the leap to Europe last fall, inking a two-season deal with Cervélo TestTeam, a Swiss-based squad that competes across the globe, from Paris to Qatar. This Giro is King’s first Grand Tour, a benchmark race for most budding cyclists. It’s the most valuable experience in their age category.

Four weeks after competing in Italy, King is in the Austrian Alps, relaxing in a booth at a hotel restaurant in the Tyrolean ski town of Kitzbühel.

He’s just finished stage two of the Tour of Austria, which ended with one of cycling’s most challenging climbs—Kitzbüheler Horn, where the winding two-lane road to the summit reaches a 22 percent gradient, an angle so steep that most spectators take a gondola up to the finish.

Once a warm-up for the Tour de France, this weeklong tour is now held at the same time, attracting the best cyclists on the pro circuit not riding in the sport’s marquee event.

For King, Austria is a more valuable experience than riding in France, where he would be working as a domestique (the French term for “servant”) for Cervélo’s top contenders. Though cycling is, at its core, an individual sport, a solid support crew is vital to success in most races. The domestiques help by sheltering the strongest teammates from the wind (a cyclist who is drafting another rider uses about 30 percent less energy than he would alone). They also chase down attacks from rival teams and fetch water bottles or food from the team car that follows the peloton (the main bunch of cyclists in each race).

Here in the land of Freud, schnitzel, and beer, King is momentarily freed from that duty and has an opportunity to stretch his legs. After ordering a mineral water from the waiter, he tells me that most pros, like any elite athletes, start training early in life.

From the junior ranks, the strongest cyclists are placed onto their respective national youth programs or plucked by pro squads looking to fill out their second-team rosters. For instance, the rider who will eventually win the Tour of Austria, 29-year-old Swiss native Michael Albasini, first competed at age 11. By 17, he had won Switzerland’s junior national road championship and before his 20th birthday had a professional contract.

For King, however, the process started much later. A good athlete growing up, he played hockey, soccer, and tennis at Exeter High School in New Hampshire.

And though his older brother Robbie had started a mountain biking team at Holderness and spurred him to buy his own bike, King was more satisfied to cruise wooded trails than compete. In fact, he’d ridden in just one race growing up: the 1993 Tour of Brentwood. It was in fourth grade—a short five-mile road course through his hometown—and he finished second to his best friend in their age category.

So when he stepped on campus at Middlebury as a Feb in early 2002, he had little inkling that a career in cycling was in his future.

The Next Big American Cyclist?
A few months into King’s first semester, Robbie—by then an avid road racer at Colorado College—came to town for the 2002 National Collegiate Road Championships, hosted by the University of Vermont. The championship course ended at Middlebury Gap, so King hopped on his mountain bike in the morning and rode from the College up Route 125 to the finish. A few hours later, he watched his brother win a national title.

“That was an eye-opener for him,” says Robbie. “He got a chance to see what the sport was like at the collegiate level and that I was having fun.” Inspired, the younger King dedicated himself to the bike that summer, training with his brother’s coach and returning to school in the fall ready to race.

The summer work paid off—King persevered through four fall weekends of mountain bike racing (in the world of collegiate cycling, fall is for mountain biking, and spring for road races) and ultimately was invited to the national championships in Angel Fire, New Mexico.

In late October, he traveled to Colorado Springs, where Robbie was finishing his senior year, borrowed his brother’s car, and drove 225 miles south to the race.

He finished sixth.

“It was like a light switch went off,” says his mom, Margie. “Once he decided to ride bikes, he was determined to get to the top quickly.”

Back at school, he set up a rigorous winter training program. He bought a stationary trainer and, unable to find a spot for it in the basement of his dorm, rode for hours every day in Nelson Gym.

As the snow melted and mud season began in spring of 2003, King ramped up his road racing training and once again qualified for the national championships. This time, teaming up with his brother in a breakaway, he finished third overall.

“He and I were duking it out to the finish line,” says Robbie, who ended up winning his second collegiate title that day. “I don’t know if he let me have the win or if he was tired, but he had definitely developed as a rider.”

The next year, King became more serious about making cycling a top priority. He took a leave of absence from Middlebury, joining his brother in Arizona, where the older King was training for a spot on the professional circuit.

Living out of a small apartment complex, King took classes at the University of Arizona and trained with his brother in the desert sun. The two rose quickly, riding together for the amateur Louis Garneau team in 2004. By the spring of 2005, King was back at Middlebury, and after a great series of races in California, he had started to distinguish himself in the American cycling scene. He was one of a dozen selected for the U.S. U-23 national team and throughout the summer he raced in the U.S. and Europe against top competition.

“Cycling is a lot like any other job; you have a race résumé,” he says. “Racing for the U.S. National Team, that looks really good.” The U.S. pro team Priority Health agreed, signing the King brothers as part of a package deal to the fledgling squad.

“I remember walking out into the common room of my suite at school,” says King, “and the first thing one of my friends said is, ‘Teddy, you have a job.’”

Like anyone fresh out of college, King had a learning curve in the real world. The first two years he spent with the team (which changed its sponsor to Bissell in ’07) King made small progress, amassing some top-10 finishes here and there. But in 2008, he had a breakout year, finishing the season ranked second among all pro riders in the U.S.

“That year, Ted was one of the major players,” says Glen Mitchell, a former teammate and sport director, or team manager, at Bissell. “People were asking, ‘What’s Ted going to do in the race today?’”

The racing world took notice.

Every August, the free-agent market in professional cycling opens for business. Rumors fly as new teams court riders who have made big moves during the previous season, even if they’re still under contract, while those who have failed to achieve feel the pressure mounting.

Last year, King was pursued by Cervélo, a Canadian bike manufacturer that was assembling its first-ever men’s pro team. (Tom Fowler ’86, coincidentally the company’s director of sales and service, says that he didn’t even know King was a Middlebury graduate until the two went on a ride in California earlier this year.) The team management, based in Switzerland, flew him to Lucerne for a two-hour meeting and then promptly returned him home. “I knew when they were flying me over there that this was no chump team,” says King. “I was thinking, ‘I really hope this comes to fruition.’”

It did. In late August they offered him a contract. He accepted and immediately started to make arrangements for his move abroad.

“The aspiration is always there—you want to go to Europe,” he says. “But every year maybe one or two of the 200 pros racing in North America can make that jump. So I was beyond elated.”

Lake Neusiedl, a 20-mile-long shallow lake that straddles the Austro-Hungarian border, is a 45-minute drive southeast on the A4 highway from Vienna. It’s a popular summer destination for avid sailors and windsurfers; in fact, the breeze is so plentiful—and steady—that an Austrian energy company has installed vast rows of large, three-bladed white windmills near the vineyards and sunflower fields by the lake’s shores.
Today, the resort town of Podersdorf is hosting the seventh stage of the Tour of Austria, a 16-mile time trial that will pit the riders against the clock. It's the shortest course of the entire race by far: over the six previous stages, the riders have averaged 108 miles and around four hours in the saddle each day.

Near the start line, King steps out of the team camper, clad in his white-and-black skintight Cervélo spandex. He looks like he'd be at home in a Woody Jackson '70 painting. But though his jersey is fresh, he's not. It's been raining throughout the race, and on two separate stages, he's crashed off the bike.

"One more day," he says.

Though a short ride and postcard scenery await, they offer little respite for King and his teammates. To get through the day, the cyclists rely on a mantra they’ve carefully cultivated from day one of the Tour: ride, rest, and eat. Aside from keeping an appropriate pace on the bike, eating right—and enough—is the most important thing a rider can do during a race.

On an average day, each racer burns between 6,000 to 9,000 calories. After each ride, they quickly take in a protein or electrolyte drink, get back to the hotel, eat a small snack, and have a deep-tissue sports massage. Then it's time for a recovery dinner, an hour or two of downtime, and, finally, sleep. The next day, the routine starts all over again.

It's a grind and many cyclists become commensurately obsessive. Lance Armstrong famously used to weigh his food before each meal in order to ensure optimal body mass for speed and strength on the bike.

King has his own quirks—"Why stand when you can sit? Why sit when you can lie down?" he recites to me, rapid-fire, on more than one occasion, emphasizing the need to rest his body—but what's helped him progress at the European level is that he's been at once focused and relaxed the whole way.

"He is a nice and easy person; he is never complaining," says Cervélo's Alex Sans Vega, one of his sport directors, or team managers. "He's always in a good mood."

He's also got a lot of humility, especially for a 26-year-old who's getting paid to race bikes in Europe.

"A lot of guys want you to think that it's some sort of superhero thing that they're doing," says Simms, "but Ted's just, 'I'm like you, but 20 percent faster.' And my stories on the bike are the same, they just involve Lance Armstrong."

The day before, as if to prove both Vega's and Simms's points, King had invited me back to the team hotel after the stage finish. He emerged from his room freshly showered and wearing...
a black Cervélo polo shirt and blue jeans. A lanky six feet, two inches tall, King stands out a bit in professional cycling; with a few exceptions, most riders are shorter than he is. But at 175 pounds, he has the slender physique necessary for the sport. When told that he looks really slim, he chuckled, offered thanks, and said, half-jokingly, that the best compliment that you can pay to a cyclist is to tell him that he looks emaciated.

"There are many cyclists who are so strict about their training regimen, what they eat, and they get angry when it doesn't go as planned," he said. "I feel like I can roll with the punches a bit more than most."

Part of his adaptability, he said, is due to his time at Middlebury. When he stepped up his game in the spring of 2005, the year he made it onto the U.S. National U-23 squad, he was racing almost every weekend from March to May. At the same time, he was taking five classes and trying to finish his economics major. He even took his finals early that year so he could get to Europe and train. His final semester was more of the same.

"He had a trainer [machine] set up in his Atwater suite, and he would ride while reading an econ book," says Spencer Paxson '07.

When training in Vermont, the unforgiving winter climate also provided a challenge, but King made it a weekly priority to get outside and onto the main roads, occasionally pulling on a full neoprene suit to brave the elements.

"Now I know what bad weather is, and I know I can get through it," he says. It's also the dues he's paid as an up-and-comer in the U.S., from driving in the cramped Team Bisell vans throughout California with his brother to the accidents he's suffered—the most harrowing as a U-23 National Team rider in the 2003 Tour of Georgia, when a race vehicle clipped his bike on a descent. He shattered his helmet but walked away and was on the bike again later that summer.

The experience of his father, Ted Sr., a surgeon and accomplished amateur sailor, who suffered a stroke six years ago, has given him perspective as well. "My dad's stroke was very unexpected—he was fit, relatively young," King says. "My attitude has changed a bit in terms of being less happy-go-lucky. In the back of my head I'm saying, 'When is this opportunity ever going to come again?'"

King's off-bike passions also set him apart from fellow pros. Before races, he'll down a cup of coffee and focus on finishing a daily crossword puzzle. And he crafts blog entries for his own Web site (recent hot topics: the virtues of maple syrup peanut butter, hatred for his wretched BlackBerry Storm Smartphone) and has contributed in-race thoughts for the pro-cycling site VeloNews.com.

He's prolific on Twitter, a favorite method of communication among cyclists. In fact, after that appearance on Armstrong's back-of-the-bus videocast at the Giro—and a subsequent Tweet about it by Armstrong—King's followers increased from 300 to over 3,000.

He's also a budding foodie, taking camera-phone pictures of meals on the road and posting them to his blog or Twitter feed whenever possible. And on trips back to his parents' house in New Hampshire, he'll fire up the oven and experiment with different types of baked goods—biscotti, cookies, breads.

"Teddy has told us that he's interested in getting into the food business one day," says his father. "It's smart to be forward thinking. For now, he's laying the groundwork."

However, in Vienna, on the last day of the tour, King is focused on padding his cycling résumé. The stage concludes with 10 laps around the inner ring road of the capital, with the finish underneath the Burgtheater, a magnificent state theater that was reconstructed in the early 1950s, after being leveled in World War II.

With about four laps to go, Ted turns to Canadian Svein Tuft, a rider on the American-based Garmin-Slipstream team.

"You want to make a move?" he asks.

Not much more needs to be said. Along with a rider from the French team, Milram, the three crank the pedals and start a mad dash away from the peloton. But with about half a lap to go, the field catches up and Ted is swallowed back into the pack. He ends up finishing the Tour 74th overall.

A few hours later, King emerges from the team bus, munching on a baguette wrapped in foil and greeting some U.S. fans, who have come to get his autograph. He seems satisfied with the overall result, despite the failed attempt at a stage win. "European racing is an entirely different sport from American," he had told me earlier in the week. "The first year is all about learning the ropes and seeing if you can hack it."

So far he's done just that, adapting quickly to the harder, longer, and faster pace of Old World cycling. Since the Tour of Austria concluded in early July, he's raced in two more stage races and two single-day events. His best result came in Spain in August's Vuelta a Burgos, when he picked up the blue jersey for best sprinter (riders collect points for the jersey at intervals along the course) after the race's second stage.

He's adjusting to the European lifestyle, too. He lives in the Catalonian town of Girona, Spain, where many established American cyclists like George Hincapie, Christian Vande Velde, and Armstrong have homes. Living in Girona is improving his racing cred, his form (there are tough mountain rides a few miles away), and his Spanish, which his Cervélo teammates appreciate.

"He will speak Spanish like a real Spaniard very soon," says Sans Vega, who also lives in Girona. "Our six Spanish riders only talk to him in [that language]."

But while King is pleased with his progress on and off the bike this year, don't ask him now if he's going to race in the 2010 Tour de France. "That's the question that will drive you nuts," he says. "Because that's what people always think of. What I say is, 'OK, you play soccer. When are you going to play in the World Cup?' It's a stepping-stone process."

Still, if he continues to proceed at this rate, it wouldn't be surprising to see him talking with Armstrong on the Champs-Elysées next year.

Jon Brand '05 is a writer in Washington, DC. His interviews with Ted King are available as audio slideshows on www.middleburymagazine.org. Also on the Middlebury Magazine Web site—Ted King's favorite rides in Addison County.
Earth's Best
Mountain huckleberries foraged by Langdon Cook '89 near the Chinook Pass in the Cascade Mountains.
Photograph by John Valls
It's a soaking wet morning in Seattle. Coaxed outward by the rain, the 'shrooms will tomorrow be popping from the forest duff and sprouting sideways from decaying tree trunks. Langdon Cook '89 will be out there, trekking nimblly down forest trails, surveying the secret caches of matsutake and morels that dot his mental map. But today he's in the city, huddled with me outside the entranceway of the crowded brunch spot where we've just eaten cheesy egg scrambles and buttermilk biscuits the size of our hands. Between us I am cradling, like a bird's nest, a paper towel that holds a pile of wild fungi: eight golden chanterelles and a pudgy white porcino sliced in half lengthwise.

Cook has brought me these mushrooms, a sample from his most recent haul, as a gift. As raindrops pelt our jeans, he gives me careful instructions on how to cook them into a pasta sauce flavored with sage and dry vermouth. "Now, I don't know how you feel about cream sauces," he begins, an impish smile gathering at the corner of his mouth. He casts his light-blue eyes on a pinhead-sized wormhole in the porcino. Holding up the bolete, his close-cut fingernails edged with woody debris, he shows me how to cut out the hole. The mushroom's meat is white and otherwise without blemish. I feel very good about cream sauces, I assure him.

In the prologue to his new book, *Fat of the Land: Adventures of a 21st Century Forager* (Skipstone, 2009), Langdon Cook writes: "In four years of college in rural Vermont, I'd cracked open the great books of literature but never cracked an egg." After Middlebury, he learned to feed himself, but it wasn't until his year as an MFA student at the University of Washington that he was properly introduced to foraging. Hiking along the Pacific Coast with his future wife, Martha Silano—a bird-watching poet whose outdoorsiness attracted him from the outset—Cook was astonished to see her grow excited over a cluster of Frisbee-like mushrooms sprouting out of a hemlock tree. They cooked the fungi that night in a stir-fry, and Cook was hooked. He soon became a voracious gatherer of the Pacific Northwest's wild edibles, scratching the sand for clams at low tide, memorizing the choicest spots along mountain slopes for plucking huckleberries from their bushes, cultivating—to his neighbors' dismay—a wild dandelion patch in his front yard. A longtime fisherman, he learned to free dive for Dungeness crabs in the frigid waters of Puget Sound and jostle for squid-jigging spots along its waterfront on cold winter nights, pulling up Pacific squid with a boisterous crew of first-generation fishermen.

**By Jessica Voelker '00**

**A WALK IN THE WOODS**

A hike in the Cascade Mountains with Langdon Cook '89 often presages a mouth-watering culinary experience.
immigrants as they schooled him on the proper techniques.

It wasn’t always such a wild life. Cook grew up along the crowded I-95 corridor in Connecticut. In high school he shipped off to Philips Exeter Academy, where, he says, “I didn’t thrive.” Middlebury proved a better match: his love of literature sizzled under the tutelage of Jay Parini, and he found friends of

the lifelong variety, some of whom appear as characters in Fat of the Land. (“Can’t we just buy some crab at the market like normal people?” one Midd alum asks memorably in an essay called “Crab Feed” after escaping from a too-small wetsuit that Cook wants him to rent for a free dive.) Then came grad school and, in 1997, a job as a books editor at fledgling startup Amazon.com. It was fun, at first. Cook’s colleagues in editorial were literary types—veterans of publishing houses and newsrooms—and an egalitarian spirit ruled. Cook recalls company-wide e-mails where employees openly debated policies with CEO Jeff Bezos.

“When we came back to Seattle, I went into a pretty deep funk,” Cook recalls. Whenever he could, he’d escape to the woods for mushrooms, wild greens, and berries. He nourished his yen for self-sufficiency by catching and cooking wild salmon for the family’s supper, drying porcini for the winter, stuffing zip-lock bags with huge stashes of protein-rich stinging nettles for soups. At first he cooked the same recipes he’d prepared on the homestead’s propane stove: grilled fish, wokked veggies, simple pastas. Then the culinary bug bit. Chanterelle stir-fry became beef bourguignon with porcini and chanterelles. He cooked Pacific squid in their own ink. Experimenting with recipes in the kitchen, converting his wild haul into haute cuisine, Langdon Cook discovered a sort of a peace with city life. Jars of thimbleberry jam and pickled seabeans lined shelves that once housed brightly packed store-bought items. The Cook–Silvano household was eating well.

Meanwhile, he wrote. He worked for a year as the Web editor of an environmental Web site. He pitched—and sold—stories to magazines, local and national, and shopped around a book proposal about living off the grid. “Publishers told me: ‘Everyone wants to live off the grid,’” says Cook. “Give me something new.” To gauge interest in wild edibles, he started a blog called Fat of the Land, where he posted recipes and tips. The world’s foragers came out of the woodwork. The interest was there. A Seattle press accepted his proposal and Cook started writing. “When you’re writing well,” says Cook, “you just want to go out and have a party. When you’re not, you want to curl up and die.” To Cook’s delight, he kept the party going for a full year, and in early September, Fat of the Land was released.

On the evening after our breakfast interview, the rain pelting the windows in the galley kitchen of my apartment, I toss diced squares of shallot into a pan of melting butter, the first step to creating Langdon Cook’s Creamy Mushroom Pasta. I chop up the chanterelles and my own wormhole-free porcino and add them to the mix. Within seconds a sweet woody smell wafts upward from the stovetop, filling my apartment with an aroma as appetizing as any I can remember. Suddenly, I’m ravenous. I add heavy cream and sage and give the mixture a stir. And then I stand there, staring at it, impatiently anticipating the moment when I’ll spear the browning porcini meat with my fork, when I’ll taste that first earthy bite of a wild thing.

Jessica Voelker ’00 is an editor at Seattle Metropolitan magazine.

Langdon Cook’s Fat of the Land: Adventures of a 21st Century Forager is available in bookstores nationwide.
"Taste is connected to history," writes Deirdre Heekin '89 in "Bitter Alchemy," the third essay in her collection *Libation: A Bitter Alchemy* (Chelsea Green, 2009). "The history of the table, which is, after all, a narrative history, an oral history. The tongue experiences; the mouth tells a story." *Libation* is Heekin's own history of taste, chronicling the sensory experiences that have shaped her liquid-centric life. Her enviable globe-trotting (offset by a homebody's sense of terror; she's determined to grow wine on her farm in Barnard, Vermont) is forever guided by the deeply textured pleasures of the palate and the connections between taste and memory. A restaurant owner and sommelier, spirits crafter, and Italophile, Heekin is also a seeker of stories: Her essays are vessels through which she shares the insights and people she experiences in pursuit of her passions.

Food and drink writers are prone to Proustian moments, when a taste experience evokes a memory, just as Marcel Proust's madeleine cake does in *Remembrance of Things Past*. Heekin's occurs in "Ode to Campari," her love song to the Italian apéritif. "I've only just realized," she writes, "that a Campari and soda, or Campari and orange, or a negroni, that powerful elixir made of equal parts Campari, gin, and sweet vermouth... have become a kind of personal Madeleine." Like other culinary-minded works, *Libation* also includes recipes: for rosolio, a spirit Heekin makes with petals plucked from her rose garden, and pan di spagna, a cake flavored with alkermes, a crimson liqueur colored with ladybug wings. But while other culinary memoirists shy away from the technical and the esoteric, Heekin relishes them, telling us how the microscopic flavor elements in alcohol are called esters and that Thomas Jefferson used the varietal *V. vulpine* to produce homemade wine. *Libation* is, like that bitter delicacy Campari, an acquired taste, rewarding slow and thoughtful intake and a genuine interest in what you might call "liquid culture," the alchemy and history surrounding beverages.

Vermonters know Deirdre Heekin as half of the couple behind Pane e Salute, the Woodstock *osteria* where husband Caleb Barber '88 cooks up rustic Italian recipes while Heekin helps diners navigate a wine list of the rare Italian varietals that are her life's obsession. But then, Deirdre Heekin has a lot of obsessions. There is Italy, her "adopted home," and New Orleans, the city of her birth, which is "her personal Carthage." When she finally returns there, another obsession is born: She scours the Big Easy for the perfect Sazerac, a cocktail that originated in a French Quarter apothecary. "How did I study literature and film in college, and end up owning a restaurant?" Heekin wonders. "How did I spend so many years studying French and find myself living in Italy? How did I become a writer and also become a serious student of wine?"

What bridges these interests, it becomes clear, is the
two strong storms away from crumbling into the ocean, and the old copper pipes were falling, rotting the ceilings and the walls, and the place ‘the Manse’ seemed sad.” The disintegration of the home’s infrastructure is a metaphor, of course, for how the family has fallen apart. Only one activity draws Bennie and Littlefield together: playing paintball every Saturday, even during the winter. Bennie enjoys the camaraderie; Littlefield likes the satisfy against Littlefield. Bennie and his girlfriend Helen decide to go “Nancy Drew” and the storytelling. A river smells of dead herring; the steel chime of a bell buoy echoes across the water.

Nagging plot problems, however, detract somewhat from the tale. The central one is Bennie’s job euthanizing pets at the animal shelter, which is described in excessively graphic detail. (Sensitive animal lovers beware.) It seems contrived to serve a far-fetched plot twist.

Nonetheless, deftly drawn relationships propel Water Dogs: quirky lovers Helen and Bennie; trusting friends Bennie and Julian. Most compelling is the fraternal “push and pull” between Bennie and Littlefield. “They didn’t understand each other, and being born of the same parents only made things worse.” They vacillate between hate and “secret faith.” And they struggle to balance proximity and distance—both geographic and emotional—so that their strained bond of brotherhood remains unbroken.

—Elizabeth Cenan

Recently Published

- Straussophobia (Lexington Books, 2009) by Peter Minowitz ’76
- Sicilian Enigma (Outskirts Press, 2009) by Judy Neese Woods ’60
- Standing in Two Places: A New Landscape of Motherhood (Aberdeen Bay, 2009) by Ashley Kinkeloe Dyson ’93
- Renewable Energy Project Development Under the Clean Development Mechanism (Earthscan, 2009) by Elizabeth Lokey ’00
Pay It Forward

How an investment in financial aid creates healthy dividends down the road—for Middlebury and the world.

text by Maria Theresa Stadtmueller
One grew up in Bridport, Vermont, learning to ski at the Snow Bowl and attending concerts at Mead Chapel. The other grew up in a nomad in Tibet, herding yaks and living in a handmade tent of yak wool. Both are sophomores (and each is a twin). They’re deeply involved in their educations and excited about learning all they can at Middlebury. Neither of them would be able to study here without financial aid.

Cailin Ross ’12 will be the 25th member of her family to graduate from Middlebury. The College has always figured in her life—it’s where she learned to ski, where she cheered for the Panthers and took in arts events, where the student-teachers in her grade school studied. Middlebury was her ideal—but then there was the reality. “All my life, when I pictured myself in college, I saw Middlebury,” she recalls, “But with rising tuition, and a twin sister also enrolling here, I didn’t think Middlebury was a feasible option for my family and me.”

Thanks to the Class of 1953 Scholarship (the class in which her grandmother, Ann McGinley Ross, graduated) Ross is beginning her sophomore year. “Actually going to school here has been so much more than I could have imagined,” she says. “The first-year seminar—mine was on Jane Austen and Film—is a brilliant system that creates an environment where you can ask a lot of questions and bond with your professor and classmates. I feel like I’ve already made friends for life, and found a sport I love—crew. I’ve adapted to living with a complete stranger (who is now my best friend), and watched a student from Hawaii eat his first bite of snow. I’ve spoken for six straight minutes in Spanish to a room of twenty people, seen Shakespeare on stage, memorized the Law of Demand, read all six Jane Austen novels, and edited a movie.” She’s decided to major in English.

Chime Dolma ’12 views Middlebury as her fourth life. In the first, in her native Tibet, she and her family migrated as they sought grazing for the yaks, sheep, and goats on whom they depended. She couldn’t attend school, in part because the Chinese government targeted her father as a political dissenter. Eventually, the family fled across the Himalayas, traveling for two months in crowded trucks with little food. At age 12, in India, Dolma began her second life. “I got what I had been dreaming of—a chance to obtain an education,” she says. “I remember learning how to hold a pen for the first time. I was already way behind my peers, so I worked very hard to catch up. I skipped a grade, and I was one of the top three students in that class.”

Again politics interfered. Threatened with arrest by the Chinese government, Dolma’s father took his family to the U.S. “I entered an American high school with two years of prior education. It was very difficult,” Dolma recalls, “but it didn’t compare to crossing the Himalayas.”

She faces real challenges at Middlebury. “Because I had such limited time for schooling, there are still many things I need to work on. But with my respected professors Thomas Moran in Chinese and Amy Yuen in political science, it’s been somewhat fun fighting that challenge and expanding my knowledge. Although I was stressing so much about my academics, I was extremely lucky that because of generous people I didn’t have to worry about the financial part.” Dolma is majoring in political science, and says, “Education means life to me.”

—Ann Williams Jackson ’74
Trustee of Middlebury College; former Executive Vice President and Global Director of Business Development, Sotheby’s; former Chief Executive Officer of WRC Media Inc.

“The workplace is increasingly diverse. Financial aid helps more children of immigrants go to college now. The world’s more mobile, and in business you need to embrace that.”

Middlebury needs to take a proactive stance when it comes to financial aid and all kinds of diversity—not only because it’s helpful to the people who receive it, but because Middlebury’s in a very white state in the middle of nowhere, and our students need to understand the world they’re entering.

—Garrett M. Moran ’76
Senior Managing Director, Chief Operating Officer, Corporate Private Equity, The Blackstone Group

Photographs by Jennifer Kiewit

The Impact of Access and Opportunity on the “Real World”

From both personal experience in my career and from an ever deeper body of academic study, it is clear that better decisions are made by more diverse groups. If everyone around the table has the same background they will probably have the same point of view, the same preferences and the same approach to problem solving. In the global world we live in today, our colleagues have to look like the diverse customers we serve, the diverse people we want to reach, and the diverse planet we want to protect.

The Middlebury Initiative
PORTraits of Financial Aid: Alumni

Middlebury opened its arms and pockets to me, providing me not only with an excellent education, but also with a lifetime support system and family. I am fortunate to be a part of the Middlebury framework and am able to engage in the world as I have because of Middlebury’s guidance and generosity. Those are the words of Dena Simmons ’05, a teacher, writer, and activist, and now a doctoral student in health education at Columbia University Teachers College. Since graduating from Middlebury, Simmons has taught Spanish at Boston’s Urban Science Academy and in her native Bronx with Teach for America.

“A post-Middlebury Fulbright grant allowed her to live in the Dominican Republic and research teenage pregnancy; she returned to expand her research to the commercial sex trade, and then consulted on that issue for the directorate of gender affairs in the Antiguan government.

Simmons was a Posse Scholar at Middlebury, and during her college years developed youth programs for the New York City Parks Department, interned with the deputy mayor for policy at City Hall, created cultural programs in Vermont schools, and studied in Chile. Somehow, she also finds time to write and publish vibrant short stories—the Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference attendee won the Middlebury Magazine Fiction Contest in 2008.

Dana Dunleavy ’00 is looking forward to returning to his native Vermont—and Vermonters will be the healthier for it. Dunleavy is in his final residency year in radiology at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, after which he’ll be a fellow there. Because he received a Freeman Vermont Scholarship at Middlebury—which helped pay for his studies at the University of Vermont College of Medicine—Dunleavy isn’t saddled with debt levels that would determine where to live and what specialty to practice. In his view, the Freeman’s investment in educating Vermonters has helped counter the state’s “brain drain”—the exodus of talent and skill as young residents seek opportunities and higher salaries in more urban areas.

Dunleavy learned to love caring for rural neighbors early. The son of a veterinarian, plan to return to the Vermont College of Medicine—Dunleavy isn’t saddled with debt levels that would determine where to live and what specialty to practice. In his view, the Freeman’s investment in educating Vermonters has helped counter the state’s “brain drain”—the exodus of talent and skill as young residents seek opportunities and higher salaries in more urban areas.

Garrett Moran ’76 is a senior managing director and chief operating officer of the Blackstone Group’s Corporate Private Equity division. He and his wife, Mary Penniman, have changed the lives of many Middlebury students through support of Posse and other scholarships, including one named after Moran’s parents, George B. and M. Frances Moran.

What’s your financial aid story? I was a month from starting Middlebury when my father suddenly died. I’m one of nine kids, and several were already in college. I called Middlebury to tell them I couldn’t come. They gave me a scholarship so I could. After a few years I didn’t need the aid anymore (tuition wasn’t much then), but I was impressed, and I haven’t forgotten it.

Why do you give for financial aid? It’s such a pure, direct way of investing in people. It affects the quality of the experience for the kids themselves while they’re at Middlebury, and it completely changes their lives in a way you can’t understand until you’ve seen their lives. It’s pretty simple.

What about families who pay the full fee? We all go for a discount. It’s foundational to our system of education. If you believe in the value of a liberal arts education, you support it. It’s sort of a “come on!” if you ask me.

Financial Aid Fast Facts

- Only three percent of U.S. colleges and universities admit students on a need-blind basis. Middlebury is part of that group.
- More than 41 percent of Middlebury students currently receive financial aid from the College.
- In the past five years, 50 percent of Middlebury students receiving prestigious Watson Fellowships have been financial aid students.
- In the past three years, 63 percent of Phi Beta Kappas have been financial aid recipients.

Liberal Arts • Global Action
Portraits of Financial Aid: Faculty Alumni

Every Middlebury student gets financial aid. That’s long been the case, both at Middlebury and other top liberal arts colleges, where the educational opportunities cost considerably more than any students pay. Some Middlebury students—many, in fact—receive actual grants, loans, and campus jobs. It’s a tradition that helps the College build a great student body. Meet some financial aid students who might have been in your class or on your team—teaching or coaching it.

Dana Yeaton ’79 • Visiting Assistant Professor of Theatre
I was the first in my family to go to college and for me, as an aspiring poet, Middlebury was Mecca. After college I had a modest amount of debt, which allowed me to stay focused on writing. For me, and for many of the students I’ve taught here, Middlebury’s generous financial aid was a life-changer. Pure and simple.

Jim Ralph ’82 • Dean for Faculty Development and Research; Rehnquist Professor of American History and Culture
I was the oldest of four boys, with six years separating me from the youngest. Middlebury opened opportunities to me while helping my family to avoid making deep, deep cuts in how we lived. With only modest debt, I was able to teach for a year and then attend Harvard for graduate school. Middlebury’s generosity allowed me to pursue my dreams.

Bob Ritter ’82 • Michael “Mickey” Heineckend Coaching Chair; Head Football Coach/Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach
Without financial aid, I wouldn’t have been able to attend Middlebury. My dad was in retail sales and was in and out of work—the economy was very similar to our current one. Middlebury adjusted my aid, allowing me to stay in school. I’ve always been very thankful. When you have the longevity I’ve had here, you can see the positive impact of need-blind admissions on so many students.

Marc Lapin ’83 • Associate in Science Instruction in Environmental Studies
I wouldn’t have been able to come to Middlebury if I hadn’t received financial aid. It was at Midd that I realized my love for plants, natural ecosystems, and the wilds in general—who knows what my path would have been without financial aid?

Kelly McCarthy Bevere ’99 • Head Softball Coach/Assistant Basketball Coach
As a first-generation college graduate, I am very grateful for the aid I received. Without it, I would not have been able to attend Middlebury. I was drawn to work here because of the incredible professors, mentors, and coaches I had. I want to give back to this very special place that has helped shape me into the person I am today.

Dave Campbell ’00 • Head Coach of Men’s Lacrosse
Financial aid certainly helped my family cover the cost of a Middlebury education. It also made my loans after school very manageable as I worked my way up the coaching ranks.

Selected Funding Opportunities

A sampling of funding opportunities for both annual (immediate) and endowed (long-term) support.

Annual Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship/Program</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middlebury Annual Scholarship</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Annual Scholarship</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Schools Annual Fellowship</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread Loaf School of English Annual Fellowship</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middlebury-Monterey Language Academy Scholarship</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Endowment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship/Program</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middlebury Scholarship</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarship</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Schools Fellowship</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Schools Named Scholarship</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread Loaf School of English Fellowship</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread Loaf School of English Named Scholarship</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Fellowships and Internships</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Research Fellowship</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Internship</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowed Research Fellowship</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowed Internship</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Middlebury Initiative
Betty MacCulloch Mattox continues to live independently in her home in Delmar, N.Y. Three of her four children live in the area and one of them checks on her every day. She also enjoys visiting with her friends who live in Delmar. Occasionally she has letters from Winnie Duffield Taylor. Betty said how meaningful her four years at Middlebury were, with which I agree. I tried to reach Marian Hewes McKenney with the phone number I have. However, when someone answered I discovered the number is now someone else’s. Does anyone have news of Marrian? I’m talking in Beth Osborne Hadden I think. I was being called Beth. She and Polly Overton Camp were planning a get-together in August. Beth’s grandson, who is in the National Guard, stayed with her recently when he was on duty in the area. He was about to be deployed overseas for the third time. When we talked, Beth was looking forward to a Hadden family reunion at her home on the fourth of July this weekend. Another award was presented to Dick Rose this spring by the Vermont Woodland Association. It’s a sign with his name on it recognizing his 50 years as a tree farmer, to be put up on the tree farm. He is in the process of turning the farm to his grandson who lives in West Rutland, Vt. Bob Matteson was also honored recently at the local Elks Lodge in Bennington, Vt., for his long time service to town and state and for his outstanding career as a senior team. Gov. Jim Douglas ’72 presented Bob with a resolution from the Vermont Legislature at a Flag Day ceremony. Bob planned to compete in the Green Mountain Senior Games in Burlington, Vt., and go after 91-age records in the 100, 200, and 400 distances. The last news I wrote about Wake Robin was about the maple syrup made there. This time it’s about three men who a year ago constructed three beehives. They then went north to Orwell, Vt., where they bought three queens and their “workers.” At the Vermont Farm Show last fall they received a blue ribbon for excellence for their honey.

—Class Correspondent: Mrs. Charles M. Hall (Margaret Leslie), 3312 Wake Robin Dr., Shellburne, Vt., 05482.

Flora MacBride Attorney in law at the College and a partner at Davis, Dyche, and Davis in Burlington, Vt., and a participant in skiing, tennis, golf, and her favorite retreat—the lakeside Mountain Club trails, and flaming winds the willow/On its journey to the sea/For the College on the hill/They gave their best./Coach Ben Beck danced with them gone./I hope that later on/In the sky where they stood/Forgive me/But I was not persistent enough in trying to locate her because I believe that was her last visit to her beloved Vermont.

I met my classmate and dear friend of many years as our class secretary, Barbara Gregory Hopkins, our longtime class secretary, on April 19 in Oconomowoc, Wis. It was Barbara who recruited me for this assignment after she and her son John sat with Joyce and me at one of our reunions. I told her at the time that she looked just as young and beautiful as she had as a student. Barb and I worked together for several years, phonning each other from time to time, not just to exchange information about classmates, but also to chat about Barb’s dogs, her love of gardening, and her favorite retreat—her lakeside cottage in the woods of northern Wisconsin. She had a remarkable career as a social worker, spending 21 years in the Waukesha Public Schools social work department, which she founded in 1961, and continuing to work there part time after her retirement. A family member said, “Barbara loved working with children, especially helping to ensure their success in school.” Her volunteer service included fund-raising for a center that treated children who had been abused. We know, of course, of her many years as our class secretary, during which she would write personal notes to every classmate, and in those days, there were quite a few of us. Far from, my friend, and thank you for caring so much. I will always remember you. I’m sorry to report that Mary Lance Osborn died on June 15 at age 94 in Marion, Ill. Mary came to Middlebury from nearby Vergennes, served as VP of her senior class, and was active in the college’s musical programs. After Middlebury she taught high school English for many years. Her son, Jim, wrote to us that his mother’s college experience provided some of her fondest memories. “Middlebury meant a lot to her. She was able to attend her 50th reunion in 1987 and I believe that was her last visit to her beloved Vermont.” We also mourn the loss of Elizabeth MacArthur on April 4. Although Elizabeth did not graduate from Middlebury, she kept in constant touch with us as an alumna, bringing us up to date on her activities. In her later years she lived in Jacksonville, Fla., a few blocks from the St. John’s River. Our thoughts and prayers are with her families and friends of those who have left us. Memorials will appear in future issues.


Betty Mattos continued to live independently in her home in Delmar, N.Y. Three of her four children live in the area and one of them checks on her every day. She also enjoys visiting with her friends who live in Delmar. Occasionally she has letters from Winnie Duffield Taylor. Betty said how meaningful her four years at Middlebury were, with which I agree. I tried to reach Marian Hewes McKenney with the phone number I have. However, when someone answered I discovered the number is now someone else’s. Does anyone have news of Marian? I’m talking in Beth Osborne Hadden I think. I was being called Beth. She and Polly Overton Camp were planning a get-together in August. Beth’s grandson, who is in the National Guard, stayed with her recently when he was on duty in the area. He was about to be deployed overseas for the third time. When we talked, Beth was looking forward to a Hadden family reunion at her home on the fourth of July this weekend. Another award was presented to Dick Rose this spring by the Vermont Woodland Association. It’s a sign with his name on it recognizing his 50 years as a tree farmer, to be put up on the tree farm. He is in the process of turning the farm to his grandson who lives in West Rutland, Vt. Bob Matteson was also honored recently at the local Elks Lodge in Bennington, Vt., for his long time service to town and state and for his outstanding career as a senior team. Gov. Jim Douglas ’72 presented Bob with a resolution from the Vermont Legislature at a Flag Day ceremony. Bob planned to compete in the Green Mountain Senior Games in Burlington, Vt., and go after 91-age records in the 100, 200, and 400 distances. The last news I wrote about Wake Robin was about the maple syrup made there. This time it’s about three men who a year ago constructed three beehives. They then went north to Orwell, Vt., where they bought three queens and their “workers.” At the Vermont Farm Show last fall they received a blue ribbon for excellence for their honey.

—Class Correspondent: Mrs. Charles M. Hall (Margaret Leslie), 3312 Wake Robin Dr., Shellburne, Vt., 05482.

I attended our 70th reunion. So did Ruth Coleman Skinner. We did not meet, however, because I was not persistent enough in trying to locate her because I believe that was her last visit to her beloved Vermont.

I attended our 70th reunion. So did Ruth Coleman Skinner. We did not meet, however, because I was not persistent enough in trying to locate her because I believe that was her last visit to her beloved Vermont.

—Class Correspondent: Mrs. Charles M. Hall (Margaret Leslie), 3312 Wake Robin Dr., Shellburne, Vt., 05482.
Correspondent Elizabeth Wolington Hubbard-Ovens reports: We are saddened to report the death of Bill Bursaw on May 1. We send our condolences to Pat (Noc) 44 and family. John Hicks sent a telegram of best wishes, part of which we include here: “Classmates will share regret for the passing of Bill. Following a long illness, it was not unexpected but our loss is not lessened. We remember his sunny good humor and great generous goodwill. He was the best of good company — as roommate, Chi Psi brother, track squad teammate, impassioned student, Winter Carnival King, recreational skier, hiker, adventurous traveler, ardent sailor, and loyal alumnus. He was devoted to the College and to the values of a liberal education. He was among the closest of my college friends and that continued in the years following. I had planned to see him in mid-May on a trip east from California, as I often did, but this time it was not to be. We missed by a few days. I will go on missing him in many more ways still.” In talking with John, I found out that we both had turned 90 recently. I had a big family reunion coming up the next weekend, and it was a last of fun. Telephone conversations between Margaret Shaub and me produce most of our news (mainly from our Vermont classmaters). Margaret was planning to attend Alumni College in August and hoped to see one or two other 41ers there.


Correspondent Ann Cole Byington reports: Louise “Skip” Wilkin Dimond returned to her summer home in East Dennis on Cape Cod. Her eyesight is so poor that she needs someone with her—for driving, especially. She has many friends in East Dennis for company and cousins who love to visit her in her lovely spot. Eleanor Wilcox Murphy was watching a Red Sox game when I contacted her. She does volunteer work at a nearby hospital. She and her husband have lived in the same neighborhood for 57 years. Gertrude Lacey Thornton teaches painting in her retirement home; her specialty is Japanese art, which she learned while living in Japan. It’s called sumie, a free-form collection of lines and marks that cannot be traced. Yvonne Golding Weinhardt continues to live in Dallas, Texas, in a very nice retirement home where she is most happy. She is active with bridge, exercise, bingo, programs, theater, and many other things. Correspondent John Gale reports: Jim Brown, whose company we enjoyed for only one year at Middlebury, died on March 18. He left college to enter his family’s ad business, joined the Marine Corps three weeks after Pearl Harbor, was shot down in New Britain, and Palau as a radioman. He finished his BA at Yale after 1945 and became a journalist, with his last assignment as an editor of Down East magazine in Camden, Maine. A jovial, outgoing man, always ready with a story, he said that in spite of three years at Yale, he remembered most fondly his single year and his classmates at Middlebury.

In Portland, Ore., Steve Wilson’s wife Libby reports that Steve has improved appreciably since his last letter. He is getting better health and continues his many professional and social interests. He expressed concern over what he felt was unacceptable disrespect to President Obama by some members when Obama addressed the American Medical Association meeting in June, and said he hoped to see some improvement in the matter. Ralph has been a member of the AMA for many years. I reached George Ritchie in his retirement community in Hingham, Mass. He’s given up driving; he has minor eye problems but they don’t prevent him from reading. George has been singing with two choral groups, recently doing music from the ’30s and ’40s, he was hoping they’d get into some Haydn masses. He’s grateful for help from a daughter who lives nearby. With deep regret, the deaths of two more members of the Class of 1943 are reported. Donald Gale died on April 28 in Florida and we extend our sympathy to his wife Elizabeth and family. We remember Don as “Chunky,” an apt nickname considering his sturdy physical configuration, a decided attribute on the football field and hockey rink where he excelled. But he was equally solid in intellectual endeavors, especially in science—a field that he continued to study after leaving Middlebury and to which he contributed significantly with his work at the Naval Research Laboratory, both during and following World War II. True to his Vermont heritage, Don was not one to waste words, yet he was always affable and rarely without a smile. A memorial will appear in the newspaper where he lived. James died at his home in Alaska on May 12 after a gradual physical decline, through which he retained his sharp mind and sense of humor, according to his wife Toni. A consummate gentleman, Lew was the friend of the entire class and had continued to maintain close contact with many of us and with the College. When I was talking with Toni, she mentioned she had seen three eagles circling high in the sky that morning, and thought, “There are Lew, Bill Hawkess, and Vance Richardson.” The class is grateful to Ann Byington for her diligent and interesting reporting of the activities of the women of ’47 during the past several years. Ann has expressed a desire to be relieved of the co-correspondent’s duties, and this issue carries the last of her reports. She deserves hearty thanks from us for a job well done! We therefore need a volunteer to take over for her. Please contact Skip Dimond at 203.481.7437 or me at 978.283.6131 if you can help out.

—Class Correspondents: Mrs. Ann Cole Byington, 290 Kingston Way, Unit 275, Duxbury, MA 02322; and Dr. John S. Gale (isgale@cofc.edu), 159 Village Green Dr., Apt. 2, South Burlington, VT 05403.
exhausting. With so few of our class returning, we were glad to see each other. The memorial gathering at the class tree seemed a fitting thing to do.” • Needless to say, we (Ricki and Tommy) would have loved to participate but we were and are both there in spirit—last June and right now. We hope to hear from the rest of you who missed reunion.

—Class Correspondents: Ruth Wietzen Evans (rwe@verizon.net), 80 Salisbury St., Unit 605, Newton, MA 02467, and Elizabeth Ring Hounefford (elz@cardinal.net), 197 Old Sherman Hill Rd., Woodbury, CT 06798

45 REUNION CLASS Correspondent Mew Wisotzkey McClellan reports: Alice Southworth Twible writes, “We’re happy to be well enough and energetic enough to care for half an acre of Florida vegetation. ‘Red’ has a vegetable garden and I a small flower garden with plenty of weeds. Believe it or not, I am still in the choir, and we did the Messiah for Easter. It was grand to be singing something majestic after all the confinement. As we planned tourist trips, my husband got lazy about packing and enthusiastic about long airplane flights.” • I received this from Audrey Nunnenmacher Perlí: “Now I am 87 and still able to walk one-and-a-half miles each day in our quiet neighborhood. I no longer can ski or hike in the mountains, but you know, my macular degeneration prevents me from seeing clearly. I write with the help of a lighted magnifying glass. I still write and telephone my Middlebury pal and roommate, Jean Lacey Patterson, who recently lost her dear husband and lives in Pearl River, N.Y. My three sons are a bachelor businessman at American Express Co. for 22 years; a Ph.D. professor of entomology at the Univ. of Washington; and a dean of the music conservatory at Lawrence Univ. in Appleton, Wis. I’m proud of all three. Hello to all and good luck!” • Bettis Allen Sutman writes, “I really hope to attend our 65th next year! Bob passed away December 2005 and I feel very fortunate that we had moved into a wonderful continued care retirement community in Basking Ridge, N.J. I still have a summer home in Normandy Beach. Our children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren have a reunion there every summer. I’m on several committees here, and enjoy reading, travel, and tennis. I recently had wonderful telephone conversations with Lee Van Leuven Morehouse and Marian Bailey Allen.” • Dottie Laux O’Brien writes that reading the passing of Pete Harris ’44 sparked a memory for her. “Pete was our pediatrician when we lived on Fountain Terrace in Scarsdale, N.Y. in the 1960s. That was when doctors actually made house calls and Pete used to drive up in his Volkswagen—one time the snow was so deep, it was taller than his car. Once, as he was leaving, he said, ‘You know, everyone ages differently. It can be one’s heart, or lungs, or kidneys. Everyone gets something different. Never throw away treasured words spoken—I hear from classmates describing their various ailments. But we all seem to muddle through with ‘that old Midd spirit.’ Pete wasn’t just a doctor—he was quite a philosopher.” • Correspondent Ray Walch reports: After a year at the Univ. of Alaska, Edwin Fancher transfers to Midd for his senior year in 1942 but was drafted into the Army in January 1943 and served in the 10th Mountain Division in Italy. After the war he thought seriously about returning to Midd, but ended up closer to home at the New School for Social Research in NYC. He became a psychologist and analyst and is still in part-time private practice in NYC. He also founded, with Daniel Wolf and Norman Maller, a weekly newsmagazine that was published from 1955 to 1974. • Tom Caldwell lives a simple but enjoyable life in Newport News, Va. He retired in 1992 after 42 years as a doctor in a children’s clinic. Now golf and the YMCA, bwecky, keep him busy along with his house. His two sisters, both Midd grads, are now deceased but at one time they had 181 alumni years between them all. He exchanges Christmas cards with Phil Dunham. • Phil writes that he is still skiing. He retired in 1988 after 42 years practicing dentistry. He and wife Mary live on a mini-farm in Brattleboro, Vt., where over the years they raised a dozen trotting horses and raced them at tracks in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, and New York. They just sold their last homebred so now he has more time for golf. • Don Perry retired from Texas Instruments after 40 years and lives in Texas where his four children, nine grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren also live. The golf and tennis are going well; his brother died in the ‘90s but he stays active in his senior community by playing some golf and cards, assisting in activities, and doing some oil painting and writing. • Mike Mann still lives near Albany, N.Y., where he lived in the same house for 49 years but now lives with his wife in a nearby retirement community. His career was in the real estate business and he was active in the Albany area in various organizations over the years. Daughter Patty ’73 works in television in California on the Disney lot and son Mick lives in a suburb of Atlanta, Ga. Mike hasn’t been back for a reunion since the 90s—his hips went bad and walking was painful, but now he has had both hips replaced. • Speaking of reunions, don’t forget we have our 65th next June 4–6!

—Class Correspondents: Mary Elizabeth Wisotzkey McClellan (maryliz124@comcast.net), 124 RiverMead Rd., Peterborough, NH 03458, and Ray Walch (pathlaw2000@yahoo.com), 75 SE Teagues Terrace, Stuart, FL 34994

46 From the editor: It is with great sadness that we must report that Bill Percival passed away on August 5. Our condolences are sent to wife Jan (Shaw) and all his family. She was secretary to Bill and Jan in July. • Phyllis Faber Warren and husband Tim write from their home in The Highlands, Brunswick, Maine, that daughter Betsy is sailing around the world with her husband. What an adventure! It boggles our minds that the Warners can keep in daily touch with the sailors by e-mail. Tim said they can even get a little seasick. • From Rockport, Mass., Louise Heald Aines reports with pride the accomplishment of her granddaughter in his eighth grade regular and jazz bands in Denver, Colo. Since Lou was a band teacher in the real estate business and he was active in the Albany area in various organizations over the years. Daughter Patty ’73 works in television in California on the Disney lot and son Mick lives in a suburb of Atlanta, Ga. Mike hasn’t been back for a reunion since the 90s—his hips went bad and walking was painful, but now he has had both hips replaced. • Speaking of reunions, don’t forget we have our 65th next June 4–6!

—Class Correspondents: Mary Elizabeth Wisotzkey McClellan (maryliz124@comcast.net), 124 RiverMead Rd., Peterborough, NH 03458, and Ray Walch (pathlaw2000@yahoo.com), 75 SE Teagues Terrace, Stuart, FL 34994

47 Natalie Simpson MacDonald has a very talented dressage horse, which she tries to ride every day, and a 28-year-old horse in retirement in Washington, Conn. She takes the dressage horse to Florida every winter for training and some showing and it is on the verge of becoming a Grand Prix horse. Natalie is also active in several organizations in New Canaan, Conn., as well as in Florida. She has just added a poodle puppy to her menagerie. • Joyce Walsh Heath attended a class at Elderly Services at Middlebury College in September, she and her daughter expected to travel to Stuttgart, Germany, to visit her youngest daughter and family. Joyce works as a linter trying to ensure that all eligible veterans submit the
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proper forms for the $40,000 property tax relief. She especially enjoyed working with a blind vet in town who related his WWII experiences to her. *Jean Mace Burnell* received a note from Phyllis Howland McIntosh’s daughter saying that her mother had enjoyed their reunion and had to have surgery. She hoped her mother would be able to walk again, but she’s very fragile. Jean herself is well, but has a bad knee. Betsy Aires, Argentina, to Valparaiso, Chile, with stops in Buenos Aires, Argentina, to Valparaiso, Chile, with stops in Uruguay, the Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and finally, a visit to Machu Picchu, Peru. They attended Jean’s 60th reunion in June. They enjoy their retirement community in Shelburne. *Helen Prentice Theimer* wrote that she had just sent off a final draft of a historical novel to her daughter Kate who is loving, efficient, and completely distrusts her mother’s computer fingers. She still plans to make a map for the book though she’s never done a map before and feels she’s likely to be inefficient. Her only other obsession is the garden; she spends a lot of time panning it and defending it from the too-robust yellow archangel. Helen said she sees healthy, though garrulous. *Mortimer Harmann* is lucky to have a secretary, wife “Skeet” Titus Harmann ’48. Living in Iscahuash, Wash., she wrote that they had to put their passion for Scottish country dancing on hold while Mort had a knee replaced. They made their annual trip east to Cape Cod this summer and before returning to Washington, they planned to celebrate poet Robert Burns’ 250th birthday by following his 1787 itinerary through the Scottish Highlands. *Ruth Barber Toner* said her son Tom and her wife Christine adopted two Russian children, presently ages 7 and 4. Her son teaches at UVM, and her daughter-in-law at the high school in Burlington. Ruth had a growth in one of her arms and had to have surgery to remove it, followed by physical therapy to help her regain the use of the arm. Like so many of us, she is faced with a houseful of furniture that she hopes someday to rid of since she has moved in with her son.

——Class Correspondent: Jeannette Atkins Louth (umjalouth@comcast.net), 59 Depot Road West, West Harwich, MA 02671.

48

Sandra Burzy Whalen ’79 sent in a story about her mother, Elizabeth Reid Buzby. She’d heard a tale about members of the ski teams in the 40s skiing behind an airplane on Lake Champlain. It turns out that her mom and Edith “Skeet” Titus Harmann were put up to the challenge by women’s ski coach Joe Jones. Along with members of the men’s ski team and their coach Bobo Sheehan ’44, the group tied a hundred-foot lasso around the tailskid of a low-flying Aerona and the skiers ripped over the frozen surface of the lake at 65 mph behind the low-flying plane, which was piloted by members of the Flying Panthers. They were eventually caught when the St. Albans radio station reported it to the authorities after it was noted the plane was flying too low! * Correspondent Elizabeth Breedenberg Ness reports: Louise Gerlitz Ebner is in good health—no pain, no meds—but post-polio symptoms limit walking. She’s as active as ever, and, being near Princeton Univ., she and Don enjoy many of the cultural events there. Lou mentioned the exhibit at Middlebury recently of paintings and etchings by artist Luigi Lucioni. Her Aunt Mary visited his home in Vermont frequently. She and Don have Christmas cards and some souvenirs from Luigi and if anyone is interested, they would be happy to share some “trivia” from Luigi. *Joan Sherman Riebrow* has moved from Deland, Fla., to 6985 West Mountain Crossing, Cumming, Ga. 30041. Jo’s backyard overlooks the seventh fairway and she is three miles from daughter Lindsay. During the baseball season, Jo spent her weekend there dog-sitting while Lindsay and her husband traveled to watch their son play for George Washington Univ. *Julia “Judy” Friend Bradley* apologized for a delayed reply to my entreaty. All is forgiven—her second great-grandchild arrived the afternoon she wrote me! Now, gentle readers, how many of you have as good an excuse for not writing—anytime? Judy keeps busy and is happy to be living in Middlebury. *Jim ’47 and Iris Forst Brucks* celebrated their 61st wedding anniversary in June. They continue to enjoy golf and bridge, and they go into NYC frequently to see productions...lucky you! *A personal note:* While spending a few days in Southern Pines, N.C., recently, I drove out to Firestone Village to revisit where Bob and I lived for several years. While there I spent a pleasant hour with Fred Johnston and Deores in their new home. They’re having a great time playing golf and bridge and living in the country. Travel plans included Pipe Stem State Park in West Virginia in August and possibly a trip to Vermont this fall. *In response to a letter sent by Adele Stemmier Taylor*, who has been an invaluable planning assistant, she said, “I am sorry to report that Jane Potter Botstem passed away on February 20. She enjoyed many years of retirement here at her house (known as Backwoods) in East Jewett, N.Y., where she had spent summers as a child and adult before retiring here. She served as president of East Jewett’s Planning Board and successfully helped to create a 20-year land preservation program for her town. My sister and I have been ‘her girls’ all our lives as she had no children. We will miss her.” *Correspondent Sandy Rosenberg reports: Frank Williamson writes from Middlebury that the town has begun construction on the new bridge spanning Otter Creek in downtown Middlebury. The Cross Street Bridge is the culminating of at least 70 years of discussion and work towards planning to alleviate the traffic burden on the Battell and Pulp Mill bridges. With no assistance from federal or state governments, this project is unprecedented in modern Vermont. It’s all made possible by the teamwork between Middlebury College and Middlebury citizens. The new bridge is scheduled to open in November 2010. *Bob Outman is a TV star—well, almost. In the HBO series, The Wire, Bob appears in the final session as one of the many copy editors in the newsroom. For a moment he’s behind the right shoulder of the film’s star, Clark Johnson. Bob writes that it was an interesting experience and he was paid union wages even though he is not a union member. He was told to sit at his desk and pretend he was working. He says, “Hell, I did that for over 40 years.”* Rita and I sailed the Mediterranean Sea in April on the MS Regina to celebrate Rita’s birthday. We sailed from Barcelona to Istanbul on unit, sun-filled sea, then to Antalya, Greece, and Turkey. This is the best way to travel at our age. *We’re sorry to report that Donald Hyde passed away on April 2. Our sympathy goes to his family.*

——Class Correspondents: Elizabeth Breedenberg Ness (elizabeth.ness@verizon.net), 59 Depot Road West, N. Wayne Ave., PA 19071; Beth Spence Wright, and Sally Caswell, widow of Hank Caswell. Many memorable and several
humorous tales were told by those who sat at the table. * Enroute from Middlebury to our home in Virginia, we stopped in South Hamilton, gumioroLis cales were told by cliose who sat at the table. ♦  Erirouce from Middlebury to our action — Class Correspondents:

"Keetsie" Noyes Crosson I was able to hear a preliminary poll of 50 respondents we reported had a musical version (available upon request). In think about. The P-IL report was produced by and frivolity in the late 1940s 1  would rather not came across an item that may be of interest to 14554 Virginia, and as near as Middlebury. Wonderful rockieater.rr.coin),

Well done, fellow classmates! ♦  Our travelers forward to seeing you all for our 65th. see yourself popping up in future notes so keep at her side. • Glad to see Jean Sloan Briggs and classmate. Kyle Prescott, and wife Eleanor 48 who have just settled into a lovely .spot in Virginia, and as near as Middlebury. Wonderful rockieater.rr.coin),

Mary Cole Williamson and husband Frank 48 who have just settled into a lovely spot in Middlebury. ♦  In a conversation with Priscilla "Keetsie" Noyes Crosson I was able to hear firsthand about her daring jump from an airplane to celebrate her 80th birthday. A gutsy Texan lady. • Wonderful to see Betty "Deanie" Dean Custer and husband Dan this year. Last reunion they had to cancel at the last minute as Dan fell on his sailboat and broke his leg. Glad you were both in good health this time. * Dave Thompson and wife Perry showed up for Saturday night dinner in good spirits. We all missed them and classmate. Kyle Prescott, and wife Eleanor (Barker) 48. Distance from Toronto was too far to travel for them at this time. * Lura "Willie" Williams Wood was a trooper, smiling and cheerful as ever with her husband and wheelchair at her side. * Glad to see Jean Sloan Briggs and husband Philip '47. Memories of our Middlebury trip to Africa 15 or so years ago came to mind.

* I wish I could mention all your names, but it would take up the whole magazine. You will see yourself popping up in future notes so keep posted. It was a joy to be with each and everyone of you and thank you all. Looking forward to seeing you all for our 67th.

—Class Correspondents: Dixon Hembill (dixonH1925@verizon.net), 10910 Olm Dr., Fairfax Station, VA 22039; and Rachel Adams Platt (platt@vt.berkeley.edu), 34 Toby Brook, Pittsford, NY 14534.
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REUNION CLASS

Correspondent Phil Porter reports: In sorting through old papers, I came across an item that may be of interest to classmates, though it raises questions of sexism and whether the policy is still in effect. I would rather not think about. The P-R report was produced by Phil Porter (the P) and Jim Ross ’51 (the RJ). I would note also that the poll was taken before television had become commonplace in American homes. We polled Middlebury students regarding the following question: “Do you think that necking is a natural part of the mating process?” We had a musical version (available upon request). In a preliminary poll of 50 respondents we reported as follows: The men were slightly in the affirmative, and the women definitely of the opinion that necking would gain its rightful place of supremacy, as they put it. The poll, however, we felt was invalid for two reasons: 1) We had the temerity to suggest that some women respondents may have been prejudiced in that they did not know what necking was; 2) The respondents thought Vermont are so cold and the problem of snow makes it well nigh impossible to hold night baseball games during most of the school year. Necking is an indoor (as well as outdoor) recreation and is thereby better suited to the harsh Vermont winters. In a second, larger poll, rather than giving a yes-no answer, respondents chose among five options—terrific, good, indifferent, poor, and horrible—as their reaction to the proposition that necking would indeed replace night baseball. Some 64 percent of women thought it a terrific outcome, whereas only 39 percent of men did so; while 4 percent of women thought the outcome horrible, in comparison with 16 percent for men. The poll results were, in our view, an encouraging sign. We editorialized: “Americans are all too willing to have their sport and recreation supplied for them. It is more beneficial both physically and socially for the people of America to create their own sport.” * Correspondent Lois Rapp McIlvain writes: Jackie Brooks Davison had an exciting tour of Egypt in March 2008, visiting magnificent temples and viewing ancient statues and artifacts. She reports that “many of the statues had their faces mutilated by Christians out to destroy the heathen images.” She speaks of Alexandria as a surprising city well on its way to becoming Miami-on-the-Mediterranean, where many outdated buildings are being restored and a new very modern library boasts of reading rooms with computers able to seat 2000! When it comes to traffic congestion, Cairo is a world-beater. It has no traffic lights. Why? The drivers wouldn’t stop for them. Another trip took Jackie to Barcelona, Spain, with Eldershield for an intensive study of the work of architect Antonio Gaudi. Back in her hometown of Gainesville, Fla., Jackie worked the primary and November election as a poll inspector, later running for and being elected to the Democratic Executive Committee. * Bill ’51 and I had a nice visit in early April with Harry and Marianne Ughetta Brew, whose daughter and family live near us. Lots of reminiscing and many laughs, particularly the shenanigans of inhabiting a house “way back when.” * We are sad to report that another DKE member, James Sheehan, passed away on March 8. Our sympathy is sent to his family and friends.

—Class Correspondents: Lois Rapp McIlvain (uwappydog@aol.com), 6 Post Rd., Malverne, PA 19355; and Philip W. Porter (porterjw@myfairpoint.net), Kendal at Hanover #203, 80 Lynde Rd., Hanover, NH 03755.
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Don Leong wonders if classmates remember William Jerome, assistant to President Stratton and teacher of Don’s first course in economics. Later Dr. Jerome was awarded the John Henry Hope团结 of the College of Business Administration at Syracuse Univ. and then president of Bowling Green State Univ. in Ohio. Don last saw him at Florida International Univ. in Miami where he was living in 1977. His last name was see yourself popping up in future notes so keep at her side. • Glad to see Jean Sloan Briggs and classmate. Kyle Prescott, and wife Eleanor 48 who have just settled into a lovely spot in Virginia, and as near as Middlebury. Wonderful rockieater.rr.coin),

In 1977 she and her late husband Bob Templeton purchased it as their home. Don last saw him at Florida International Univ. in Miami where he was living in 1977. His last name was Templeton and along with his whole family in Provence, the Caribbean, and western Pennsylvania. It's always sad to receive notice of a classmate's death. Robert Grocott died on March 15, 2008, in Bennington, Vt., and a memorial for him appeared in the summer 2008 magazine. * Recently I (Phyllis) connected with Bunny Scott Templeton for the first time in cons! She lived near my apartment after graduating and along with her late husband Bob Templeton rented a place for the antique business and the following year purchased it as their home also. She has antiques in a nearby antiques center and also in East Arlington where her sister lives. Her son W. Stewart Lane ’79 works in media services at the College and lives in Vergennes with wife Chris and three children. Bunny and her companion Spencer Wright ’79 took a week's boat trip in June from Burlington to Montreal, discovering "souvenir treasures" and seeing lots of boats. * A note from Marshall Figgatt enclosed a picture of his grandson Lieut. Thomas C. Figgatt (son of Rod and Sue) who was on his graduation day in May 2008 from Duke University. NROTC, the same day he received his Marine commission. "He then went to Marine Officers Basic School at Quantico, Va., for six months, graduating in December as I did 57 years ago during the Korean War." He goes on to say how he wished Sally (Biff) could have been there to see their grandson graduate second in his class of 240. Thomas requested assignment to Armor School and was the only one in his class given it. Marshall was at his graduation in May at Fort Knox. (He said if possible he'd check out the gold, but we've heard nothing!) His grandson was to be deployed to Afghanistan this fall. * Jane Walker Nutting writes, "Still four children plus four spouses plus nine grandchildren with two spouses and two great-grandchildren." Wally retired in 1985, but in 2003 was elected mayor of Biddeford, Maine, for four years. Jane worked with various organizations, including her church and as a trustee at the local academy. Age and huge taxes led to their 23rd move, this time to a new development of cottages across the river in Saco, where they grew up. They're content to have someone else doing shoveling and mowing. Jane recounted to her grandson, Middlebury 2001, the tale of her “dangerous marital status” while attending the College and was the only one in his class given it.

In that era the College did not consider her “marital status” suitable for dorm living. His reply reflected a new era: "Gosh, Nana, today you would have been a great example." * In September Malcolm MacGregor was planning to return to Florida to make Fort Lauderdale his permanent home. His marriage ended in divorce about 25 years ago. He has three daughters, one who went to Middlebury, two great sons-in-law, and six wonderful grandchildren ages 3 to 21—all boys except for one granddaughter, a freshman at the Berkshire School. Malcolm retired eight years ago after 34 years with Boyden, an international executive search firm, which allowed him international travel and where he served as president for four years. Earlier he had two careers with NBC, three years in the Navy, and received an MBA from Harvard. He admits to playing golf off the property. He even went with his whole family in Provence, the Caribbean, and western Pennsylvania. It's always sad to receive notice of a classmate's death. Robert Grocott died on March 15, 2008 and Raymonda Gadeir died
on March 19. (He has a letter in our 50th reunion book.) We send heartfelt condolences to their families. If you’d like to send any remembrances you may have of them or any other classmates, we appreciate the thoughts and stories that help us keep, or renew, our connections to each other and to 1947–1951 Middlebury. • Many thanks for all your good letters—their arrival on our mailboxes or on our screen really spur us on! • Correspondent Barbara Cumminskeville Vollet reports: I had wonderful news from Joyce Rohr who, with archaeologist husband Olaf Voss, splits her time between Copenhagen, Denmark, and Boulder, Colo. She has remained active as an agent for classical musicians, particularly in Europe, but as her offspring are in Boulder, they go there in winter when Denmark is too dark. This past spring they were back in Copenhagen for a major life event—a celebration recognizing Olaf’s lifelong contribution to Iron Age archaeology. He received the Erik Westerby Foundation prize of 100,000 Danish crowns in recognition of his inspiring work over more than 60 years. After the official awarding of the prize, which was given on May 7 at the National Museum, a gala celebration ensued at the Tivoli Gardens where Joyce delighted in Olaf’s well-deserved glory. • I had a delightful catch-up with Polly Norton Polstein in which we found that both of us like being home with our pet cats perhaps as much as mingling with many. I confess to my own reclusive tendencies and so Polly’s pleasure in quietude pleased me. She deserves the quiet moments because she has been president of the board of trustees for her North Bridgton, Maine, public library for many years and looks forward to leaving her post soon! Her library just received an award for 100 years of service and while Polly doesn’t feel she’s held her post for that long, she clearly deserves some credit for same. She also remains an organizer for the Osher Lifelong Learning project in her area, seeking out teachers for its courses. Meanwhile she replenishes herself fondly, especially the classes and atmosphere.

• Walt Arps writes, “An early midlife crisis resulted in my settling in Annapolis, Md., in 1975. For the next 25 years I enjoyed undertaking genealogical research for clients seeking information about a Colonial ancestor. I also published two dozen genealogical compilations and contributed articles to research publications.” • Living in Arlington Heights, Ill., Helen Bergen Downie was surprised by my phone call. Saying she had no news to report, we still had a delightful visit. She has not seen any Midd folks but has heard from Sue Taylor. She asked about Roberta Pfaff Lonergan and we agreed that over time we have lost contact with old friends. Helen says one thing she has learned is that “we’re wiser than we thought we were.” • As my husband and I were about to check in at the Albuquerque Airport, I heard someone say, “Janet!” Looking up, I saw Lynne Allen. We had the time to chat but his parting shot was to put our meeting in the class notes! He was on his way to see his granddaughter graduate from high school. Once a teacher and school administrator, Lynne is now retired and living in Pagosa Springs, Colo. • Thank you to all who gave me news. There was so much the rest will appear in the winter. • Correspondent: Janet Bradley Harris (dharris52@aol.com), 1 North Ridge, Baldstock Lake, NY 12019. 54 Thirty-two of your classmates, plus 14 spouses and friends, returned for our 55th reunion. It was a gorgeous weekend and we toured, talked, and ate, then talked some more! Many toured the new biomass gasification energy system, others the new Axinn Center at Starr Library; a few joined the golf scramble or attended the lecture by Bill McKibben on “350: The Most Important Number in the World,” while some explored the organic garden or listened to President Liebowitz talk about the state of the College; many ended up at chapel Sunday morning enjoying the alumni choir. • Bob Perkins, ably assisted by wife Barbara, had the 10th annual class dinner in the newly renovated Proctor dining hall Friday evening. Saturday we slowly marched
up the hill to Convocation behind our '54 banner and learned we had won the Parton Family Award for the greatest increase in participation in alumni giving for a reunion class other than the 25th and 50th—71 percent of you gave back to your College. Congratulations to us and many others—Howard Parke and Pat Willard de Winter, who spearheaded this huge effort! Some of us "girls" were delighted to finally spend a night in Gifford—our student hosts were engaging and most helpful. We missed seeing many familiar faces.

* Pat Willard de Winter was one of those who couldn't make it. She sent word that she had decided to be at reunion but that same weekend she had a mini-reunion with a group of high school friends who hadn't seen each other in 50 years! * To Tom Ryan, many thanks for being an amazing co-correspondent these past 15 years. Tom has decided to step down. Guess you're stuck with me for another five—who will join me? As you put together your holiday letter to friends and family, please add me to your list (address below). It is such an easy way to send me your news and I will edit. Be assured that Middlebury is truly alive and well—we had a great time and wish you all could have been there!

—Class Correspondents: Mrs. Robert B. Nickerson (Nancy Whittemore) (forget@prodigy.net), 4 Osprey Ln., Mystic, CT 06355; and Thomas C. Ryan (tm@aol.com), 3 Knipp Rd., Houston, TX 77024.
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Your correspondents Tom Lanson and Sally Dickerman Breck encourage all classmates to put June 4–6, 2010, on your calendars to journey back to Middlebury for our 55th reunion. Hard to believe that we left Middlebury so many years ago! The reunion will give all of us a wonderful opportunity to renew friendships and visit our alma mater. * I (Sally) visited John and Kathy Hughes Von Hartz for a week in NYC with my 14-year-old grandson. Kathy and John raised their children in the middle of the city, which is far different from most of us who live in suburbs and the country. They only use a car when leaving the city on a trip and rely on subways and buses. Kathy takes her cart and walks to the market. John, as a playwright and writer, has always been right at home in the city. The couple own and manage an apartment building in which they also live. They only use a car when leaving the city. Kathy shares wonderful pictures of their travels on her Web site.

* One of our highlights of the week was a visit with Adam Bock, the son of Paul '52 and Judy Kirby Bock. Adam is a successful playwright in NYC. He had much to share with us on the creative process. * Doris "Dorie" Bartlett was in touch. She lives in Fairbanks, Alaska, right back where she started from. She retired in 2004 but works part time once in a while and volunteers at Lifelong Learning as a tutor. She was working on Icelandic Viking sagas and eddas but has slowed down to a "rate slower than molasses in January." She has three daughters—Robin teaches American literature at Emerson College in Boston, Kathy is a Trappist nun in Italy, and Deirdre is married happily in an apartment building in which they also live. They only use a car when leaving the city. Kathy shares wonderful pictures of their travels on her Web site.

56 We are sad to report that Barbara Esty Meyer passed away May 4, 2010. Shirley McMahan, Class Notes pays tribute to her: "Barb and I, regretfully, lost touch with one another, but we were reconnected when she agreed to recruit donations for the 50th reunion. I will always remember her as a very special person who was generous, warm, and funny, but also deeply caring and concerned. Husband Bill and their family were central to her happiness, but she also carried on with her work with a high degree of competency and strict ethical standards. Despite her plastic embrace of life, she faced her illness and ultimate outcome with strength and grace." Al Entine, in an equally moving tribute, writes, "I met Barb on the first day of Waldo Heinrich's freshman survey course. We sat next to each other since our last names started with the same letter. This began a special friendship that continued for four years through many political science courses and various campus activities. Barb was sensible and grounded and was the consummate listener. Able to identify the source of a difficulty, she would make suggestions to deal with it. She represented all that was good and warm about Middlebury. If she was able to have this kind of impact on a classmate, how wonderful it must have been to be part of her family. Their loss and Middlebury's loss is great but our sorrow is tempered by the joy she brought to everyone." A memorial will appear in a future issue of the magazine. The famed 10th Annual Little Blue Jug Golf Tournament was hosted by current champions, Bob Vuillet and Mike Phiblin, who faced the underdog challengers, John Hoops and Karl Brautigam. A fiercely contested match, it was decided on the 18th green. Mike was on two, the others in three. Bob batted up Mike's put, which he hit right on target, and they tie. The challenge match was on April 4 in Montreal. Mhairi (pronounced Vari, Gallic for Mary) was a dear friend to me since we met at college. She was a long journey, but worth it. Karl is glad to share his experiences and knowledge. Please call him at 203-868-1241.

* On a more serious note, Karl tells of his ordeal and ultimate success working with the Connecticut Dept. of Mental Retardation, which was closing its institutions for the disabled. The Brautigams and other families worked tirelessly for 10 years to establish a nonprofit corporation in partnership with the state. Finally in March 2009, children of the founding families moved in to a fully licensed home, which will enable them to continue to work, socialize, participate in Special Olympics and contribute to their community. It was a long journey, but worth it. Karl is glad to share his experiences and knowledge. Please call him at 203-868-1241.

57 We are sad to report that Mhairi Cleghorn Santiago from brain cancer on April 4 in Montreal. Mhairi (pronounced Vari, Gallic for Mary) was a dear friend to me since we were 13 and were in the same high school class.
We came to Middlebury together and remained friends ever after. After Middlebury Mhairi became a speech therapist and spent many years as a much respected professional while raising her two children as a single mother. Through all difficulties she managed to do both jobs well. For me and for others the world is a different place now that Mhairi has passed. And "downhill the hill" the bridge over Otter Creek is in progress. * 

Harry Oram checks in with the wilds of central Pennsylvania. "Our son returned safely from a second tour in Iraq. (Don't get me started on that screwed-up war.) Trout fishing here has been exceptional. The social season was active with the Cross Fork and Morris Rattlesnake Round Up, Center Hall Tractor Pull, and various fairs. Luckily the national donkey show and auction will be held here along with the Black Forest Canal Barge. People I miss: Youngman and Ted Williams. My two new heroes: Clarence Darrow and Jamie Moyer, who pitched for the Phillies at age 46. Hey!" * After each health problem, writes Gerry Raymond Custer from Corvallis, Ore., she and Bob talk about moving to a retirement home near one of their sons (Cambridge, Mass., or Albuquerque, N.M.). "Then we look out our window at the beautiful Willamette Valley and the Three Sisters peaks and vow, 'Not yet.' It's great hiking. The farm seems to be thriving, with many horses, including the youfols. On this sentimental visit we even bought matching Morgan Horse Farm shirts! George and Libby seem to be the only women that we had met there 31 years ago, and they seemed blown away. Because of their youth, they probably saw us as modern coveners! The weekend seemed like a family celebration to me—we were, for that time, one big happy and caring family. The well-planned and touching memorial service probably contributed to the results; we gathered together for a shared moment. It was a reunion to top all reunions and one I shall treasure forever."

From our local correspondent, Heather Hamilton Robinson, comes word of change in Middlebury. On the campus, there's good news and bad: The Class of '57 maple in front of Warner is thriving, but the ancient willow (i.e., "the kissing tree") next to Battell South has finally succumbed. And "downhill the hill" the bridge over Otter Creek is in progress. *
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An inspiring weekend!” Jan Martin Fenwick writes about her reunion. “To go back and feel the same warmth and kinship with so many classmates from 50 years ago and to see what interesting, outstanding, and productive lives they have led was the best part! It was exciting to see the way Middlebury has changed, and has more than one green grocer. Now the tour of the biomass gasification plant also included a much more international and multicultural tour of the campus.”

* Jane Adin Johnson comments, "Wow! Everyone involved gave 150 percent and the results were quite spectacular. There was so much going on that I didn’t come down off the cloud till the weekend was long over. What’s left now? Fleeing glimpses in my mind’s eye of green grass, a campus beautifully drawn with buildings—some familiar, many new, and topping them all like the star on a Christmas tree, the chapel wearing multicolored banners billowing in the breeze; a treasured dinner with friends; bear bugs and some tears; the wide grin of a freshman roommate at a special early breakfast; sharing laughter and picking up where we left off years ago; a sunny walk though town heightened by the rush of Otter Creek’s falls; a woodland hike where some slid into mud holes, but came up smiling; the sharing of secrets, some expected, some surprising; special meetings of the class who were younger with us; an opportunity to compare thoughts with our newly graduated guides; and a proud procession into the chapel amid waving banners to listen to the sweet music of two friends and the heart-piercing organ. It was a reunion to top all reunions and one I shall treasure forever."

* On the way home from the reunion, Jay and Andy Montgomery stayed with Ted Buhl ‘60 in upstate New York, where they also visited Andy’s college roommate Jerry Van Wagenen, whom he had not seen since college. Jerry did not attend the reunion because he is still an active presbyter. * Anne Martin Hartmann describes an experience unique to her and husband George: "On Sunday morning, we visited the Morgan Horse Farm, where we met in June 1958. The farm seems to be thriving, with many horses, including the youfols. On this sentimental visit we even bought matching Morgan Horse Farm shirts! George and Libby see us as modern coveners! The weekend seemed like a family celebration to me—we were, for that time, one big happy and caring family. The well-planned and touching memorial service probably contributed to the results; we gathered together for a shared moment. It was a reunion to top all reunions and one I shall treasure forever."

* We are sorry to report that two classmates have passed away. We learned belatedly that Richard Denning died in June 2003 and, more recently, Gregory Power died on March 13. * With over 100 technical articles to his name, Sheldon Dean was featured in the National Association of Corrosion Engineers’ journal MP in June. As part of MP’s “The Essential Fellow,” a section that highlights experiences, opinions, and advice from NACE International Fellows, he wrote an article entitled “Safety—The Ultimate Benefit!” He was in the original class of NACE Fellows named in 1993. He has also been asked to give a speech at the 2010 Corrosion Conference. * Diana Carlisle celebrated summer both home and away. In Burlington, Vt., she was busy with the Quadricentennial, the 400-year anniversary of Samuel de Champlain’s founding of Lake Champlain, which was marked by the Waterfront International Celebration. Diana served as guide on the replica 1682 sailing canal barge Lou McKay and had several items belonging to her late mother involved in the Fleming Museum’s exhibit “The Beckoning Country,” showing local connections to the lake. She also writes of an “awesome” trip with teenage grandchildren to Venice, Florence, and Rome. * In July several classmates and spouses convened for a New Hampshire mini-reunion at the home of Wayne and Pam Clark Reilly on Lake Wentworth in Wolfeboro. Enjoying good company and a delicious potluck were Al and Carol Cole, at the home of Dave and Sylvia Griswold Dow. Bob ‘57 and Adrienne Littlewood DeLaney, Murray and Julie French Campbell. Xanthe Post Koontz. Mary Ellen Bushnell. Mary Lou and Glen Graper. and Peter and Gail Parsons Beckett. * 

* Correspondent Ann Ormsbee Frobosse reports: We remember Bobby Andrus Lavin who passed away on January 2. I didn’t know her well. What I do remember is a golden moment after our 30th reunion at Shirley Whitney Juneo’s place on Lake Dunmore. A small group of us shared our out, to date, "15 minutes in the sun." I remember thinking what a beautiful person Libby was. Carolyn Dwinell Calhoun remembers being Libby’s roommate. When she was a prisoner in Porter Hospital, she remembers the gratitude she felt when Libby and Ellie Hummarr arrived with all Carolyn’s books. Carolyn and Libby took a cooking class, which they hugely enjoyed. Their dorm mates would be hungrily waiting for the goodie they would return with. And Carolyn recalls an intense ongoing fight between Libby and Floreal Lavin (whom she married in June 1958) over the Spanish Civil War, as their hearts were on opposite sides. * Liz Conti Bellavance, another roommate of Libby’s, remembers Libby’s devotion to Fibromyalgia. Libby talked to Liz seldom and how she saw her. * Lee and Val Brown Endress came up with a bouquet of words to describe their dear friend: magnanimous, loved by all, pillar of the community—accepting each other for who we were and so loving and supportive! What a great experience!" * With similar thoughts, Ailene Kane Rogers reports, "It was a wonderful reunion. I felt we were all like family—accepting each other for who we were and so loving and supportive! What a great experience!" * We heard from classmates unable to attend, but sending best wishes. Nancy Smoller Le Floch writes, “What a wonderful class I belong to. I’m overwhelmed by the number of you who took time to think of those who couldn’t attend. Special thanks to Nancy McKnight Smith who sends news every day and accompanied her notes with snapshots. Thanks too for the e-mail messages and photos from other classmates—I’m saving them all. A card from the ‘Chateau ladies,’ written during their breakfast at the Middlebury Inn, included a note from Dave Riccio, who mentioned our 50th. We’ll see. For those of you who are Paris and Provence-bound, how’s your way south? There’s a lot to see in and around Clermont-Ferrand.” * Earl and Betty Layer
Hoyt celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in Yellowstone National Park this year. See the Classmates section of the Class of ’59 Web site for photos that took of grizzly bears in Alaska.

In the spring issue we wrote that Hester Lewis ran the D.C.-area American Friends Service for many years, and have read American Field Service.

We thank Bill Hussey for the five years he served as Class Correspondent that, with this issue, he is concluding. We are delighted to report that Andy Montgomery will take over and report news from Class of ’59 men starting with the next issue. Send him your news at ajmontgomery.com or 8010 Hillway Road, Eden Prairie, MN 55347.

Ed. note: We are delighted to announce that at the Volunteer Luncheon during Reunion Weekend, Lucy Paine Kezar was given the 2009 Outstanding Class Correspondent Award, established by Jean Seeler-Gifford ’60, for her years as a conscientious and committed class correspondent. (See sidebar.)

Class of ’59 Web site: http://go.middlebury.edu/classof1959

—Class Correspondents: Bill Hussey (billhusseyMiddle59@aol.com), 400 East 77th St., Apt. 11A, New York, NY 10075; and Lucy Paine Kezar (lucyykezar@alice@point.net), 114 Main St., Kingston, NY 12084.

Either everyone is busy with summer plans or in shock (as some of you expressed) that I have, temporarily I hope, taken over the class notes for Steve Crampton. We all wish Steve a speedy recovery from his illness. Gail and Frank Coy write that the biggest event this year was their 50th wedding anniversary in August. Is it possible? Their oldest son, whom some of you may remember, was a baby senior year. He turns 50 next year! Frank says he finally retired from real estate and adds this note: "Thanks to all the Class of ’61 for being such an important part of our lives. Gail and I look forward to seeing you all in less than two years for the 50th reunion. Until then, hit ‘em straight down the middle and keep your stick on the ice.”

Janet Reed has been living in Chicago for 31 years and has been retired from Continental Bank/Bank of America for 10. She sounds amazingly busy in a breast surgeon." He planned to be at Alumni Weekend on January 25. Keep those e-mails and letters coming to your class correspondents.

—Class Correspondents: Joan Sosler-Gifford (jandav@ministryp.m.org), 1529 Steeple Ct., Trinity, FL 34655; and Vicky Strekalovsky (vsk@shoarchitects.com), 47Year Rd., Hingham, MA 02043.

60 Reunion Class

Our 60th reunion is June 3-6, 2010. Save the dates! Please make sure the College has your correct address and e-mail. Send it to alumni@middlebury.edu.

Mary and Lars Carlson traveled to Sri Lanka via Dubai to visit a country where he had worked with CARE many decades ago and which, at the time, was known as Ceylon. While in Sri Lanka they visited old friends who they have been in contact with over the years. Sadly, the 25-year insurrection in that country has set them back significantly. The people, however, are as charming and delightful as ever. Mary and Lars summer in their lakeside home in northern Wisconsin on Lake Superior and winter in Port Charlotte, Fla. Lars retired in 2001 and Mary in 2003 so their life has been one of leisure ever since. Their current activities are church governing board, Pettaquamscutt Church and was a co-chair of the Youth Committee this past year. She continues to study portrait drawing, and thanks to her iPhone, can now draw portraits while riding public transportation! She, too, plans to be at our 50th. In Boston, Roger Christian is “still doctoring—now as a breast surgeon.” He planned to be at Alumni College in late summer and hoped to see other classmates there.

Jane Werner Bonnesen and husband Stan are still trying to sell their house in Grand Rapids, Minn. Oldest daughter Susan is expecting twins at 45 years of age! They have two granddaughters, one is going to the same college, and one married grandchild! Stan and Jane do a lot of traveling in the U.S. and Europe. Speaking of travel, Pete “Pepi” Connal and wife Ruth scuba dive in Grand Cayman in February and spend their summer months “cruising New England with, et al., our 44-foot power boat Cellulite. Oops, sorry Beke, we crossed over to the dark side several years ago.” They look forward to seeing everyone at reunion.

Beke, himself, (John Wosterbeke) writes, “I am updating you for Fran (Blick) who left us in September 2006. Fran had known four of our grandkids for 10-12 weeks as our ninth was born. What a shame she cannot know her latest five offspring. Or perhaps she does.” Some of you started a scholarship fund at the North Shore Conservatory, Hingham, Mass. Three students have received tuition through that scholarship.

Nancy Peck Moss remembers Judy Beadle Formes celebrating Hawaii becoming a state while we were at Middlebury. Nancy had a scene she wrote included in an August play, celebrating 50 years of theater performances at the Kumu Kahua Theatre. Dick Harris sent loads of information on his amazing project, Harbor Watch/River Watch, a program of Earthplace in Westport, Conn. I’ll try to summarize it briefly, but if anyone would like more information, contact Dick at d at earthplace.org. Dick left Shell Chemical Company due to a downturn in the economy in 1992 and started an “environmental program to help restore the rivers and harbors discharging into Long Island Sound in the immediate area of Norwalk and Westport.” He started out with an old wooden dory and three people, but the program now includes at least 70 volunteers, 11 teams of high school students doing primary research, and internships for college students interested in the environment of our lakes, rivers, and oceans. Dick is encouraged by the attitudes of the young people with whom he works, but as he says, “The question remains as to whether we will change as a society or let the old wasteful habits eat our lunch.” WELL SAID. As you may remember, Dick majored in English at Midd!

Class agents Harvey Gray and Judy Starbuck Hannemann announce that we have exceeded our 70 percent goal for class giving—thanks to all. Forrest McCarthy has been found and is living in Ludlow, Mass. “I continue to live in beautiful Shoreham, Vt., with my husband Bob Martin, who teaches mathematics/computer science at Middlebury. He has taught several alumni kids! Hope to hear from more of you next time. —Temporary Class Correspondent: Holly McKenzie (hollyy@shoreham.net), 520 Totton Rd., Shoreham, VT 05770.

Correspondent Judy Bosworth Roesset reports: Judy Weine Furlow couldn’t resist the invitation to talk about herself! “I’m happy to tell you about my family. John is dean of the Lancaster campus of Ohio Univ. and I teach 11th and 12th grade English. We moved here in 1992 from Penn State’s DuBois campus where John was associate dean. We enjoy living in central Ohio and have no plans to relocate, even after we finally both retire. The weather is moderate, the airport is easily accessible, and great health care is available at nearby Ohio State Univ. hospitals. Our three grown children are married and children, and we enjoy tracking them down at their homes in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and California.”

Carrie Kettell Hemingway is happily employed as a district manager at the Madison County Planning Dept. and serves on the advisory board for the county’s Children’s Advocacy Center. “Other than work I enjoy taking lessons to get reacquainted with the piano, taking ballroom dance lessons with husband John, and, of course, gardening in the spring and summer. My current hobby is book collecting which rather than dwell on the late 60s age component, his life has a theme of “60 and counting.” He says, “I’m still married to Jane (Bowditch) ‘64 and we’re going on 45 years. I still own my first car—a 45-year-old 1966 MGB-GT (now restored to nearly original condition). We have two biological kids in their early 40s—Amy ‘89,
We are delighted to announce that the 2009 Outstanding Class Correspondent Award established by Jean Seeler-Gifford '50 was awarded to Lucy Paine Kezar, CLASS of 1959. Conscientious and caring, Lucy thinks deeply about her role as a class correspondent and takes her responsibilities seriously. She is committed to keeping her classmates in touch with each other and the College. She goes out of her way to find classmates who have not contributed news recently—or ever—and elicits responses from them that she places first in the column. Ever resourceful, she was one of the first to create a Web site for her class, which she continues to manage. Her work is very much appreciated by the College.

Previous Awards
2008 John Gale '43
2007 Marshall Sewell '77
2006 Ruth Packard Jones '41
2005 Miriam Sweet Coombs '28

Kathy Holt Barnes lives near Atlanta, Ga., where she is a practicing marriage and family therapist and is a prolific writer. She writes weekly columns for two local newspapers and has also recently published two books for children dealing with the issues that arise when parents are deployed in the military. She is also the proud grandparent of 11 grandchildren. * Susan Washburn Buckley lives in Manhattan and also writes children's books—all based on American history topics and published by Houghton Mifflin. One is the story of the youngest marcher in the Selma voting rights march and another is based on 170 Civil War letters written by one of her ancestors. * Charlie Buell of Norwich, Vt., finds retirement a full-time profession. As chairman of the Calvin Coolidge Memorial Foundation, he finds the present economy presenting a challenge to fund-raising activities, but senses a public "resonance for the competence and honesty of the Coolidge administration." He has also been active in efforts to promote people-to-people contacts in the Middle East; he's traveled to Iran and Jordan and has hosted visitors from Kazakhstan. He also shares his time with grandchildren in Montreal and Boston. * For the past dozen years, Neil Savage of Exeter, N.H., has been advising a Girl Scout marine science group, Coastal Rompers, that has been very active in promoting stewardship of marine resources in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. The group is made up of girls in grades 6 through 12, many of whom have good science skills in science and medicine. * Vic Thompson, an English professor at Thomas Nelson Community College in Hampton, Va., recently published a book entitled Safe at Home—Baseball and Other Forms of Life in a Small New Jersey Town, based on his formative years in Caldwell, N.J. He is in the process of branching out to teaching on the Internet. Still enjoying hiking and other outdoor activities, he has also found a niche in music, playing trumpet in a large 60-member band and also in several small German music trios raising funds for local nonprofit groups.

— Class Correspondents: Janet Bevoort Allen-Spencer (allen@uafalkencommunitycouncil.org), 2 Arizona Pl., Huntington Station, NY 11746; and Christopher J. White (embryote@aol.com), 347 Cove Rd., Bucksport, ME 04416

Dennis and Linda Anderson Meehan are retired and have moved to Hadley, Mass., to be closer to sons and grandchildren. They say it's very different from life in Walpole, Mass., but they like it a lot. * In Buffalo, N.Y., Alan Dewart was featured in Business First magazine. The president of Seneca Development and Management Company, he was listed as one of the people building western New York. He lives in Orchard Park with wife Carolyn and has three children and four grandchildren. Belatedly, we learned that Anne Hamant Shean passed away on July 16, 2008. We must also report the death of Tom Winter on December 21, 2008. Correspondent John Vecchiolla remembers seeing Tom at the 40th reunion and says Tom had fun reconnecting with classmates. For this issue, John is stepping down as class correspondent. We thank him for his years of service!

— Class Correspondents: Marian Demas Baade (mcbade@aol.com), 4 Red Rock Rd., New City, NY 10956; and John Vecchiolla (vecchiolla@juno.com), 193 Bryn Rd., Greenwich, CT 06830.

REUNION CLASS
Jobe Stevens and wife Ludie are living on a small horse farm in Shelburne, Ky. Ludie is from Lexington, and Jobe met her while working at Churchill Downs in 1974. Their three children are finished with school and are happily pursuing creative careers: Sarah in Princeton, N.J., teaching at the Lewis School for learning-different children; Ben in Park City, Utah, as a sous-chef at Deer Valley Resort; and the youngest, Liza, in Kentucky, sculpting and helping out at the horse farm. Jobe loves retirement, travels often to visit his kids, and is looking forward to being a grandfather. * After years of publishing stories and magazine and news articles, Pam Hayes Rehlen has published her first book, The Blue Cat and The River’s Song: Great reviews! Good sales! Pam has been interviewed on radio and on the Burlington TV station, WCAT, on Across the Fence. A chapter of the book was runner-up for this year's Vermont Life literary competition. Critics have compared the book to Our Town and Judevine. The Blue Cat is fiction, but it's full of Vermont history and aspects of old-time Vermont culture. It's available on Amazon.com, at the Vermont Book Shop in Middlebury, and in many other Vermont bookstores.

— Class Correspondents: Polly Moore Walters (polly@frri.com), 100 Grandview Ave., Fort Collins, CO 80521; and R.W. "T" Tall Jr. (tdmcm@cwhon.com), 204 Clark Rd., Cornwall, VT 05353.

We are saddened to inform you that the class lost two of our own this spring—Nancy Johnson died March 20 and Tony Mijares died June 9. We hope that people who knew Nancy well will send us some memories for the next issue. Ken Kirkcholfo wrote us about Tony: "After a long struggle with diabetes and kidney failure, Tony, my dear friend of 47 years, died in June in Albany, where he had lived and enjoyed a long and distinguished career as a lawyer for the state of New York. At Middlebury he was a political science major, served as president of Phi Kappa Tau, and was VP of the IFC for two years. He was also a Junior Fellow. I'm thankful that I had the opportunity to travel to Albany to visit and reminisce with Tony a week before his death." * Ken’s thoughtful note prompted a call to find out what’s going on in this little corner of the world right now. We learned that he does alumni interviews for Middlebury and that he continues to teach part time in retirement. We've dubbed him the Ecumenical Educator since his career included being a teacher and college counselor in Quaker, Episcopal, Moravian, Catholic, and Jewish schools! * Class correspondent Francine Clark Page and husband Richard spent two lovely weeks in May in the Taos, N.M., area...
67 Correspondent Susie Davis Patterson reports: Thanks to Andy Averly we have brought an early class defector back into the fold! Peter Sanford left after our first semester but stayed in contact with Andy all these years and came for a visit in June. Andy brought him to our camp on Lake Danmore when Livvy Barbour Tarleton and husband Chuck were visiting, which instantly created a mini-reunion. It was great fun to get our Newsie together again and now. In fact, there was a notation between Peter's picture, which Livvy and I agreed indicated our dorm group thought he was handsome way back then! His story in brief after Midd: He returned to California, got his draft notice, joined the Navy and stayed out of Vietnam, graduated from UC-Santa Barbara in engineering and then got an MSBA at Cal Poly. He has his own engineering firm and a house on the beach in Morro Bay, Calif. He's still playing bass and joined Andy's trio playing at the Equinox one night during his visit. Best of all, he promised to come to our next reunion and the next class reunion group. News came from Carroll Mullis Buttolph: "This fall I moved to Colorado (Castle Rock) to take on a new job—nanny for my daughter after the birth of her first baby, I made the commitment and am taking a sabbatical from my business for one year. Ed '66 will be commuting from New York several times a month. Should be an interesting year with five grandchildren in the area. Mary Tallafuss Cayler lives in Salida, about an hour southwest." Carroll also reports on her hip replacement. "I only wish I had done it two years earlier. Not quite the same as a natural joint, but pretty darn close. I have been given back my life, quite literally. Not that I will be joining Mary Cayler on her 60-mile walk for breast cancer, but I could be a crew member." Also in Colorado, Gov. Ritter announced recently that Don Elliman, director of the Colorado Office of Economic Development and International Trade, had been named the state's first chief operating officer. In that role he will oversee all state agencies that use funds from the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act, the federal economic-stimulus package. Roger Lathbury (Roger Lewis at Middlebury), who is a professor at George Mason Univ., was featured on washingtonpost.com recently as the owner of his own publishing business, Orchises Press. Publishing about three books a year, Roger specializes in poetry and classics and his 25-year-old business is "ambling along."—Class Correspondents: Susan Davis Patterson (sdp@alumni.middlebury.edu), 418 East St. NE, Vienna, VA 22180; and Barbara Ensminger Stoebenan (bstoeb@ncdot.gov), 6 Timber Fore, Spring House, PA 19477.

69 Correspondent Anne Harris Onion reports: What a fabulous gathering of the Class of '69 in June for Reunion Weekend! The weather even cooperated. The campus was as gorgeous as ever, the Green Mountains and the Adrondacks eternally sandwiching in this corner of Vermont beauty, even as they inspired me on cold winter mornings longing to see the early Proctor shift. But while Proctor looks the same, time has certainly changed, for the more delicious, even as conversely we classmates have externally changed, while internally maintaining a core of our old college selves, though we grow whser and more fascinating with the seasoning of age. That is what I most loved—not just the reminiscing, but the discovery of the life journeys since our last meetings. Many are happily retired; many more are still working, whether of necessity in this economic downturn, or out of delight with their work in education, law, medicine, therapy, coaching, etc. Some reveal in grandchildren, while others are still raising their own young ones: and others (myself included) were in the midst of wedding planning and commiserated about it. It was sobering to attend our outdoor memorial circle in which we remembered classmates who will never be with us, including Bill Heurhe, who died in May while trying to attain his dream of climbing all the highest peaks in each state. Unless someone else would like to be class correspondent, I resolve to create a better system to keep your news steady! I also wonder whether soliciting input on a theme might inspire more e-mail. I loved hearing about what books have inspired readers to do what we have to share with you? Still send your news! Be well.
Lizbeth Simmons Earwood of Northfield, Vt., writes that they are moving to Virginia. Husband Tony moved at the beginning of July, and she plans to follow when (and if) the house sells. “Tony retired from Macy’s to get out of retail and into a government job, and he appears to have succeeded — so apparently you can get a job over 50. I'm just assuming it will. It just takes a lot of persistence. I'm dragging my feet, not anxious to leave the state where 1) a couple of my kids still reside, and 2) it’s warm in the winter. But I am looking forward to being closer to old friends who still haven’t seen the light and persist in living in the Northeast.” Rebecca Lee Samanci writes from Burlington, Vt., “I currently work with daughter Rachel, who owns Armistead Caregiver Services in Shelburne. I help with care for her clients and also with outreach and marketing. I was recently certified as an Ashby Memory Method facilitator. This is a system of brain exercises that helps retain and improve the cognitive abilities of people with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia.” Jim and Nancy Mackey Patterson sent news: In June Nancy completed the 180-mile bicycle “Trek Across Maine” for the American Lung Assoc.—three 60-mile days in the rain from the Sunday River ski area near New Hampshire to Belfast on the coast. Nancy raised over $1,200 for ALA and plans to ride it again next year. (Class correspondent note: Way to go, Nancy!) As CEO and owner of North Country Smokehouse in Claremont, N.H., Michael Satzow was recently awarded the 2009 Richard L. Knowlton Innovation Award given by Meatingplace magazine to an executive in the meat processing industry who leads by example in operations, innovation, and community. —Class Correspondents: David Denochers (davidandela@erbinmail.net); Beth Prasse Seeley (bethg@seeley.com); and Nancy Crawford Sutcliffe (nancjford_sutcliffe@comcast.net). 71 Much of the news this quarter arrived via Facebook. Your correspondents may be slow but we’re not Luddites, and we think this has potential. With Alumni Office help, we’ve set up a “Middlebury College Class of ’71” Facebook group, and dozens of us have already joined. This can help us stay in touch with one another more easily. So check out Facebook.com, add Middlebury ’71 to your profile, and start “friending” us. If you have questions, contact Rob Waters (address below) or Jon Conolly, Alumni Office (scorner@middlebury.edu). —Class Correspondent: Rob Waters leads off with news of his own: I got laid off in April by the News & Observer in Raleigh after 17 years as a newspaper reporter and editor. My wife Eileen, also an editor, got whacked in the same round of cuts. We weren’t shocked. Bad economy plus furloughs — we did the math. I’m too young (and poor) to retire and too old to start law school, so I had expected the quest for new work to take awhile. Meanwhile, I looked forward to a leisurely summer of collecting unemployment and mooching off relatives and friends from across the state. Job-hunters, I stumbled into some sudden re-employment. In July I started as a senior editor at the Southern Poverty Law Center, the remarkable civil rights outfit in Montgomery, Ala. The heart of the job involves working with a small crew of investigative reporters, explaining and exposing the doings of hate-group miscreants for the Center’s quarterly magazine, the Intelligence Report. I’ve got laid off. I figured I’d take a break with the most fun part of journalism — tellin’ stories and chasin’ bad guys. But here we go again, a new adventure at age 60. To my delight, Eileen thinks it’s cool too. Come see us in the Deep Deep South! * Judith Irving reports, “My husband, two daughters, and I ran Far Toad Farm, Brookfield, Vt. We specialize in fresh goat cheeses and an unusual (for the U.S.) product, goats’ milk caramel sauce. This is called cajeta in Mexico and is a popular confection there. My daughter lives in Mexico off and on and brought the idea and recipe back, and we now make it twice a week. We distribute the cheese and cajeta throughout Vermont and at farmers’ markets. As we all know, you farm until the money runs out, so we have part-time, off-the-farm jobs. I just finished working as the director of the Vermont Women’s History Project, which is now being transitioned to the Vermont History Center for five years. And I’m back job-hunting.” * Hector Griswold sent an update: “Life is just fine with the exception of the current financial problems. I think I’m not alone — kids just finishing college, $400 a disaster, whatever next egg anyone ever had is decimated and we are at the tail end of our pensional life. We sold our bakery two years ago so at the moment I am jobless and very busy with loads of things. I have not decided what the next step will be, probably something in the not-for-profit sector. They need help and I could probably be very productive.” * Jay Goyette writes, “I’m the communications director for development and alumni relations at UVM (coming up on eight years now). Emily (Groom) and I celebrated 37 years of wedded bliss in April. Emily does payroll for the Montpelier Public Schools. Son Ian (25) is a grad student in physics at UVM, and daughter Alison (28) is assistant manager of the Hunger Mountain Co-op. She went to Wesleyan. We see our Vermont friends with some frequency, but not enough: Jeff Rand and wife Sheri, Katherine and Howie Verman, Sandy and Deb Francisco ’75 McDowell, Pam and Bruce Foust. Sandy Farrier comes up for visits from Newburyport, Mass. Chris Burdge comes up for golf at least annually.” —Class Correspondents: Barbara Landsdologer Mosley (barbaramosley@optonline.net); Carolyn Ungberg Olivier (colivier@sover.net); and Robert Waters (rebwater70512@msn.com). 72 At a banquet held at the Cooper Square Hotel in NYC on July 21, Paul Lehman received a prestigious award from Travel + Leisure magazine for being the “Best Tour Operator in the World.” Based on a perfect score of 100, Paul’s company, Austin-Lehman Adventures, received an overall rating of 97.34, one of the highest ever recorded in the category in the 14 years Travel + Leisure has conducted its readers’ survey. With 35 years in the business, Paul says what makes their trips memorable is their “passion for delivering over-the-top surprise and delight — anything from an ice cream sundae at the top of Angel’s Landing in Zion National Park to a footbath and massage after a day of biking in the Loire Valley.” For more information on the company, visit www.austleinleman.com. * During the First Look Festival of New Plays at the Open Fist Theatre Company in Hollywood, Rick Pagano’s play, Old Actor Fights ran the weekend of August 29. Rick continues as president and CEO of his company, Pagano Mannwell. * Wesley Lowery announced the death of Bob Parlow on May 18 of complications from cancer. Our sympathies are with his family and friends. —Class Correspondents: Jennifer Hamilton Church (jchurch@siennahights.edu), and Evey Zmudsky LaMont (evelylamont@primetimevacations.com). 73 George Schirzinger writes: “I did my second marathon in March. The Second Depression is taking a toll, but we can survive one down year. I do not expect to see a strong or rapid recovery in the economy and continued failure actually would not be a surprise. Everything I learned at Midd about economics, plus an MBA, tells me the national policies are going to fail, but that is to the advantage of some, and they are interested in themselves, not the little people they so tirelessly try to help.” * Kathleen Ryan writes. “It’s a futuristic eco-fantasy adventure set in 31st century Nanjing for tweens or anyone who’s still a tween at heart.” * Recently, the Geological Society of America named Robert Badger a society fellow in recognition of his distinguished contributions to the geosciences. As a geology professor at SUNY Potsdam, he is being honored by the fellowship as one of the best in the profession of earth scientists. —Class Correspondent: Deborah Schneider Greenblatt (writesDSG@comcast.net); and Andrea Therne (aaderntherne@msn.com).
1. **Class Notes**

from Wall Street to the nonprofit world, and from straight to gay. Hats off to Greg Dennis and Charlie Jackson for organizing the event. The panel was followed by our class photo, the Reunion Parade, and Convocation. The reunion dinner was held in tents behind the MahaneY Center for music and dancing, out of the wee hours. Sunday's breakfast preceded fond goodbyes and promises to keep in touch and to come back in five years. All in all, a great weekend. And a special thanks to Steve and Vivienne Longo Trebino for being the social chairs for our class. They pulled it all off without a hitch.

* The best part of any reunion is the time spent catching up with classmates and especially these who we hadn't seen for a long time, including James Williams, Larry Perlman, and Russ Frisbie.

The hard part is that there's never enough time to talk with everyone who made it back. * One person who didn't make it to the reunion was Mary Jane Dickson Cuneo. That's because she and husband John '72 had been in Middlebury the previous weekend for the graduation of son Jack. Mary Jane reports, "During the ceremony, the weather went all the way from cold/rainy to sunny/hot, as far ranging and capricious as our memories. Jack graduated magna cum laude in geography. He is currently living and working in Middlebury, giving us continuing excuses to visit it!* Three of Jack's classmates also have parents in the Class of '74: Abel Puntz Fillion is the son of Tom and Susan Panitz Fillion. Chris Hassig is the son of Mike Hassig and Olivia Emery, and Michael McCormick is the son of David McCormick and Marion Adler '76. None of the proud parents made it back to our reunion but we expect they will from now on. Since they and their kids will share reunion years, they can connect with their family at the same time that they connect with us. * On another note, that was Emma Tolkin, daughter of Michael Tolkin and Wendy Mogel '73 whose photograph and quotes appeared in a recent "Sunday Styles" section of the New York Times, in an article on "do it yourself" music shows in metro L.A.

---

**Class Correspondents:**

- Greg Dennis (gregdennisatyahoo.com); and Barry Schultz King (bkingel@together.net).

**Class Notes**

1. **Class Notes**

Correspondent Gene O'Neill reports: Boys and Girls! Jim Yerr writes, "All is well here in Chicago, although I've actually been in Glenview for the last 11 years. Glenview is a suburb north of Chicago and we moved here from the city just as our son, Mark, was starting kindergarten. Mark is a junior at Glenbrook High School, and our daughter, Jamie, is in eighth grade at the middle school. Amy is still working (for 26 years!) for her family's custom picture-framing operation, but her parents appear to be thinking much more seriously about retiring soon. I finished (actually more like started) last year at Ridgewood High School, teaching biology and coaching track. I've taken a break from coaching football so I can watch Mark play. The best thing about my current seniority here at Ridgewood is that I'm trusted and respected (imagine that, Gene!) and therefore allowed a lot of freedom to teach the way I want to teach, which makes it all worthwhile. The positives still outweigh the negatives (although the disparity is not as great as it used to be) and besides, there's light at the end of the tunnel!* Paul Tierney writes from Ohio, "My oldest, Neil, is 16. Erin (13) is over 5'6" andอริมือ, too. Michael (10) and I play a lot of tennis. He's got long hair and his mother won't let me take him to a barber. I'm in good health, run regularly, drink a little too much good ale (my reward for running), and would be unrecognizable to you, I'm sure." Paul is working as a math teacher. * I've heard from Tony "Pags" Pagliarulo, who writes to me at Xmas every year, wishing me the best, but this year asked me to advise his son about his experiences as a Navy JAG. Quite the conversation, that. * I've also seen our queen, Andrea Mahée, who is thriving in NYC, and Carol Miller, who is doing splendid and looks as sweet as she did when we first staged dinner trays at Proctor. * Carol Johnston, a member of a prestigious L.A. law firm, has twins for whom she is now scouting colleges. * Peter Wallace is alive and well in Brooklyn, N.Y., an artist, father, and the owner of a gallery. * And for the rest of ye, here's my pitch. When I went back to Midd, I thought it would be too late. Really, it was nothing more than small college rooms. We're in our 50s. Tell us how we're doing. Kisses. * In other '76 news, in June Kip de Moll was at the College's off-campus restaurant and lounge, 51 Main, to play his music, which tells us it's "never too late to feed your soul, never too late to rock and roll, and never ever too late to choose love." *

---

**Class Correspondents:**

- Nancy Clark Herter (vegetarian@smnorthschool.edu); and Gene O'Neill (otto3024@optonline.net).

**Class Notes**

1. **Class Notes**

Carol and I are pleased to announce our oldest son, Michael, was married on May 29 to Louisa Shakeri. Both Mike and Louisa are 2008 graduates of Dickinson College; Louisa is in law school and Mike is a teacher. Second son Matthew graduated from Assumption College in May 2009, while third son Scott survived his first year of college in Boston. That leaves Tyler as the lone child at home; and only one more round of college searches to go. It also means I'm still one good lottery ticket away from retirement. * Duane Wilcox reports, "With the graduation of son Geoffrey from Western New England College in May, Deb and I have two out, with two more to go. If JP plans his older brother Eric (Hobart '05, prospective M.Ed., College of St Rose '10) in the 'real world' (ouch!).

However, with son Craig still in Binghamton Univ. and daughter Elaine still in high school, we will be at this for a long time. Finally, we would like to thank Carol and Bob Lindberg for leading the way in marrying off children, boldly going where not many of us have been before!" At George Washington University's commencement, May 23, Dan Grier received a George Washington Award for excellence in contributions and dedicated service to GW. As associate dean for academic affairs in the Elliott School of International Affairs and as an associate professor, he was recognized for his accomplishments that have had a broad impact on the university community and service to GW and what is usual or expected. * Living in Greece.

Christine Lansdale Willis is a ceramic artist who creates pottery inspired by Ancient Greek and Byzantine ceramics. Her pieces were recently exhibited in Thessaloniki at the oldest Ottoman bathhouse, built in 1444 by Sultan Murad II.

---

**Class Correspondent:** Bob Lindberg (wl@umich.com).

**Class Notes**

1. **Class Notes**

We found Blethyn Hulton! After we learned how to use the Internet (thank you, Blethyn, for the snide remark), we found him 'live' and well and splitting time between New York, where he works for Deutsche Bank, and Huntington, Long Island, where his wife Joanna has a private practice in psychoanalytic family therapy. You can reach him at blethyn@cloudyj.net. * After more than 20 years working as a traffic planner, Mike Abend made a midlife career change last year. He and wife Vicky became partners in Extended Family in early 2008 and opened an office in Wayland, Mass., in July 2008. EF provides a full range of care and support to senior citizens who want to continue to live independently. Mike became involved with EF after reconnecting with Bern Terry, Extended Family's executive VP, while working on our 30th reunion. Mike can be reached at mbend@extended-family.net.

Pamela Tanner Boll's documentary, *Who Does She Think She Is?*, about five women artists trying to balance their creative lives with motherhood, has been selected for numerous film festivals and received honors as the best documentary of 2008 at the Savannah Film Festival and the Baltimore Women's Film Festival. Phyllis Wendell Mackey was fortunate to see it at the 2008 New Hampshire Film Festival and reports it's wonderful! See www.whodoesshethinkshes.net.

---

**Class Correspondents:**

- David Jaffary (daffary@mchsi.com); Phyllis Wendell Mackey (phyllmackey@hotmail.com); and Anne Rowell Noble (annenoble@aol.com).

**Class Notes**

Many of us (around 40) managed to get back to Midd for our 30th reunion and enjoyed a great weekend with perfect Vermont weather—blue skies, and nice but not too hot weather. It was picture perfect! We didn't get a chance to catch up with everyone there, but here's a brief update on many who attended. * Jon Prime changed his name to Blethyn. * Jon Prime changed his name to Blethyn. * Jon Prime changed his name to Blethyn.

---

**Class Correspondent:** Peter Greene (pfreeman@middlebury.edu).
in NYC and is proud to say that some of the furniture Middlebury is using is from his firm.

Diane Olinger Robinson, Edie Magnus, Beth Ackerman, and Martha Hagner Leathe all came together, hiking up Snake Mountain on the way. They stopped so that Beth could take photos of some cows, some of which had "nice teats." Beth has photos at http://www.gallery.me.com/bethackerman/1000001, although the cow pictures are sadly missing.

Peter Briggs is living in Munich, Germany, and has been there for about five years with his wife and three children. His oldest is at Middlebury and all three kids are great skiers. He is working for a restructuring advisor firm that is involved in managing the wind down of Lehman Brothers.

Jack Sanderson made it to reunion, but wife Susan King was unable to attend. He's having fun working for Polaroid. His work takes him to China frequently.

Dorrie Fuchs moved in July 2008 to Birmingham, Ala., where her husband Gareth is director of Indian Springs School. "I had gotten back into riding (a childhood passion) in my later years in D.C. and was a horse show coach for riders from my school there. When we moved to Indian Springs, I started volunteering at Special Equestrians, a therapeutic riding program that leases land and a stable on the school campus. In February I started a part-time paid position as assistant director and since then have been certified as a therapeutic riding instructor. Our program serves children and adults with a wide range of disabilities, and it's amazing what being around and learning to control big four-legged animals can do for people, whether their challenges are physical, psychological, or emotional. Check out our video at www.specialquest.org. Gareth and I live on campus so we both walk or bicycle to work. It's all quite different from life in D.C., and a change we are thoroughly enjoying." — Dan and Mary Gilles Atwood report that they now have seven children, being lucky enough to adopt the last two from foster care.

Mary Beth Folia could not make it to reunion, but wrote she is "living in New Mexico, teaching at a community college. Not married; still writing fiction; have a horse; am very into gardening and stone sculpture lately and worked on the Obama campaign." One of the most meaningful events of the weekend was a memorial service that was held for our classmates that have passed away. A special tribute was made to Jay Moore, who died in July 2008. Jay's family and many of his Middlebury friends had special words to say about this incredible guy.

Sadly most of us heard for the first time at reunion that Tom Creighton had died just two weeks earlier. Hamish Blackman, his freshman year roommate, said at the service that Tom was an "incredible sweet, gentle guy, with incredibly bad taste in women. Not a great guy, with a sick sense of humor." Tom and Jay will be missed. After the service, Hamish led us up Chapel Hill in the Reunion Parade in full Scottish attire while playing the bagpipes. Hamish runs the Wellness Corporation, a human resource company that provides employee assistance programs to many educational institutions in the U.S., including Middlebury College.

Gretchen Hund described her Patagonia trip in the last issue and now you can see a photo from it on page 70. There is not enough space to report what everyone at reunion is now up to—more updates will be in future columns. Please keep us posted with any exciting news you may have. At this point, we'd like to thank Beth Mooney Longcope and Maura Flynn for their many years as class correspondents. They did a great job!

—Class Correspondents: Mary McKenzie Carke (mackarke@virgin.net); and Nancy Limbach Meyer (lim79@yahoo.com).

80 R E U N I O N  C L A S S

Landscape architect Julie Campoli, principal of Terra Firma Urban Design in Burlington, Vt., has been named a Loeb Fellow at Harvard University's Design School.

The Loeb Fellowship provides a year of independent study at Harvard for mid-career professionals in fields related to the built and natural environment. She is in residence for the 2009-2010 academic year.

Julie has also published two books.

Melissa Anderson writes from Grand Rapids, Mich., "I have gotten back in touch with my roots as a Russian major a bit lately. Just had an opportunity to meet the U.S. ambassador to Russia, John Beyrle (a native of West Michigan), here in Grand Rapids recently. I learned that he was at the Russian Summer School in 1975 and has held our beloved professor Alexandra Baker in high esteem ever since. And last summer my stepmother took me and my daughter Laura to Russia to celebrate Laura's high school graduation and my 50th birthday. Highlights of the trip included seeing Joe Ritchey, MA Russian '81, in Moscow and John Tokolish (a top-notch host) in St. Petersburg. My daughter finished her freshman year at NYU, and son David is a high school senior, so no foreign travel for us for a while, unless it's someone else's treat!" — Mary Lawrence Ratliff writes, "I'm working as an English language learner tutor which I love! We're doing some traveling as a family for orienteering meets and it's fun to see new areas. Our eldest daughter is a sophomore at St. Olaf, singing in the choir, rock climbing, and rowing crew. I still volunteer, am active in our church, and love running, skiing, hiking, kayaking, and long walks." Check out Celebrations page 70 to see a photo of Lisa Schneck at an alumni event in Denver.

—Class Correspondents: Anne Cowherd Kallaher (acowherd@ksw-inc.com); and Susanne Roberts Stotter (stotter@cricktown.com).

81 Aline Storey Zimmer sent news about several classmates: "At the end of May, Marcia Nordgren hosted a 50th birthday bash for Middlebury women. The weekend featured sightseeing in Washington, D.C., hiking, jogging, fabulous food, and lots of laughter. Marcia helped found and is on the board of Simple Changes, a therapeutic horseback-riding program for developmentally challenged children and adults in Virginia. She continues to practice law in Virginia. She received her JD from George Washington University and focuses on microenterprise in developing countries.

Bob and Carol Morrison Bingham are active in the Sibmsbury, Conn., community. Bob is on the board of the Sibmsbury Land Trust and Carol is involved with literacy issues and programs, and spearheaded the local library expansion. They own their own business and have two children in college and two dogs at home. Barbara 'Beeg' Burns Comstock is running for the Virginia House of Delegates. She started her own public and government affairs business in January 2007; between running the business and campaigning she's quite busy. Beeg lives in McLean with husband Chip, who is the assistant principal in Fairfax County Schools. Their nest is already empty of their three boys, the youngest of whom is still in college. Carolyn Bausch packed up her life of 28 years in Washington, D.C., and returned to Vermont where she lives in Charlotte. A professional fund-raiser for nonprofits, Carolyn has launched a business as a writer and editor. Her primary clients are environmental organizations.

She enjoys mentoring newcomers who want to write for a good cause and loves being back in the Green Mountain State. As for Gerry Broadbent, after 25 years with the House Appropriations Committee on Capitol Hill and five years with the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, she has recently joined a trade association. One son is in graduate school at the Univ. of Calif.-Santa Barbara, while the other finished his senior year. Gerry's husband Chuck is a respected neurosurgeon at the VA Hospital Center. As for me (Aline) I've been in the Midwest for six years with husband Chip and two sons, one of whom is in college and the other who finished his senior year. I'm a marketing manager at Sprint Nextel and am VP of membership for the American Marketing Association in Kansas City. I try really hard to look younger than my 50 years by keeping physically active—running, bicycling, swimming, skiing—and I have a group of friends informally known as the Gazelles to keep me company in these pursuits."

—Class Correspondents: Elaine King Nickerson (eknicki@aol.com), and Sue Dutcher Wagley (suewagley@earthlink.net).

82 Sue Hutt Johnson '84 sent in this memorial for Lisa Bowen Campo who passed away November 13, 2008: "I met Lisa my sophomore year in a small group Bible study she lead from her dorm room in Forest. She then traveled a difficult journey—albeit with many joys along the way. Last October, I visited Lisa in Poulsbo, Wash., to be with her and her mom, as Lisa struggled through her final days in a nine-year battle with cancer. I had the pleasure of seeing her wonderful kids, the same ages as my own. I will always remember our long walk through the Bloedel Reserve on Bainbridge Island. And yet, after all the struggle, her warmth and strength of mind and soul, that I came to love in my Middlebury days, remained unchanged. The gift of a friendship that has no pretense is one I am so grateful for. More than anything, I will remember Lisa for her genuine spirit, her honest and transparent life, and her willingness to connect deeply on matters of the heart."

—Class Correspondents: Wendy Behringer Nelson (gonomogk@kellsouth.com); and Caleb Rick (rick@northcommon.com).

83 In May Dan Kagan took over as the president of the Maine Trial Lawyers Association for a one-year term. He's a partner in the firm of Berman & Simmons in Lewiston, Maine. In the South Florida Business Journal, Dave Friedman was recently named a Leading Lawyer. He is general counsel and senior VP of human resources at Cirrus Systems.

—Class Correspondents: Ruth Kennedy (kennedy2z@aetna.com); and Siobhan Leahy Ulrich (sulrich@westttnn-school.org).

84 We had a tremendous turnout for our 25th reunion in June, and as one classmate put it, it was one of the best weekends he'd had in a long time. The
weather was perfect and allowed for great outdoor activities: a hike to Silver Lake, the “Tour de Weybridge” bike ride, and numerous opportunities to meander about the ever-changing campus.

---

Class Correspondents: Ruth Lohnans Davis (rd.davis@comcast.net); and Denah Lohmann Toupin (denah@comcast.net).

---

On July 1, Chris Winters began a position as the interim headmaster at Greensboro Day School in Greensboro, N.C. Previously, he served as the director for curriculum, instruction, and professional learning for the school district. He is also working toward a doctorate in education at UConn’s Neag School of Education in Storrs, Conn.

---

Tal Birdsey’s book, *A Room for Learning: The Making of a School in Vermont*, was published this fall by St. Martin’s Press. The book recounts the first year of teaching and learning in the one-room middle school he founded in 2001 called the North Branch School. It’s located in Ripton, Vt., where Tal continues to live with his wife Dina Rae Wolkoff ’88 and two sons.

---

Deirdre Heekin writes, “Caleb and I had two books come out in June. I have a new collection of linked essays called *Lithiation: A Bitter Alchemy* about the development of my nose and palate (as the wine director of our restaurant osteria pane e vino from our land here in Vermont). (See verizon.net); and Kate Wallace Penotia (ppenotia@verizon.net).

---

Nancy Frost Bland writes, “After eight fabulous years in Cincinnati, my husband, Todd, and I moved to Milton, Mass., this summer. Todd is now the head of Milton Academy and our three children are there. Son Nick is in ninth grade and our twin daughters, Emily and Maggie, are in eighth grade. I’m looking forward to our 20th reunion at Middlebury College the following year!”

---

Catherine Raybill Hohenwarter writes, “I’m living and working in Woodland, Calif., which is west of Sacramento, and I’m a legal research attorney for the Yolo Superior Court. Prior to that job, I worked as a litigator in San Francisco and then in solo practice when I moved to Woodland so that I could spend more time with my four children—Ian (14), Madalyn (12), Lance (8), and Natalie (7). My husband is a general contractor and owns his own business. Life is crazy, but I would not change a thing.”

---

Claire Guatkin Jones (guatkin@yahoo.com); and Beth Zozgby (zozgby@alumni.middlebury.edu).

---

Deirdre Heekin writes, “Caleb and I had two books come out in June. I have a new collection of linked essays called *Lithiation: A Bitter Alchemy* about the development of my nose and palate (as the wine director of our restaurant osteria pane e vino), my education and relationship with wine and spirits, and my attempts at making liqueurs and wine from our land here in Vermont. (See Book Marks.) The publisher, Chelsea Green, also came out with an updated version of a book that Caleb and I did together a few years ago and titled *In Late Winter We Are Free: A Year of Hunger and Love*, a collection of recipes and stories from our time living in Italy and owning a restaurant here in Vermont.” They were planning to do a book tour through several cities—New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, Denver, Houston, New Orleans and even Italy—until the pandemic hit. If anyone wants news about the book tour, their restaurant gardens, or growing vineyard, check out their blog at www.fioriccita.blogspot.com.

---

Alex Sargent sent news about a reunion in Italy. “Kristine Brett came from Sun Valley, Idaho, and I flew from St. Louis, Tenn., to celebrate our 20th reunion in Rome with Ariane van Notten, who lives there. Though truffle hunting in the Umbrian mountains, we thought of many good memories and odors of the dining halls at Middlebury. Kristine is the marketing director at an educational art museum. I am a professor of costume design at Vanderbilt University, and Ariane lives with her husband and three kids in Rome after having lived three years in Shanghai. She’s busy writing a novel. Ariane and her husband recently had dinner with Ezana Asefa and his wife and son who live in Ostuni in Puglia.”

---

Class Correspondents: Karen Gribble (skye@timbersheinventive.com); and Elizabeth Ryan O’Brien (obrien@gwcuho.com).

---

There were a number of milestones celebrated at reunion. **Don’t miss the 50th; we were happy living in the city and spending a lot of time in the Adirondacks in the summertime. Looking forward to catching up with everyone next year at reunion.”**

---

Class Correspondents: Elizabeth Eppes Wintson (ewinton@mac.com); and Andrew Zeliner (andrew.z@mac.com); and Elizabeth Ryan O’Brien (obrien@gwcuho.com).

---

The evening featured a spectacular panel that talked about how alumni are staying connected and collaborating on projects. I was especially proud of hearing more about how my friend [11] has started a second career and now works diligently as the [12]. The evening social scene was age-appropriately energetic, but sadly, our dancing was oftentimes mocked by the Class of [13], even though we clearly owned the floor during [14] by [15]. I really wish [16] could have attended, but understand that [17] takes precedence.

---

We were all moved when Kevin D’Arcy led us through a prayer for our classmates who have passed away. We were sad to hear about some of the great challenges our classmates face in their personal lives. **Don’t miss the 50th; it promises to be even better.**

---

Class Correspondents: Elizabeth Eppes Wintson (ewinton@mac.com); and Andrew Zeliner (andrew.z@mac.com).

---

Tal Birdsey’s book, *A Room for Learning: The Making of a School in Vermont*, was published this fall by St. Martin’s Press. The book recounts the first year of teaching and learning in the one-room middle school he founded in 2001 called the North Branch School. It’s located in Ripton, Vt., where Tal continues to live with his wife Dina Rae Wolkoff ’88 and two sons. **Class Correspondents: Tom Funk (thank@timbersheinventive.com); and Elizabeth Ryan O’Brien (obrien@gwcuho.com).**

---

Formerly the principal at Bridgewater-Raynham High School in West Bridgewater, Mass., Jeff Granatino recently began the job of deputy superintendent for the Norwood, Mass., school system. **JPL, in Harrisburg, Pa., recently named John Walker an interactive-marketing consultant, in charge of developing digital marketing, social media, and Web strategies. Previously, he was category-development manager with Woodstream Corp. of Lititz and VP and strategic marketing manager with Scheffe Integrated Marketing in Lancaster. He founded e-walker, an e-marketing agency that merged with Scheffe in 2005.**

---

Catherine Raybill Hohenwarter writes, “I’m living and working in Woodland, Calif., which is west of Sacramento, and I’m a legal research attorney for the Yolo Superior Court. Prior to that job, I worked as a litigator in San Francisco and then in solo practice when I moved to Woodland so that I could spend more time with my four children—Ian (14), Madalyn (12), Lance (8), and Natalie (7). My husband is a general contractor and owns his own business. Life is crazy, but I would not change a thing.” **John Denny sent a quick update on his family:** “My wife Betsy and I not long ago added a third member to our kid posse—we now have Josie in addition to Annie (6) and Jake (4), all getting cozy in our NYC apartment! We’re still happy living in the city and spending a lot of time in the Adirondacks in the summertime. Looking forward to catching up with everyone next year at reunion.”

---

Class Correspondents: Elizabeth Eppes Wintson (ewinton@mac.com); and Andrew Zeliner (andrew.z@mac.com).
practices vascular and endovascular surgery.

— Class Correspondents: Daniel Cagley Drew (dndpliva@hotmail.com), and Elizabeth Teder (oteuler@gmail.com).

Robert W. Baird & Co. recently hired senior research analyst Peter Benedict to lead the firm’s research coverage in the healthcare industry. He is based in the Stanford, Conn., office.

John Doyle was featured in the Bulletin after participating in the “Art of Chocolate Making” demonstration at the Philadelphia Craft Show. The company he owns with wife Kira, John & Kira’s, makes chocolate bar and a line of chocolate-covered candies.

In Rutland, Vt., the Rutland City School Board appointed Kristin Holsman-Francoeur as the assistant principal of Rutland Middle School. Before this new role, she was the assistant principal at the intermediate school and head of special education for grades 6, 7, and 8.

In June John Swanson was in Paris with wife Darsie (White) ’94 for her 15th reunion. “The weekend capped off with a late night fest in Milliken, dancing to The Choice (on campus for their 20th reunion). They were the band when we were freshmen. It was like being a college student all over again! Complete with stealing upperclassmen’s beer!” John also had a reunion of his own with Damon Silverman, Andy Aube, and Eric Mendelsohn. “We had a blast. Damon lacereated my wine with a shattered cocktail glass, but was able to repair the damage! Who knew?”

Damon and wife Lori (Racha) live in Charlotte, Vt., with four kids (ages 2–9). Both work for Fletcher Allen Healthcare in Burlington (Damon in otolaryngology and Lori in pediatrics). They had a great time when the Swansons, Andy, and Eric visited over reunion. Lori says, “John, being an ER physician, decided to check on Damon’s skills as a surgeon when he sustained a minor laceration while playing soccer and required some stitches in Damon’s office. We also keep in touch with Heather Pedersen Peck, who usually comes up from Connecticut to ski with us and her husband and two kids a couple of times a winter.”

Dug Fischer shares, “While I’ve not written in ages, a few things have happened that folks might be interested in. My husband of ten years, Robbie Haines, is now living in Santa Barbara, Calif., land of sunshine and wildlifes.

We finished the bushwhacking of the interior of the Superbloom, and are now working as professors at local colleges. This summer I’d been hoping to visit Alex Blanton and Scott McComb ’93 up in Seattle but had to cancel when our hopes of adopting a baby came through, rather suddenly, on April 23. We were at the birth and took Jasper home the next day. He’s now 4 months old and is a big fan of sleeping through the night, as we learn not too.”

We were so sorry to learn of the death of Gavin Symes White House vegetable garden. “It was the first public display in Vermont of his modern architecture, he presented intimate portraits of children. He was also impressed with the new White House vegetable garden.

Shawn Rae Passalacqua had a photo exhibition at Carol’s Hungry Mind Café in Middlebury this past May. Entitled “V.I.P.—Various Intimate Portraits,” it was the first public display in Vermont of his work. Inspired by Japanese brush painting and modern architecture, he presented intimate portraits of friends and strangers. Hilary Seiden Smith was recently promoted to the newly created position of director of communications, NBC Universal Women and Lifestyle Entertainment Networks from her previous role as VP, NBC Universal Corporate Communications. She spearheads communications for Women@NBCU and “Green Is Universal,” and now adds strategic oversight of all communications for Village, the nation’s leading online community for women.

— Class Correspondents: Maria Dias (latamwriting@gmail.com); and Laura LeClair Grace (dgygan@gmail.com).

We’d like to thank Helene Rosati for her 15 years as class correspondent. Her service is much appreciated! With this issue, she is stepping down and Mary Striefe Cairns is taking over. Mary filed the following report about reunion: We had nearly 70 alumni descend on campus for a great Reunion Weekend! Many of them provided updates. Liz Weems Carpenter says, “I live in Wellesley, Mass., with my husband Pete ’93, who is a senior portfolio manager at Capital Management. We have three boys, Reid ’07, Drew ’05, and Charlie ’03, and I’m home full time with them, exhausted much of the time but happy!”

Hylah Wells Patton reports, “I live with my family in Charlotte, Vt. Binney is in second grade and Will has one more year of preschool. He loves riding his bike and is outside as much as possible. Binney enjoys playing soccer, working on art projects, and had fun horseback riding this summer. I work in Middlebury at Porter as a physician assistant in the ED. My husband runs his own company, CultivateMinds.com, an online library of content and development audio books.”

Heather Dorf Rawlings says, “With a job, a dog, a husband, and two boys (ages 6 and 8), the operative word is BUSY. But as long as we’re healthy, happy, and living the good life in Vail, Colo., it’s all good.”

Kate Briscoe announces, “In recent news, I learned to fly and have been applying to benevolent dictator schools. I have high hopes for both skill sets.”

Webb Burns is CFO of Carilion Lab, based in Roonoke, Va. He has two kids—Hayden (5) is in kindergarten and Selden (3) loves her Montessori school. They all love their adopted town and they welcome guests! Hollis Rudiger says, “I live in Madison, Wis., with my partner, Kathryn, and our son Gus, born July 2008. If I close my eyes and sniff, it’s just like being at Midd, between the stale beer, cow turds, and fine cheese. Loved seeing everyone at reunion, but my back is killing me from dorm sleeping. We got old.”

Lori Frohlich Cooper is living with husband Howard and daughter Allie in Bethesda, Md. She and her family recently visited Stacy Metcalfe and her family in San Francisco, Calif. Lori had a great time with so many ’94 friends at the 15-year reunion and hopes that if you are passing through her neck of the woods, you will stop by for a visit!

Liz Fitzgerald is living in downtown of Duxbury, Mass., with daughter Katherine (9). Liz teaches French at the local middle school and spin class at several gyms. She was looking forward to recharging over the summer before another extremely busy fall and winter, when coaching Katherine’s two ice hockey teams gets added into the mix. Andy Wiemeyer reports, Jesse Smith, Mike Cohen, and I were very excited to host a party at the DKE house during reunion. All of our invited guests were women, so we played lots of Ace of Base to keep them from leaving!”

Robin and Christina Jaeger Tyson are thrilled to announce the arrival of daughter Beth. Her brothers, Magnus and Henry, are great with her (most of the time) and really enjoyed their fourth birthday in June.

Dena Greenman had a full house over reunion with the Doug Clarner and Matt Gorra families staying there, and with Jennifer St. Clair and her family recently visited Stacy Metcalfe and her family in Shoreham, Vt. Mary is the assistant director of the Middlebury-Monterey Language Academy, the language immersion program geared towards high school students. She and George run their own building business and keep busy with kids George (7), Megan (6), and Ainsley (3). She reports they had Washington, D.C., and a veritable Midd reunion. Fred and Seanui had an elegant, traditional ceremony surrounded by family and friends immediately followed by a traditional Korean ceremony with close family. As you’d expect from Fred, the evening was topped off with a great celebration and hours of dancing. And congratulations to Patty Garffer as well. It was a huge treat to see her at Fred’s wedding and she just got married this past spring to Piers Lewis. They’re moving into a new house, which should keep them busy for a while!”

And Sara had some news of her own: “My husband, Alex, and I are thrilled to share that our daughter, Vivian Lee McComb, was born June 15 at Roosevelt Hospital in New York. Viv has already grown so much—I can tell how quickly the time will go. Vivian was thrilled to meet Auntie Tabs (Tabitha Jenkins) at the hospital just the day after she was born and to get her first e-mails from dear Middelby friends, including Cynthia Lewis Kavanagh, Susan Scheer Ward, Leslie Conie Pagnotta, Anne Rimmon, Fred Lawrence, and many others.”

Blakely Anderson Atherton recently started a nonprofit called Alliance for Climate Education (www.climateeducation.org). “We’re teaching high school kids about climate change and empowering them to take action in the fight against global warming.” Blakely is working with Pic Walker ’93 as well as some very recent Midd grads.

Megan Richardson Durkin started her own business called That Blooming Child Yoga, where she is having a lot of fun teaching yoga to preschool kids on the South Shore of Boston.

John Doty went on a great trip to the Bahamas in May with wife Cheryl and daughter Emma (4). The highlight was a boat tour to a beautiful secluded beach on Rose Island where the sand was so soft and the water was an amazing shade of blue. John continues to work in Washington, D.C., for a member of Congress from New York. He was delighted to attend the White House Easter Egg Roll and see President Obama read Where the Wild Things Are to a group of children. He was also impressed with the new White House vegetable garden.

— Class Correspondents: Tammy Caruso Dalton (dalton.tammy@gmail.com); and Sara Garcia McCormick (srg70@gate.net).
Hannah Robertson '02 married Wade Miller on the chain of lakes in Hannah's hometown of Winter Park, Fla., on May 31, 2008. Middlebury friends who celebrated with the couple were Joe Langerfeld '01, Katie Simson '02, Kate Robinson '02, Molly May '02, the newlyweds, Kate Seely '02, Jen Bloomer '02, Ryan Case '00, Lisa Mase '01, Sam Dabney '02, Matt Sommerville '02, and Leda Smith Sommerville '02 (with Luke).

Zachary Jensen '03 and Megan West '02 were married on June 30, 2007, at the Four Seasons Biltmore in Santa Barbara, Calif. Middlebury friends in attendance were Blake Lyons '05, Neil Bergquist '01, James Dunseith '03, Joe Golting '02, (second row) Jennifer Luening Malloy '02, Yamillet Fuentes Crellon '02, the newlyweds, Samantha Brunner '02, Susie Carter '02, Laura Yee '01, George Herpel '04, Graham Fisk '02, (third row) Mark Valkenburgh '01, Joseph Brito III '06, Ron Hess Jr. '05, Nat Langer '05, Ben Correde '03, Tim Dybvig '03, and Sean Nelson '02. Could this go down as the first D8/Mischord wedding in Midd history?


Peter Austin '03 married Jennifer Fitzpatrick on August 24, 2007, at Shenorock Shore Club in Rye, N.Y. Friends who joined them included Jan Taylor '00, Rob Patterson '89, the newlyweds, Farah Marcel Burke '00, Kyle Burke '97, Keith Readon '92, (second row) Gordon Watson, Jordan Krugman '99, Andrew Brodie '98, John Maletis '99, Frances Madsen Maletis '99, Brady Priest '99, Heidi Howard '99, Ben Barnett '00, Mike Stinesman '98, Trent Nutting '02 (hidden), Steve Carre '97, Aaron Baggs '97, Mike Moore '97, (third row) John Goldsmith '01, Bryan Donohoe '00, Matt Mithun '99, John Pless '99, Scott Wiercinski '99, Eric Larsen '99, Dan Ackerman '98, and Ben Webster '99.

On June 7, 2008, Anna Conrad '02 married Wills Allen '03 in Irvington, Va. Middlebury alumni who attended included Billie Goldman Buck '02, Lauryn Nicois '05, Dana Chapin '02, Cally Sprague '02, Lauren Amen '02, the newlyweds, Jason Hanna '03, Taylor Swift '04, Parker Cogswell '02, Meredith Conrad '07, Pat Mott '07, (second row) Michael Sipowicz '03, Conor Soden '03, Chris Brown '03, Romulo Braga '03, Greg Berberian '03, Christopher Davis '03, Graham Taylor '06, Charlie Leonard '03, Matt Wilson '03, and Denver Smith '03.
After a small family ceremony in Chicago, Chris Orchard '00 and Jessica Szubart '00 celebrated their wedding with Midd friends on October 20, 2007, in Bristol, Vt., at the Inn at Baldwin Creek (all '00 unless noted) Alan Pritchard '65, Mike Wiser, Jesus Sanchez, Joanna Blanding Vides, Pedro Vides, Miyuki Matsumoto, the newlyweds, Bevaile Cone Pritchard '36 (widow of Dale Pritchard '35), Kate Orchard '04, Rob Orchard '69, Pamela Pritchard Orchard '69, Mary MacArthur Wendell '66, Ellie Wendell '02, Jame McLean, Colleen Bramhall, David Babington, (second row) Adam Popkin, Danielle Apostolatos, Christopher Hughes, Tim Dewey-Mattia, Jes Christian, Alice Lee (hidden), Jenny Morgan, Jeff Jezierski, Gregory Ferguson-Crader, Doug Chint, Jenn Prashure, (third row) Katie Zug Valkmar, Darin Sands, and Greg Smith.

In Wilmington, N.C., Alison Wells and Dan Higgins '02 were married on April 21, 2007, with friends from the Class of 2002 in attendance: Jamie Renner, Graham Furlong, Rachael Farace, Matt Noble, Nat Shoaff, Josh Howe, Brian Martin, the newlyweds, Tim Simott, Leah Nicholsberg, Will Bender, Liz Donnan Kintz, Craig Hine, and Meg Roach.

On September 1, 2007, Leah Nicholsberg '02 and Nathaniel Shoaff '02 were married at the West Monitor Barn in Richmond, Vt. Many Middletown friends joined them in the celebration: (all '02 unless noted) Amy Ruck, Hannah Taylor, Kristie Gonzalez, the newlyweds, Kate Prouty Woodrow, Katie Samson, Bibba Walke, Megan Kurzufel Duffy, (second row) Mike Mazzotta '03, Robyn Cook, Maija Cheung '05, Liz Rudnick, Sandhya Gupta, Eliza Johnston, Meg Roach, Hannah Reid '04, Rachael Farace, Morley McBride, Lindsay Gardner '03, Alden Woodrow, Pat Duffy, (third row) Graham Furlong, Brian Hamm, Matt Noble, Josh Howe, Dan Higgins, Eric McCollom, Jamie Renner, Brian Martin, Tim Simott, Andrew Strong, and Craig Hine.
In Chatham, Mass., Kate Meny and Brian Martin ’02 were married on May 31, 2008. Celebrating with the couple were (all ’02 unless noted) Craig Hine, Joshua Howe, Andrew Zimmermann ’03, Jamie Renner, Graham Furlong, (second row) Lindsay Gardner ’03, William Kleh ’67, Matt Noble, Meg Roach, Rachael Farcone, the newlyweds, Morley McBride, Hannah Reid ’04, Leah Nickelsberg Shoad, Nat Shoad, Susan Needy Whitcomb ’76, (third row) Michael Furlong ’73, Nancy Colfrin Furlong ’75, Andrew Strong, Tim Sinnott, Dan Higgins, Will Bender, and Elizabeth Donna Kintz.


On June 7, 2008, Lily McNeil ’02 and Doug Johnson were married in the Hudson Valley, just north of NYC. The couple’s parents all met at Middlebury in the 1960s and have been great friends ever since. Middlebury alumni, friends, and family joining the celebration included Elizabeth Makrauer ’01, Bruce Johnson ’67, Stephanie Laird Johnson ’68, Ginny Arez Roberts ’59, Caitlin Johnson, Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference ’03 Leslie McNeil ’98, Jonathan Chesbro ’01, the newlyweds, Emily Delias ’01, Pam Gare ’88, Jim Trombetta ’88, Blythe Hursey ’01, and Zachary Long ’02.


Will McDonough ’07 and Kirsten Nagel ’06, former track team members, celebrate their successful finishes at the Oak Bluffs Columbus Day road race on Martha’s Vineyard. Unaware Will was racing, Kirsten was surprised and excited to see him and his distinctive American flag running shorts at the starting line.

In May 2008, several past and present New Yorkers from the Class of 1991 and their family members gathered to see one last game at the old Yankee Stadium. Sunshine Sanchez, Katherine Stebbins-McCaffrey ’91, Ben McCaffrey, Sam Judson, Carter Anderson, Kate Culkin ’91, (second row) Trish Culkin, Carlos Sanchez Sr. with Carlos Jr., Jennifer Hart ’91, John Thomas ’91, Dave McCaffrey, Ben Judson ’91, Chad Anderson ’91, and Andrew Peach ’91.
Jina Sagar and Lucas Haley were married on the June 21 solstice in Burlington, Vt. Lucas and Jina took a two-month honey-moon backpacking, hugging, and boatie through Central America. Chad Stern and wife Caralyn welcomed Austin Chadwick Stern on March 4, "very promptly on his due date—taking after Mom, not Dad." The Sterns live in Boston, but are making the move to the "burbs and will be living in Andover, Mass. Albert and Ashley McManus Hamilton (’94) welcomed Hayes Forbes Hansen on March 27. The Hansens also left Boston proper for the suburbs—they now live in Westwood, Mass. Kelly Bergman Berge and husband Todd joyfully brought daughter Laura JeeMin home from South Korea in April. Her older brother Matthew is slowly starting to learn what fun it is to have a playmate in the house! Dania Palanker moved back to Washington, D.C., after a short seven months living in the San Francisco Bay Area. She was admitted into the New York Bar in April and was married to Michael Bogomolny on May 16. Attending the wedding were Jennifer Wells Best, Nancy Fallon, Jennifer Varney, and Allen Findust ’94. Amanda Gordon Fletcher and husband Jonathan welcomed Alexander Reed Raan Fletcher on May 26. He joined big sister Elizabeth (3), who is so far thrilled about her little brother. The Fletchers live in Des Moines, Iowa, and are about to welcome their other 2009 "baby"—an old house that they have been renovating since January. They plan to move in by Thanksgiving. Erzsi Pongo is celebrating the first-year anniversary of Pongo Power, which is a private personal training studio in Park Slope in NYC. Jonathan Ferron ’97 helped Erzsi pick the bright yellow interior and exterior colors. Brooklinites love the exuberant nature of the design and clients love not having to go to the gym. After being a deaconess in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod for a couple of years, Tonya Eza has switched over to the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America and is on track to be ordained as a pastor in three years. She began attending the Lutheran Theological Seminary of Gettysburg (Pa.) in September. Eric Foster and wife Nora have been married four years. They have two sons, Evan (3), and Colin (6 mos.). The Fosters moved from Boston in the fall of 2007 to second home town of Des Moines, Iowa. This past spring and bought a tent and event rental business, which they are renaming Lakes Region Tent & Event. That and the boys are keeping them busy. Rebecca Kirk Fair and husband Steve recently returned to the Boston area and are living in Brookline with their son James Ryan (born November 2008). Rebecca was recently promoted to managing principal at her firm, Analysis Group (where she has been since college). Darius ’95 and Lisa Jankowsky Brawn and children Julian (3) and Belle (4) have relocated to New Canaan, Conn., from Chicago. Darius is working at SAC, a hedge fund in NYC. They recently hosted a party with a bunch of Middie friends living nearby like Stephen King Lennke and husband Aaron and several Class of ’95ers: Mike Ricciardelli, Josh Stinchcomb, Sarah Davis Johnson, Tyler and Mia Johnson Newton, Kelly McKeown Gaudet, Brian E. Smith, Schuyler Coppedge, and Scott Dabney. Great to catch up with so many Midd alums! Speaking of Lennkes, check out page 70 for a photo of a ’96 friends mini-reunion.

Anthony Civele celebrated his marriage to Amy Martin on June 13. The ceremony was at Emmanuel Church in Newport, R.I., and the reception was at Rosecliff Mansion. They had a good showing of Middlebury folks from near and far—Jeff Wesson, Rich Lim, Walter Delph (from L.A.), Owen Brainard (from Texas), Mike and Kim Barnett Stokes (from China, so winning the prize for farthest traveled!), Justin Bennett, Greg Guido, Dave Janke, and A.J. Poor Murphy ’98. It was a great weekend—and the sun was out on Saturday and Sunday! Speaking of Lisa and Steph, check out page 70 for a photo of a ’96 friends mini-reunion. —Class Correspondents: Emily Aikenhead Hannon (hanon. emily@gmail.com); and JP Watson (jpwatson@athensacademy.org).
After a five-year hiatus, the Project Y Theatre Company recently relocated to NYC and presented FUBAR as their inaugural production. Project Y was founded in Washington, D.C., by Michele Biancino and Andrew W. Smith '97, who both continue to serve on the artistic director of Family Voorhees '90 does marketing and press relations for the company. * The College held an alumni gathering this summer at Chris' Jazz Café in Philadelphia where Chris Farrell was performing with his band The Rit Mo Collective.

—Class Correspondents: Katie Whitley Constock (katie.constock@um.jll.com); and Nate Johnson (nate.johnson@max.com)

Our 10-year reunion was a huge hit, attended by scores of our classmates. Highlights of the weekend included a '99 Friday night hike and a Snake Mountain hike on Sunday morning. Jeff Trail got lost on the way to the hike, taking his wife Tamsin (Drummond-Hay) and daughter Isla, as well as Kristine Kraushaar and Andrew Tyler, on a wild goose chase. Other highlights: Adam and Amy Schildgen Sobek surprised everyone by getting up early enough to run the 5K Saturday morning; Deana Becker, husband Paul, and son Rowan made an all-star appearance; Andy Dixon, Seth Schofield, Grant Stuart, and Peter Steinberg all made new mates. Highlights of the weekend discussing the finer points of horseback riding while catching up with Sandra Caron George, Alison Hilger, Shannon Larsen, Jenn Cappeto, and Alison Peel Bragan. * Andy Dixon, Seth Schofield, Grant Stuart, and Peter Steinberg all made new mates.

—Class Correspondents: Margaret Bennett Lifegren (maggie.lifegren@gmail.com); and Catherine Mitchell Wieman (catherine9999@hotmail.com)

down the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon, they returned to Salzburg where they both work for the Salzburg Global Seminar.

—Class Correspondents: Melissa Plessing (mplessing@yahoo.com); and Peter Steinberg (capstan9999@gmail.com)

In April 2009 Jim and Jess Howe Thompson welcomed baby Graham, who looks forward to skiing at the Snow Bowl—next year! * Brady Alshouse and wife Dana are living in Denver and spend the majority of their time with their twin girls Wenona and Francine, who were born in November. Brady is a commercial real estate consultant, and Dana is working part time for Corepower Yoga in the HR, and finance departments. They enjoy seeing fellow Midd grads Derek Esposito, Brewster Boyd, Scott and Susie Strife '02 Leach, and Jostin Boyd '01 around the front range when they can.

—Melanie Curtis' professional journey continues to uplift and inspire (literally). Corporate day trader turned professional skydive turned personal life coach, she writes that she’s “still skydiving professionally and have added life coaching because it absolutely hit me as my new chapter. I went back to school to a killer program, reengaged in the intellectual world, and couldn’t be more stoked. Connecting with awesome people, generating inspiration, and making a huge impact on the world literally one person at a time.” Congratulations, Mel! * Mike and Erica Hill Cordaro joyously announce the birth of their first child. Ole. * Heidi Francis Volkmar was welcomed by proud parents John and Katie Zieg Volkmar on July 26, and she is now happily ensconced in the Volkmar household in Colorado. As Midd Notes went to press Heidi Francis was busy being doted upon by her big sister Penelope, and was therefore unavailable for comment.

—Class Correspondents: David Babington (davidbabington@gmail.com); and Lindsay Simpson (simpsonlindsay@yahoo.com)

As the COO of the Himalayan Cataract Project (HCP), Emily Newick is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the organization that recently was awarded its fourth consecutive four-star rating from Charity Navigator, which measures the fiscal responsibility of U.S. charitable organizations. Only 7% percent of American charities earn this exceptional designation for four years or more. HCP works to eradicate preventable and curable blindness in the Himalayas and sub-Saharan Africa. * Megan Olson Koett and husband, Matt, were married May 23 in Schloss Leopoldskron, Austria. After two weeks kayaking for Level 2 of the CFA exams, Danielle Fischer took a well-deserved break and visited Michael Vallee '02, Adam Rossney '02, and Jim Schultz ’03 in Florida for a week of relaxing on the beach, backgammon, and bocce. She spent the remainder of the summer in Chicago working full time at UBS Global Asset Management and taking a full load of classes at school. * Jess Davis continues to enjoy San Francisco and is busy building his creative and his advertising firm. * Matt and Leslie Fox Arnold both graduated from the Northwestern University School of Law in May at a ceremony where Matt delivered a commencement address on behalf of the Class of 2009. They returned to town where they purchased their first home and are enjoying catching up on painting and yard work. They’ll begin working as attorneys following the bar exam and a much-needed vacation. * Zach Bourque and wife Megan welcomed Erin Abigail into the world on May 8. The happy (and tired) family is living in Needham, Mass. Over the summer, they hoped to get together with many 2001 alumni, including Larry Curran, Leslie and Matt Arnold, Sarah Theall Lemke, Kate Collins-Manetti (visiting from Italy with six-month-old daughter Viola), Andrew and Katie Shuttle ‘97 Shogan (and six-month-old son Dominical, Costa Rica. If anyone’s ever in the area, they should stop by and say hi!) and Nick and Mariah McKechnie-FadzieWieczek and their twin daughters, Lily and Josie, celebrated their first anniversary in their new home in Maple Grove, Minn. Mariah writes, “In April, I became a business owner of a retail party supply store, Party America. I’m enjoying the challenges of owning my own business and raising a family. We love Minnesota and we finally understand the allure of the suburbs!” They were looking forward to a reunion with Matt friends in Connecticut in August. They miss being close to friends on the East Coast. * James Tsai enjoyed his summer in San Francisco, working as an intern at Symantec, after finishing his first year at Kellogg, and before heading to Beijing in the fall for his second semester abroad. * Chris Cheang graduated from NYU Stern School of Business in the spring and has started working at Post Capital in NYC, a firm he had been interning with during the school year. * Sebastian Koby Spio-Garbrah graduated from Rutgers Law School in May. Koby will continue his work as a Middle Eastern and Africa specialist at the Eurasia Group in New York.

—Class Correspondents: Leslie Fox Arnold (lesleearnold@gmail.com); and Michael Hartt (hartt@alumni.middlebury.edu)

After working at First Marblehead Corp. in Boston for almost five years, Alison Connolly left the business and took the summer off to relax and travel before heading to Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth this fall to work on an MBA. She was also a featured speaker at the graduate achievement award winner at the 18th Annual North Shore Student-Athlete Awards luncheon in Salem, Mass., in June. * On March 31, Alexis and Laura Burke Studley joyfully welcomed their first child, Emmett Thomas, into the world. Emmett resides in Cambridge, Mass., with his folks and greatest feline friend, Ana. After earning
English
Lud Baldwin (MA '98), who has taught theater and English at Kingswood-Oxford School in West Hartford, Conn., for over 30 years, was named the recipient of the school's Charles W. Collins Award for Excellence in Teaching. * Kelly Bastone (MA '06), a freelance writer based in Steamboat Springs, Colo., wrote the lead article for the June issue of Backpacker magazine. A regular contributor to Backpacker for years, she became a contributing editor this year. * Rex Lee Jim (MA '01), a Navajo poet, essayist, and educator, has several books of poetry out, including Duchas T`tso Ke Dine, a trilingual poetry edition in Navajo, English, and Irish. Writing primarily in Navajo, his first language, he also teaches Navajo to college-level students.

French
On Class and Charter Day at Hamilton College, Prof. John O'Neal (MA '75) was recognized for his research and creative success through the Dean's Scholarly Achievement Awards. A professor of French, he has been a member of the faculty since 1975. In sadness we must report the death of David Dooley (MA '76) from cancer on July 23. Our sympathy is sent to wife Lisa Pomeroy Dooley (MA '76), daughter Fiona, and the rest of his family. * Sarah House Denby (MA '78) was recently named to the board of directors of Dorcas Place Adult and Family Learning Center in Providence, R.I. She serves on several other boards as well, including Alliance Francaise de Providence. * In Buffalo, N.Y., Catherine Lochtefeld (MA '92) was named the National French Contest Administrator of 2009 by the American Association of Teachers of French for her efforts to maintain and increase student participation in the Western New York region. * On June 28 Suzanne Pelletier (MA '91) was chosen as the Franco-American Educator of the Year by La Ligue des Francais-Ameriques, a French cultural organization based in New Bedford, Mass. Suzanne was chosen for her many years of teaching French, as well as the preservation of the Franco-American culture. She is the director of the foreign language lab and media center UMass-Dartmouth. * Paula Brown (MA '94) married Benjamin Newhill on January 3 in Roanoke, Va. She received her Ph.D. in foreign language education from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ. in May 2009. She is a visiting professor at Roanoke College. * Lisa Gunderman (MA '99) writes, "My husband Jean-Francois Huppé and I are pleased to announce the birth of our second son, Nicolas Owen, on May 17."

Italian
In February Catherine Fedeli Mitchell (MA '02) and Jacqueline Sparks Coy (MA '02) got together for a mini-reunion in Mount Dora, Fla., after 25 years. They vowed not to wait that long for their next reunion.

Japanese
While updating her information, Caroline Cook Alter ('99) wrote, "Were you aware that Mukul Agarwala, a fellow student in summer 1989, died on Sept. 11, 2001, in the Twin Towers? We had lost touch, but I remember him as a wonderful friend with a cheerful smile."

Spanish
In Conway, S.C., Larry Biddle (MA '68) was named to the board of trustees of Coastal Carolina Univ. He is the president of Burroughs Co. * George Watson (MA '71) was chosen as the 2009 Teacher of the Year by the state of Massachusetts. He has served as president of the Massachusetts Teachers of Spanish, regularly contributes to the AP committee for the Spanish achievement test, gives professional seminars for teachers preparing to teach the AP language course, and has established a highly successful exchange program with Costa Rica for the last 10 years. He was honored by President Obama at a reception at the White House.

* Marilyn Newhouse Garzione (MA '72) has published Related to the Angels: Discovering the Hidden Gifts of Alzheimer's (Universe), a collection of humorous anecdotes, thoughts, and observations based on her own experiences. She teaches at SUNY Language Immersion Institute at New Paltz, N.Y. * Dr. Andrea Varricchio (MA '73), an associate professor of Spanish at West Chester (Pa.) Univ., is responsible for several initiatives that help students learn Spanish through service projects, such as bilingual tutoring at theYWCA or serving as interpreters for the Salvation Army Christmas Giving program. * Jeana Fernandez (MA '93) is in the pre­ pany of the Jacksonville (Fla.) Symphony Orchestra. * Bruce Campbell (MA '93) recently published Vive la historieta!: Mexican Comics, NAFTA, and the Politics of Globalization (Univ. Press of Mississippi). It critically examines the participation of Mexican comic books in the continuing dispute over the character and consequences of economic globalization in Mexico.

his MALD at the Fletcher School, proud Pappa returned to the sexy world of international insurance; he's saving up furiously to purchase that goat farm in Vermont and retire to a world of chevre. The happy mom is on board and looking forward to her MA in international communications and brand management to bring the futurity to the farmers. * Andrew Zrike graduated from Ross School of Business at the Univ. of Michigan and started work as an associate brand manager on Coors Light at MillerCoors in Chicago in August. We think it is only fitting that one of our own is finally giving back to the beer-drinking-producing community.

* Kyle Wheat MacDougall graduated from Columbia Business School this past summer, and Emily Hatch spent the summer studying for the bar exam before starting as an associate at Schulte, Roth & Zabel's NYC office. * In addition to graduating from Columbia Business School this summer, Sasha Gentling came out with her first musical album and totally rocked the house. * Jessica Salerno received her master's from the Univ. of Illinois in Chicago, majoring in social psychology and minoring in psychology and law. She's now working on her Ph.D.

* Sebastian Astrada and Ganga Chennappa were named the coeditors of the Softbank Report. * Al Alfano is off to culinary school at the Culinary Institute of America this January, so Neil and Otto's, you better watch out! * Nick Dutton-Swain started his ER residency at UConn and lives in West Hartford. He writes that he recently won an intern talent show by performing the Middletown Haka (a Maori war dance performed before Middlebury rugby games). He also held the Seventh Annual Throwdown (Throwdown 2007: License to Spill) with Stephen Messinger, Ed Bogart, Chris Fanning, Derek Chicharillo, Sami Khouri, and Eric Devon all in attendance. * Mike Hacker just graduated from the esteemed BU School of Law in May and spent the summer studying for the bar exam. In August he moved into a new place on Beacon Hill and he starts work at a firm in Boston later this fall. * Liz Donnan Kintz and husband Brad welcomed the arrival of baby Harrison Hibbs Kintz on March 30. The baby is a lucky boy who has three fairy godmothers. Brooke Hayes, Johanna Michaels Kreisel, and Shelly Drimmer.

* Class Correspondents: Anne Alfonso (anne.alfonso@gmail.com) and Stephen Messinger (s.messinger@gmail.com).

Adam Waite graduated from NYU Law School in May. He planned to study for the bar exam this summer and work for Chadbourne & Parke LLP in NYC. * Peter Garcia-Sjogrin was on campus in May for his sister Ann's graduation from Midd. He is still with the IOC as a coordinator in partnership marketing. He was at the Olympics in Beijing and will be in Vancouver for the Winter Olympics. * Recently Caroline Roy joined Yellowstone Loan in Bozeman, Mont., as a loan officer. Previously she was at American Mortgage as a loan officer in residential and commercial lending.

Arthur Conboy

Class Correspondents: Reegan Dodge (reedodge@alumni.middlebury.edu); and Ulises Zanello (uzanello@alumni.middlebury.edu).
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In September Kellianne Egan began a new job at the Haldane Elementary School in Cold Spring, N.Y. She had been teaching first grade at Yorktown Central School District since 2007 after earning her master's in education from Manhattanville College. * David Galeski recently joined Caulde and Ballato as an associate, practicing with the firm's general litigation section. He earned his law degree from the College of William and Mary, where he was a member of the Law Review. * Kate Kellogg and Rain Masket are pleased to announce their marriage. They were married June 28, 2008, in Burlington, Vt. Members of the wedding party included Dave Tierney, Hannah Reid, and Holly Briggs Cathcart. Also in attendance were Michael Fournier, Trevor Chicholin, Cassie Crawford, Susan Reagan, Tim Southampton, Christine Gould, Chris Farina, Laura Kelly, and professional pianist Eleftherios Pergolizzi. * Jake Heller was the regional field director for the Obama campaign in Michigan's first congressional district during the 2008 presidential campaign. Now he is a confidential as-
sistant to the senior counselors to Secretary Janet Napolitano in the Dept. of Homeland Security.

Kevin Kless received a doctorate in medicine from BU School of Medicine in May and will do his residency in family medicine at the Swedish Medical-Cherry Hill Residency program in Seattle, Wash.

—Class Correspondents: Julia Herwood Breeden (julia.breeden@hotmail.com); and Athena (Tina) Fischer-Rodney (princess1328@yahoo.com).

07 Brodie MacDearmid has been sharpening his sales skills as an auto marine salesman along the northern coast of Maine. In his free time he has been raising his cows Julia and Beyonce. Brodie recently found some time in the spotlight in a Patagonia ad. * Shaikh Rashid finished up his first year at Wharton and was joined by Lizzie Melhman this year. * Sandy Sokoloski has moved to the D.C. area and is still at Charles River Association.

Heath O'Connor has also moved to D.C. to work at U.S. firm. * Pete Mellen is working at a start-up bike shop in Vermont. * Laura Prior moved to Boston to work at Buckingham, Browne & Nichols School. * Gillie Thompson and Polly Johnson both headed to law school this year. * Brooke Smith is returning from Morocco. Tim Berg and Timberg completed his bike ride through the state of California to raise money for AIDS research. * Andrew Einstein graduated from Cornell Univ. with a master's in aerospace engineering and is looking to find a job in the aerospace industry. * Brett Shireffs recently joined fellow alumni Brett Swenson and Andy Bohlin at Keefe, Bryant & Woods where he is a member of the P&C insurance equity research team. In San Francisco, Mac Conn works at Deutsche Bank and in his free time has been performing interpretive dance with the Bay Area Dance Team. * John Sales and Amy Roche were accompanied by numerous Middlebury grads to witness and celebrate their wedding vows in Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y., this summer. * Lauren Smith worked during 2008-2009 with AmeriCorps in Spartanburg, S.C., at Spartanburg Art Museum with the COLORS program. COLORS is an inner-city art studio for underprivileged students. She moved to Roanoke, Va., in August to attend Hollins Univ. where she began the MFA program in creative writing. * Class Correspondents: Andrew Everett (andrewevett@gmail.com); and Brett Swenson (brett.swenson@gmail.com).

08 As the summer of 2009 rolled in, we were struck by the sudden realization that we no longer have "just" graduated. We've had one whole year to measure the changes in our lives since we left our College on the hill. Here's what your classmates have been up to: Carly Berger started the three-year master's program at Duke-NUS on infectious diseases and began at the Singapore General Hospital. * spirito is in Chicago, Ill. living with two roommates who are both confirmed to the States. * See page 70 for a photo of former track team members, Kirsten Nagel and Will McDonough '07.

—Class Correspondents: Tristam Arsott (Ivanwagenen@alumni.middlebury.edu); and Jess Van Wagenen (jvanwagenen@gmail.com)

09 All over the world, '09ers are reuniting and making new friends. * Mike West (a '07) participated in a Midd alumn get-together in Shanghai at the Boxing Cat Brewery. It was put together by Matt Doyle '08 and their boss, Adil Husain '01. Some of the people who showed up included Dean Atia '08, Charlie Evans '08, Emily Eltov '07, and Gregory Arthur Behrens. * Jess Clayton and Kate Di Mercurio are both in the world south of the border. Jess writes that besides missing everyone at Midd, she confirmed with the Peace Corps, so on September 21 she was heading to Paraguay as an Agrobusiness volunteer in the beekeeping sector. * Pragmatic potential! Kate is in Managua, Nicaragua, where she works as the caretaker of the Quaker House, a hostel for volunteers who work for ProNica. She hopes to teach English as well. * Cully Cavness, another Feb, was in Houston working with Teach For America for the summer, then headed to Europe to ride alongside and spectate at the Tour De France. * Matt Ferrer, Pete Murphy, Pete Britt, and Mike Stone are living together in NYC and wishing they were still undergraduates.

They share an apartment and Britt, Ferrer, and Murphy go to work at Barclays Capital together every morning. They're trying to conquer the city one day at a time and grateful to have each other. * Annie Onishi was back at camp—again—in the Poconos. She was working hard, having a blast, and didn't even mind that she was exposed to three kids with swine flu and one with viral meningitis (in the space of one week)!

On the East Coast Kevin O'Rourke is living in Boston along with Andrew Petzing, Brendan Campbell, Eamon Duffy, Alex Gart, and Bill Zrike. They met up for dinner and Bill treated them to his favorite Boston delicacy, a lobster tail! * Brett Woehler is in Jackson Hole, Wyo., working at the Teetn Science Schools. * Cam MacKugler, now a professional skier and building his own house, felt "old and dirty after spending a week in Battell," visiting friends working at Midd for the summer. * Tripp Burwell made the rounds of friends in New England before he moved to Alaska to research native Inupiat Eskimos and polar bears. * While on a road trip on the West Coast, Jamie McKenna, Mickey Gilchrist '08, Tom Maldonado '08, and Scott Ballard '08 stopped by Ian Drummond's house in San Diego, Calif., for two days. Activities included surfing and skydiving. * Katie Washburn is in the process of getting a master's in teaching from Chapel Hill in preparation to teach high school English in a year. * Pragmatic Technologies in Burling, Vt., announced in May that they had hired Hiba Fakhoury as a software engineer. * Zohra Saj is in Charleston, W.Va., for a year working at the law firm Bailey & Gates. * Class Correspondents: Chandler Kogheiner (chandler.kogheiner@gmail.com); and Eva Nixon (evanixon@gmail.com).
Dorothy Gifford Madden, 96, of London, England, on February 18, 2009. Having studied dance, she joined the faculty at the Univ. of Maryland in 1948 as a dance instructor in the dept. of health and physical education. She convinced the university to add a dance major in 1957 and a separate dance department in 1967, which she chaired for five years. In 1962, she completed a doctorate in “dance as a creative art” at NYU, the first to complete a Ph.D. in which choreography was part of the assessment. Throughout the years, she performed in Washington, D.C., with several different dance troupes. After retiring from Maryland in 1977, she took a job at the Laban Centre for Movement and Dance in London to develop a master’s and doctorate program in dance, the first in Britain.

Dorothy Smith Wright, 93, of Charlottesville, Va., on January 9, 2007. She worked as a housewife while raising her son and daughter then taught adults to read while living in New Hampshire.

Doris Ryan Pitcher, 93, of Bucks County, Pa., on February 3, 2009. For 26 years she was a home economics teacher in the Worcester (Mass.) Public Schools. Preceded by death by husband Stanley and grandson Jared, she is survived by sons Stephen and David, daughter Susan Stuart, seven grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.

Madeline Uhl Prior, 90, of Alamosa, Colo., on January 4, 2009. As the wife of an Air Force husband, she moved often while raising five children. For four years she lived with her family in Japan, enjoying the stay. Her many community activities included serving as a Red Cross volunteer, volunteering at the Alamosa Senior Center and local library, and serving as Colorado State Regent of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution. Predeceased by husband Perley, she is survived by stepdaughter Patricia, sons John and Edward, daughters Susan and Mary, nine grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.

Norman C. Smith, 92, of Mystic, Conn., on February 17, 2009. After serving as a captain in the Navy, he commanded the Connecticut State Militia until 1950 when he served two more years in the Navy. He taught at Loomis School from 1945 to 1950 then served in the school’s administration from 1952 until 1963. He then worked as treasurer at Vassar College, VP of development and planning at Emory Univ., and VP of university development at the Univ. of Delaware. An avid environmentalist, he was involved with several groups such as the Nature Conservancy. He was predeceased by wife Dorothy (Watson) ’59, two sons, and sister Elinor Smith Slattery ’27.

Robert T. Alden, 91, of Middlebury, Vt., on January 8, 2009. After serving in the Army during WWII in the European Theater, he worked as an accountant for almost 40 years for one company that, after many mergers, was called Clark Equipment Co. A member of Chi Psi fraternity, he was a local Middlebury alumnus who served as a class agent and class secretary and was a member of the Middlebury College Alumni Assoc. Predeceased by first wife Mary (Baker) ’42, he is survived by wife Barbara (Plumer) ’40, sons William, Meigs, and John, daughter Rebecca, stepson Peter Galligan, stepdaughters Sharon Johnson ’68 and Nancy Galligan, nine grandchildren, six step-grandchildren, including Hilary John from her first marriage to John, MA German 93, and 10 great-grandchildren.

Almna D. Coggeshall, 91, of Schenectady, N.Y., on January 1, 2009. In 1942 she joined General Electric, working in the new field of silicone resins research. After 35 years, she retired with more than 25 patents to her name. An early environmentalist, he became involved with the Adirondack Mountain Club, serving as president for many years and turning the club into a state-wide conservation advocacy group. Instrumental in promoting cross-country skiing in the forest reserves, he and his wife were the authors of Twenty-five Ski Tours in New York. For his work in the Plottel Kill Reserve, the county renamed the forest in his honor when he retired from the Schenectady County Environmental Council. Predeceased by wife Anne (Buckley), he is survived by son Robert and daughter Martha.

Betsey White Douglas, 90, of Brattleboro, Vt., on January 6, 2009. After WWII, she and her husband settled in Vermont where she became active in her family’s business, Hogback Mountain Enterprises, and was a familiar face in both the ski shops and gift shop. Actively involved in the community, she volunteered for many organizations and served as a member of the Association of University Women. She corresponded with Middlebury classmates through a monthly round-robin newsletter. Predeceased by husband Brandon, she is survived by sons William and Stephen, two grandchildren, and sister Diane White Matthews ’56. Deceased Middlebury relatives include cousins Helen Miller Ingram ’25, Eugene Akley ’34, and Harold Akley ’37. Surviving Middlebury relatives include cousins John Ingram ’37, Robert Ingram ’60, and Gail Akley Bowen ’66.

Elizabeth Carpenter Metcalf, 90, of Falmouth, Mass., on February 26, 2009. After earning a master’s in zoology from Mt. Holyoke College, during WWII she taught biology at Westbrook College in Maine. After settling in Falmouth, she was the founder and driving force of the Falmouth Child Study Club, retiring as the director of the Woods Hole Child Center in 1965. She then taught kindergarten at the North Falmouth Elementary School and in 1974, designed and taught a child development course at Falmouth High School, also overseeing the on-site nursery school. An avid hiker, she and her husband hiked extensively, including completing the Appalachian Trail. Predeceased by husband Gerry, daughter Martha, and grandson Steven, she is survived by sons Michael, Christopher, and William, daughter Margaret, seven grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren. Deceased Middlebury relatives include father Warren Carpenter, Class of 1929, mother Lucia Avery Carpenter, Class of 1898, aunts Rena Avery, Class of 1901, and Maude Avery, Class of 1910, uncle John Avery, Class of 1911, and brother Philip Carpenter ’33.

John B. Franklin, 87, of Westfield, N.J., on May 14, 2007. Serving in WWII in the Navy, he was on board the USS Quincy for the presidential cruise to the Yalta Conference when the ship carried such notables as President Franklin Roosevelt, Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and King Farouk of Egypt. He studied law and languages and taught high school German and law until his retirement in 1982. Predeceased by wife Elizabeth (Frankford), he is survived by daughter Pat Wilson.

Sr. Althea Hall Jackson, 86, of St. Augustine, Fla., on February 7, 2009. With a master’s in library science from Simmons College, she was a librarian in the Boston area until 1972. In 1976 she founded the devotional order My Angelas-Rosary Ycemens (M.A.R.Y.). In 1980 she was received into the Roman Catholic Church, eventually taking her vows as a nun. After moving to Florida, she ran the Agape Bible and Bookstore for over six years. She also wrote a column for the St. Augustine Record.

Lydia M. Huber, 85, of Midland Park, N.J., on January 1, 2009. After completing a secretarial course, she worked as a secretary in various jobs before becoming a medical assistant and office manager for an orthopedic surgeon for 30 years. After retiring she volunteered in a local hospital and was a reading tutor for Literacy Volunteers. She is survived by several nieces and nephews.

Edward N. Smith, 87, of Mountain View, Calif., on January 17, 2009. During WWII, he served in the Army Air Force, becoming a staff sergeant at Florida’s Norton Bomsight Inspections, working on B-17 aircraft. After the war, he finished his degree and earned a master’s in economics/calculus. For 40 years he was familiar to local baseball players as he kept track of individual performances and provided daily league statistics on regional American Legion and Coast Conference teams to various newspapers. Besides baseball, he loved jazz, convertibles, and books, reading a book a day most of his adult life. Predeceased by wife Consuelo (Palmedo), he is survived by children Craig, Barbara, and Glenn, four grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.

Jane Potter Bostrom, 81, of East Wheaton, Ill., on February 20, 2009. With a master’s from Temple Univ. and a doctorate from Rutgers Univ., she worked as a school psychologist in the Red Bank (N.J.) school district for many years, retiring as the director of child study services. After moving to East Wheaton, she was an active supporter of several organizations including Mountainside Animal Friends, the Caskill Center for Conservation and Development, and several historical societies. She was predeceased by husband Ernest.

Jean Semple Rollason, 82, of Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., on February 16, 2009. She worked several part-time jobs including as the manager of the jewelry division of a local crafts cooperative. After a move to Portland, Ore., she and her husband owned and ran a printing and copy shop before retiring to Florida. She is survived by husband David ’48, son David Jr., and daughters Louise and Amy.

Walter H. Lillyman Jr., 87, of Dixon, Ill., on February 1, 2009. During WWII he served as a lieutenant junior grade in the Coast Guard. He worked for the USIS in Argentina for...
two years in the '60s as a binational director and teacher of English. He also taught at high schools in Minnesota and then owned and operated Hamman Awning Co. and Valley Fence and Awning. In retirement he sponsored a program at Hogar Escuela in the Dominican Republic and taught English as a Second Language for the Salvation Army. Predeceased by a great-granddaughter, survivors include wife Kathryn (Ligare), sons Thomas, James, Daniel, and Walter, daughter Nancy, and four grandchildren.

John F. Allen, 83, of Pittsford, N.Y., on January 27, 2009. During WWII, he served in the Army Air Corps. After college, he went to work for IBM as a resident field engineer in the early computer days. Retiring in 1985 after over 30 years with IBM, he volunteered with the Pittsford Volunteer Ambulance, the American Red Cross, and at the New York Museum of Transportation. He was an avid model railroader. Survivors include his wife of 59 years, Virginia (Krudsen) 48, sons David and Don, daughters Kathy and Carol, and two grandsons.

John Willison, 84, of Albany, N.Y., on January 31, 2009. During WWII he served in the Army in the Pacific Theater. After graduating from the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown Univ., he began a career of 38 years with the New York Telephone Co., retiring as district manager in 1985. Predeceased by wife Nancy (Strandef), he is survived by sons Craig and Guye, daughter Valerie, five grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

Mary Ann Webb Leavitt, 79, of Cape Elizabeth, Maine, on February 25, 2009. After working for the CIA for a year, she married and raised a family while working part time as a nursery school teacher and librarian. After the death of her first husband, she taught English at Westminster School in Simsbury, Conn., and was the first director of the girls athletic program. She also coached field hockey and tennis, and she worked as a line judge for the Volvo Tennis Tournament. Upon retirement, she and her second husband relocated to Maine to live by the sea. Predeceased by husband Harry Rice '57, she is survived by her husband Frank Leavitt, daughters Leli and Julie, son Peter '80, and six grandchildren.

James P. McManus Jr., 78, of Lutherville, Md., on February 9, 2009. After serving with an infantry unit in Korea, he finished his degree and in 1966, joined the advertising dept. of the Baltimore Sun as a salesman. In 1969 he joined the retail advertising dept. of the News American and later was promoted to its national sales staff, retiring in 1986. He became a certified substance-abuse counselor and was a longtime board member of the Powell Recovery Center and Powell Recovery Institute in Baltimore. Predeceased by wife Mary (Wheeler), he is survived by daughter Mary Davidson, sons James and Charles, and three grandchildren.


Malcolm S. Binning, 75, of Whitby, Ontario, on September 15, 2008. For many years he worked as a retail marketing manager for Gulf Oil Canada, then for Petro Canada, retiring in 1986. He enjoyed golfing, fishing, and traveling and was always readily available to lend a helping hand to friends and neighbors. Predeceased by first wife Helen (McCullough) '55, he is survived by wife Ethel, daughter Susan, son John, stepchildren Karen, David, Bruce, and Patty, four grandchildren, and five stepgrandchildren.

Frederic Farnham, 75, of Westport, Mass., on December 25, 2008. An accomplished boat builder, he worked for many years at Vaitses Boat Yard in Mattapoisett, Mass., before becoming a wood shop teacher at Hastings Middle School in Fairhaven, Mass., where he worked for 32 years. Survivors include wife Florence (Standley), son Scott, daughter Stephanie, and one granddaughter. Surviving Middlebury relatives include cousins Thomas Seamans '55, Jonathan Seamans '83, and David Seamans, Class of 2013.

Richard B. Deming, 67, of Hopkinton, Mass., on June 26, 2003. In 1959 he graduated from the U.S. Army Ordnance Guided Missile School, trained to supervise the supply and maintenance of guided missile equipment. He then worked for Raytheon Co. as an engineer for many years. Predeceased by child Robin, sur-
vivors include wife Phyllis (Smith), son Ronald, daughter Ruth, and 11 grandchildren.

Jean Forkel Godwin, 73, of Daytona Beach, Fla., on February 28, 2009. For several years after graduation she worked in retail then took a job with Bell Labs in New Jersey for four years. In 1968 she moved to Florida where she went back into retailing as the ready-to-wear buyer at Belk Lindsey Dept. Store in Daytona Beach and retired in 1988. She was a passionate patron and supporter of the arts. Predeceased by husband Bob and grandson Matthew, she is survived by daughter Carey, son Matthew, and two great-grandchildren.

58 Ann Andruss Lavin, 72, of Columbus, Ohio, on January 2, 2009. After earning a master’s from Fordham Univ., she was the owner and general manager of Santander Exports. Predeceased by her husband of 43 years, Floreal ’58, she is survived by daughters Elizabeth Zettler and Cindy Collins, son John, and eight grandchildren. Surviving Middlebury relatives include nephew Martin Lavin ’65.

59 Philip G. Hodges, 71, of Atlanta, Ga., on February 17, 2009. He spent four years in the Army after college as a pilot and instructor. He then worked in various sales and management jobs, including owning and running a bed and breakfast. After retirement from management consulting in the 1980s, he became a stamp dealer. Survivors include wife Joan (Santacruz), son Glenn, and daughter Tiffany. Deceased Middlebury relatives include aunts Catherine Hodges ’29 and Miriam Hodges Doak ’37.

Roland M. Smith, 71, of Princeton, N.J., on February 23, 2009. He served in the Army during the Korean conflict. With an MBA from Seton Hall Univ., he worked as a student loan specialist for the State of New Jersey Higher Education Student Assistance Authority. Predeceased by wife Barbara (Momot), he is survived by daughters Karen and Lynn, son Todd, and four grandchildren.

60 Richard S. Geehr, 70, of Acton, Mass., on January 2, 2009. After serving as a first lieutenant with the Army in Germany from 1960–1963, he earned a master’s in European history from Columbia Univ., was a Fulbright Fellow at the Univ. of Vienna, Austria, and earned a Ph.D. from UMass-Amherst. He taught at various colleges before joining the faculty of Bentley College in Waltham, Mass., in 1977. A renowned scholar, he was the author of six books and received the Meritorious Service Award, he was active member of the Historical Commission and Planning Board, and received the Meritorious Unit Commendation. He entered the National Park Service in 1968 and worked as a ranger at numerous parks over the next 36 years, including Yosemite and Cape Cod National Seashore, receiving the Department of the Interior’s Superior Service Award in 1991. Upon retiring in 2001, he received the Commander’s Award for Civilian Service from the Department of the Army. After retiring he hiked the Appalachian Trail from Georgia to Maine. He then returned to the NPS in several acting superintendencies. Survivors include wife Sally (Jensen), daughter Wendy Ross ’91, and son Chris.

Christina Ross Middlebrook, 67, of San Francisco, Calif., on January 20, 2009. With a master’s degree in ecology from Rutgers Univ., she taught drafting and design at Parsons School of Design and Pratt Institute. In 1992, she earned a master’s degree in interior design from the Parson School of Design in New York. She was a candidate for the Cambridge City Council in 1985 and was involved with the Historical Commission and Planning Board, Cambridge Youth Soccer, Central Square Neighborhood Coalition, and the Cambridge Community Foundation among other organizations. Predeceased by husband Arthur, she is survived by daughters Elizabeth, Nancy, and Joanna, son Gavin, and eight grandchildren.

61 Joan Levine Roth, 69, of Cambridge, Mass., on January 14, 2009. With an architecture degree from Columbia Univ., she practiced architecture in NYC for many years. She taught drafting and design at Parsons School of Design and Pratt Institute. In 1992, she earned a master’s degree in ecology from Rutgers Univ. She is survived by daughter Nina Roth-Wells and her husband, and two grandchildren.

62 Peter M. Hart, 67, of Livingston, Mont., on January 30, 2009. After earning a master’s in geography from the Univ. of Colorado, he served in the Army with the 66th Engineer Corps Topographic Co. While in Vietnam he received the Bronze Star and the Meritorious Unit Commendation. He entered the National Park Service in 1968 and worked as a ranger at numerous parks over the next 36 years, including Yosemite and Cape Cod National Seashore, receiving the Dept. of the Interior’s Superior Service Award in 1991. Upon retiring in 2001, he received the Commander’s Award for Civilian Service from the Dept. of the Army. After retiring he hiked the Appalachian Trail from Georgia to Maine. He then returned to the NPS in several acting superintendencies. Survivors include wife Sally (Jensen), daughter Wendy Ross ’91, and son Chris.

63 Anne Hamant Shea, 65, of Greece, N.Y., on July 16, 2008. With a master’s in Spanish from Middlebury, she was a teacher of foreign languages at Olympia High School in Greece for 33 years. Survivors include husband Jonathan, sons Ethan and James, daughter Maggie Aaray, stepdaughters Leah and Sophie Middlebrook, and five grandchildren.

64 Diana Schlessinger Pitt, 52, of New York, N.Y., on February 2, 2009. Her early career was in publishing before she became an editor at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in NYC. She is survived by her parents and son Nicholas.

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS FACULTY

Henry H. H. Remak, 92, of Bloomington, Ind., on February 12, 2009. Born in Berlin, Germany, he arrived at the Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity at Indiana Univ. in 1936 as part of an international YMCA scholarship program to assist young Jewish refugee scholars. At Indiana, he became a professor of German, comparative literature, and West European studies as well as vice chancellor and dean of faculties and director of the institute of advanced studies. He taught at the German School in the summers of 1958 and 1960 and was the director of the school from 1957–1971. Survivors include wife Ingrid, sons Andy, Bruce, and Ron, daughter Heidi, seven grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS

Margaret Doucournes Burrell, 87, MA English, of Queensbury, N.Y., on January 28, 2009. She taught English and Latin in high schools in New Hampshire before joining the English dept. at the Madeira School in Greene, Va. For six years she was also on the faculty at St. Lawrence Univ.

Glenn L. Hebert, 80, MA French, of Chicago, Ill., on December 29, 2008. He taught French in various schools and universities, including the Univ. of Chicago and Loyola Univ., and was also a Midwest sales manager for Penguin Books.

Moses D. Stivers, 94, MA Spanish, of Middletown, N.Y., on January 12, 2009. After working for the Coca-Cola Company in Central and South America, he joined the faculty of Orange County Community College as a Spanish professor, retiring in 1979.

Alexander H. Revell III, 83, MA English, of Rosemont, Pa., on January 6, 2009. After serving as a second lieutenant in the Marine Corps during WWII, he worked at The Hill School for 37 years teaching English, serving as chairman of the English department, and coaching football, ice hockey, baseball, and tennis. He also owned and operated The Heritage Book Shop with his wife for 20 years.


Shirley Kwasniak Beauchamp, 71, MA French, of Lanesboro, Mass., on December 30, 2008. She taught French and Spanish at various high schools, retiring in 1999 from Pittsfield (Mass.) High School. She also taught adult education at Berkshire Community College.

Marie A. Bradshaw, 74, MA French, of White Plains, N.Y., on December 21, 2008. After earning her PhD in French from Fordham Univ., she was on the faculty of Good Counsel High School and Good Counsel College in White Plains, and was a professor of French at Pace Univ. For over 30 years she was a member of the Sisters of the Divine Compassion.
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Middlebury in the Mountains
A rare find! Finely crafted post and beam frame with all new systems and foundation in 2001. This home is beautifully finished with antique wide pine boards, slate/soapstone/marble countertops, custom fixtures and upgrades, and established landscaping. Enjoy the enclosed porch that takes full advantage of spectacular mountain views! Close to Bread Loaf & the Snow Bowl, and just up the road from the Waybury Pub. $439,000

Ingrid Punderson Jackson '88
Real Estate
44 Main Street
Middlebury, VT 05753
802-388-4242

ingrid@midvermontrealestate.com
www.middvermontrealestate.com

ANTQUINES
Stone Block Antiques. 219 Main St., Vergennes, Vermont 05491. Open Fridays 9 A.M. - 9 P.M. by chance or appointment. I am always looking for furniture, silver, paintings, rugs, porcelain, etc. If you are considering downsizing and/or have items you no longer need, I travel throughout the Northeast to purchase quality antiques or estates. Greg Hamilton '79. 802.877.3359 or shain57@yahoo.com.

BOOKS

CAREER ADVISOR
Career Transitions And Executive Coaching, Judith Gerberg. Career expert, Columbia alumna and Middlebury alum parent, quoted in NYT, WSJ, Fast Company. She has built her reputation by helping Ivy Leaguers get jobs they love, manage stress, and live the lives of their dreams. What can she do for you? 212.315.2122. Judith@gerberg.com; www.gerberg.com.

LODGING
Christmas in Midd. Comfortable old farmhouse in Cornwall three minutes from the College, sleeps ten in five rooms, all with private bath, for rent at Christmas. New Years and other selected periods including Midd reunion, excluding graduation and family weekends. Well equipped, wood burning fireplace, cooking basics included, etc. Five day minimum. 802.462.2272. cornorch@shoreham.net.


The Inn at Lovers Lane. Simple elegance in the heart of the Champlain Valley. Three rooms, including one Suite, all with PB and AC. En suite bathrooms with showers, private dining room, gourmet kitchen, finished living room, cooking basics included. Available by week or weekend. Reasonable rates. Phone 802.758.2185. stay@innatloverslane.com.

REAL ESTATE
Ferrisburgh, Addison County. Rt. 7, north of Vergennes. Red Brick Farmhouse, circa 1820. 2640 sq ft, 9 rooms in original un-renovated condition, large barn and 5 acres, drilled well: $249,900. 45.8 acres zoned industrial & residential: $225,000. 29.3 acres zoned industrial: $270,000. Contact: Robert 802.453.3581 or krbushay@gmavt.net.

Ingrid Punderson Jackson '88
Real Estate
44 Main Street
Middlebury, VT 05753
802-388-4242

ingrid@midvermontrealestate.com
www.middvermontrealestate.com


Abundant wildlife. 818’ road frontage. 50’ right-of-way. $1,550,000. 105 acres of land. raybec@gmavt.net.


VACATION RENTALS
BreadLoaf Retreat. Adjacent to the BL campus; mountain views and open fields. Charming home with modern kitchens and bathrooms, fireplaces, wrap-around porch, grill, bicycles. Rent weekly as 4 BR/3.5 bath; 3 BR/2.5 bath; or 1 BR/1 bath. See: www.bicknelladvisory.com; vermonthouse. Phone 914.723.1505.

Great Cozy 4-bedroom house on Lake Dunmore, 20 minutes from Middlebury Snowbowl. Sunken living room with fireplace. Beautiful lake view. Available by week or weekend. Reasonable rates. Phone Denis Sneader 935.553.0514 (CA) or Email DenisSneader@yahoo.com.


Dordogne, France. Lovely fully-equipped home with spacious rooms in countryside overlooking Vezere River valley one kilometer from village designated a most beautiful village in France. Privately owned, 2 double bedrooms, 3.5 baths, heated pool. For pictures, description, rates, contact owner: 847.657.8144.

France, Burgundy. The Garden-e’s Cottage. Charming 18th century house in quiet French hamlet near Beaune beside historic chateau. Guests have open access to Chateau gardens. Easy drive to Burgundian vineyards, Romanesque churches, chateau, great restaurants. Luxuriously furnished living room, gourmet kitchen, dining room; three bedrooms, two bathrooms with showers, private garden. Dishwasher, washer, dryer, Wi Fi, Cable TV. Bicycles included. $1,200 to $1,500/week. Tel 802.453.7851. wkthompson@aol.com; www.franceburgundycottage.com.

PARIS. Elegant Left Bank Apartment. Sixth arrondissement. Walk to the Seine, the Louvre, and the Luxembourg Garden. Near open-air market. 699.924.7520, ganni@comcast.net.

Mayan Riviera. 1-bedroom beach condo & marina penthouse. GloryPscs@comcast.net.

Rome. Bright, Elegant Apartment. Marvelous beamed ceilings. Antiques. Walk to Spanish Steps, Rome. Light-filled studio apartment that could be a caretaker or in-law unit or a studio/office for the at home professional. $819,000.


Italy. “Off the beaten path” Campomarino Lido, modern condo with American amenities on a private beach. Sleeps 6. Fall activities include hiking, gastronomical tours and folklore excursions nearby. Minutes to restaurants, vineyard, olive grove. Only 10 minutes to Termoli/Tremiti Isles. Much, much more. Email: porticciolob1-12@live.com Telephone: 203.440.9097.

Close to Middlebury, Yet In Total Peace & Quiet

A FEW YEARS AGO, I bought an apartment in New York. The city had been my home base for a while. Since serving as a Peace Corps volunteer in Thailand in the early 1990s, I’ve shuttled between Asia and the U.S. in my work as an activist for community organizations in developing countries. But as a single woman approaching her 40th birthday, I was feeling a pull to give my home base a more permanent structure.

After eight months of scouring real-estate ads, meeting brokers, and visiting open houses, I found a listing in the New York Times that interested me: a garden co-op in a Cobble Hill, Brooklyn, townhouse. The place certainly had its quirks. The railroad flat seemed to have four rooms, but no real bedroom in its 720 square feet. The front of the apartment was open for the first 20 feet, and then confronted a bizarre half-wall with a large window-shaped cutout and no connecting walls. The kitchen featured exposed brick, subway tile, and mismatched appliances. Beyond was a tiny bathroom with a miniature sink barely hanging on to the wall and an original claw-foot bathtub. The final 6-by-7-foot room was a mess: rotting plywood flooring; a small, plastic-laminate window with a broken sash; and a dropped ceiling that had started to drop even further at the edges. Still, the flat had some lovely features, including 100-year-old pumpkin-pine floors and a garden that had a lot of potential. I was smitten.

Immediately upon closing, I enlisted my family to help in renovations. My brother, David, is a licensed architect and my mother, a practiced home renovator. I’d serve as the general contractor. I wanted to build a new bathroom in the current bedroom alcove, which would necessitate new plumbing. My mom suggested turning the current kitchen into a proper bedroom, and she recommended transforming the current bath into a laundry, a priceless decision. Mom was irked that there were no closets, so she proposed that we divide a walk-in pantry into three separate closets: a hall closet, a large bedroom closet, and an open linen closet in the new bathroom.

As general contractor, I wanted to find distinct craftspeople for each job and do a lot of the work myself—to save costs, to learn new skills, and to inject creativity into my home. I also knew that I would enjoy it. After work and on weekends, I demolished. I wore weathered Carharrts, drank beer, and listened to a classic rock station. I made a mess and cleaned it up again. I bought a handheld sanding machine for ceiling beams, an eight-foot ladder, and a drill gun. I used a crowbar to uncover brick in the bathroom, going through Sheetrock, wood lath, and cement layers.

I finally called in a general contractor for the electrical work, plumbing, Sheetrocking, tile work, masonry, and scraping 100 years’ worth of paint from the flat’s window trim, doors, and doorframes. Meanwhile, I focused on details. Relying on my subscription to *This Old House*, I learned how to boil the paint off of original black porcelain doorknobs and mortise locks. I visited an architectural salvage shop in Manhattan and bought old glass knobs for my doors. I also found antique coat hooks for a coat rack I constructed for my foyer, using a scrap from the yellow pine wood as the baseboard. For finishing touches, I gravitated to my traveler side. On one of my trips to Cambodia, I hauled back French-style concrete tiles for the new laundry floor and wine-colored silk material to make living room curtains.

After more than two years of dust, sweat, and tears, my house was a home. I would do it again in a minute. Just don’t tell my family that I’ve begun browsing the real-estate section for my next project.
PROBLEM

In 1960, an alumni couple purchased land with plans to retire there. Instead, they recently bought into a retirement community. Their land's value had multiplied considerably—meaning hefty capital gains taxes if they sold it. They hoped to make special gifts to their favorite charities, including Middlebury, and planned to do so through their estate.

SOLVED

The charitable remainder trust we proposed solved these issues—and more. The trust was funded with the land, which was later sold by the trustee, and proceeds were reinvested. Capital gains taxes were avoided. The couple was entitled to an income tax deduction and receives some trust income to supplement their retirement. At the end of their lives, their favorite charities will share in the money that remains.

Can Gift Planning Help You?

Anne and Deb combine their specialized knowledge and skill with a donor-centered approach to philanthropy to help alumni (and their advisers) who want to do well by doing good.

Anne McMenamin, director
BA, Pitzer College, economics
Anne has 15 years of gift planning experience, along with 12 years in higher education finance and investments.

Deb Wales, senior associate director
JD, Franklin Pierce Law Center
AB, Smith College, government
Prior to joining our team in 2004, Deb practiced law for 12 years in the areas of estate planning, real estate, and business.

Please contact us! Phone: 866.496.6433
E-mail: giftplanning@middlebury.edu
More information: www.middlebury.edu/supporting/planning

Middlebury
Office of Gift Planning
The Lodge at Otter Creek is now open. Now you really can come home to Middlebury, Vermont and The Lodge at Otter Creek. The Lodge at Otter Creek is an all inclusive adult resort community available to residents in a number of rental options ranging from spacious Cottages to Independent and Assisted Living apartments, as well as, The Haven Memory Care Unit—all in a variety of floor plans designed to suit your every need.

Nestled on 36 acres of land within minutes of the cultural and artistic vibrancy of Middlebury College and Middlebury Township, surrounded by majestic mountains, walking trails, apple orchards and panoramic views, The Lodge at Otter Creek offers a unique blend of security, elegance and beauty that redefines adult living.

NOW OPEN.
Give us a Call at 802-388-1220 Today
With Inquiries or to Set-up a Tour.
350 Lodge Road • Middlebury, VT 05753 • 802-388-1220
www.lodgeatottercreek.com

Visit us at the Site: From the Bridge in downtown Middlebury go to route 7 South, at 3rd light take a right on Middle Road North. Drive to the end of the road and bear right up the hill to The Lodge at Otter Creek.

Owned and operated by Bulbrook Corp., and affiliated with Shelburne Bay Senior Living Community.